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PREFACE

This volume contains the proceedings of a workshop entitled
''Roles of Atomic and Molecular Processes in plasma Modelling and

Diagnostics.･ Resonance Effects in Electron-Ion Collisionsl(. The
●

workshop was held under the ausplC色S Of the U.S.
-

Japan Fusion

Collaboration program at the =nstitute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya

University, Nagoya, Japan, on September 1-2, 1986, with 7 U.S.

and 29 Japanese participants. The meeting was intended to bring
●

together scientists both in atomic collision and fusion plasma

disciplines in order to convey recent advances in atomic

coil.-:_sions as pertains to plasma physics and to describe the

modelling and diagnostics of fusion plasnas and the needs for A

alld M data in these activities. As the workshop title states,

particular emphasis Was placed on the effects of resonances in

electron-ion collisions.･ ionization, excitation, and recombin-

ation.

Included in the workshop were sessions on.I

1. Plasma modelling, diagnostics and A and.q data needs in

large plasma machines.

2. Atomic and molecular processes: Theory.

3. Atomic and molecular processes: Experiment.

4. Laboratory plasma experiments.

5. Future collaboration of U.S. and Japanese scientists in

these areas.

The talks presented in these sessions are summarized in these
■

●

proceedings, and the program and participants list are given at

the end.

Dielectronic resonances occur in electron-ion collisions when an

incoming electron excites a core electron(s) and then is left

With insufficient energy to escapet so it is captured into an

excited state, thus resulting in a multiply excited state･ The
●

excess energy can then be redistributed into ejected electrons

(resonant-excitation-double-autoioni2:ation [REDA] ) so that one

has a contribution to ioni2:ation, into an ejected electron and
■

redistribution of energy in the core (resonant excitation)
so

that one has a contribution to excitation, or into a stabilizing

photon (dielectronic recombina七ion 【DR】) so that one has

recomblnation of the electron and ion.

=t has been recogni2:ed for a number of years now that indirect

processes such as excitation-autoionization can dominate the

direct process of ionization -

sometimes by more than an order of

magnitude
-

so that popular and convenient formulae (such as the

Lot2i formula) may drastically underestimate ioni2:ation rates･ =t

was also hypothesi2;ed that the resonant REDA and other related



resonant processes might contribute significantly, but it is only
●

recen七1y七ha七 experiments have been able to conclusively
demonstrate the presence. of these processes. =n excitation,
dielectronic resonances are theoretically predicted to change the

excitation rates by factors of several times. Experimental

evidence for these excitation effects is sparse, and
● ●

technological capability is just COnincJ･ On line for getting more

deterministic evidence. Dielectroni(! recombination has been

recognized for some twenty years as the dominant recombination
process in hot plasnas, but this has been based

-

until the past

few years
- on purely theoretical evidence. Recent experiments

and theory have shown this process to be very sensitive to such

variables in the environment as external fields, plasma

nicrofields, and collisions. The presentations in these

proceedings highlight these resonant processes.

There remain many needs in understanding the processes, in

gerlaratinq more data, in communicating the data and nature of the

processes to the plasma user community, and in making adequate

compilations of the dしata in a fornthat can
-

and will
- be used

by the user connunity. An important outcome of discussions on

collaboration was that some cooperation
-

ranging from a simple
●

agreement on division of work so as to avoid duplication to

direct collaborative efforts involving travel and working with

each other
- was agreed to as important in order to hasten the

work and to conserve limited resources of manpower and funds.

Several specific cooperative efforts were suggested, but they

will require WOrking out of details by the individual scientists
●

and institutions involved. Enphasis was placed on greater

coordination and communication with the diagnostic and modelling

programs of the two countries.

Finally, the e,litors acknowledge and glVe thanks for support for
●

the Workshop through the U.S.-JAPAN Fusion collaboration Program･

H. Tawara (=PP/&agoya university)
G. H. Dunn (J=1A-NBS/Univ. colorado)

Co-chairpersons of the Workshop
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･ Introduction to the Workshop

- Some aspect of the status in e一ectron-ion co一lision research
-

H. Tawara

●

Institute of Plasma Physics

Nagoya University

I would like to welcome all of you to this Workshop, one of a

series of the workshops under UIS.- Japan Fusion Col一aboration Program.

This is the second workshop involving atomic.and molecu一ar data

necessary for fusion studies. The first workshop was he一d in 1980 a七

JILA, under the chairmanship of Dr. D. Crandall, then ORNL, and Dr. Y.

Itikawa, then IPP, with the he一p by JⅠLA staff, in particu一ar D-r､ ら.

Dunn. As the tit一e of that workshop ''u.s.- Japan Workshop on Atomic

Collision Data for Fusion''indicated, that workshop covered a w守de range

of topics ranging from basic problerns in ionization, charge transfer,

atomic structures and surfaces to cm'tical discussion on need･; of AM

data for fusion･plasmas and there we discussed what kind of AM. data

should be compi一ed and evaluated under U.S.- a-apan coll･aboration. Since

then, our close co11abo･ration began to work efficient一y. One of the

lmPOrtant reSul･ts which came oJJt Of such col】aboration is the critica一
●

●

evaluation of excitation data of ions by electron lmPaCt. In addition･

to aL number df the letters exchanged, Dr. Crandall and Dr. Pindzolla

came to Nagoya before finishl:ng the eva一uation of excitatilOn ､data.

FinalT-y, that was published in Atomic Data and Nuclear'Data Tables in

1985 and was ap'preciated very much by a number of scientists the wor一d

over. A一so we上 regularly exchange the col叩iled and evaluated data and
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other lmPOrtant information invo一ving AM data among various laboratories
●

of two sides of the Pacific.

In the past few years, we tried to have a similar workshop and to

exchange scientists. Unfortunately we could not get support to our

proposal so far. After discussing a possib一e workshop with Dr. Dunn, we

both realized that it was the time to orgarn'ze the second workshop and

tried to get support. This year, wjth strong support of IPP/Nagoya, DOE

and others, we are able to have this workshop here in Nagoya. After

exchange of several letters with Dr. Dunn and also discussion with Dr.

Crandall who happened to be in Nagoya early this year, we decided to

cowene the workshop around the time of ICAP (International Conference

on Atomic Physics) in Tokyo. We know of course a wide range of AM data

shou一d be covered in fusion research. One of the reasons why we have

chosen AM problems involving electron + 1'on collision processes is the

fact that these electron + ion collision processes are one of the most

critica一 parameters which inf一uence very much the ba一ance of partic一es

and of energleS. i-n plasmas and the techniques for plasma diagnostics
｢

and, more importantly, the deslgn Of fusion apparatus. And another is
●

the fact that AM physicists
LlaVe

recent一y succeeded in achievlng fair一y
●

good understanding of electron
+ ion collision phenomena not only

qualitatively but also quantitative一y and theoretically as well as

experimentally. For example, slgnificant contribution to ionization of
■

ions by electron lmPaCt has been found to originate not only from direct
●

ionization but from indirect ionization processes such as

excitation-autoionization. Some times, this contribution of the indirect

ionization processes is found to be far dominant over that of the direct

ionization, in particu一ar in mu一tiply charged ions. On the other hand,

-2-



in the present-day p一asma modelling, the ionization
-rates-

of ions are

sti一l calcu一ated using the
=so-ca一led

Lotz formula which is based totally

on the direct ionzation mechanism and is found to be serious一y in error

in many cases.

Here in this workshop we would like to emphasize some need of the

modifications in atomic calculations in such pl由紀a mOdellings and of

changing their old formula into new formula based on new findings.

Similar effects can be seen in the ionization balance of ions if you

take into account multiple ionization which is usua一ly neg一ected but is

found to be signifiしant in some cases (see Fig.1). Also, another

important collision process involving multiply ･T,harged ions, the

dielectronic recombination (DR) process, which irs.qkno榔tO Play a key

role in energy loss from high temperature plasmas, has been recently

investigated experimental一y w代b the advance of various experimental

techniques and of understartding of various processes associated and,

accordingly, extensive theoretica一 investigations of DR are bejng made

at various laboratories. Furthermore, it has been recently realized that

these atomic processes are significantly modified under the inf一uence of

hot/dense plasmas where nuclear fusion reaction can be maintained and

the understanding of th.ese is being obtained rapid一y. Some of these

processes behave like resonances where, at particular energies, their

cross sections are significantly enhanced. So, this is why we in this

workshop emphasize the resonance effects in electron + ion collisions.

In Figures 2 (a) and (b), I wou一d like to summarize how far our present

experimenta一 and theoretical findings are extended in cross section

measurements of electron -lion collisions. I feel they-e are too many

unknown, compared with the known which is really too little.

-3-



In this workshop we have arranged the talks as follows: First we,≒

AM physicists, would like to hear about the present status in

investigations of big tokam.ak and laser plasmas and what kinds of AM

data are critically needed for their diagnostics and modelling and

● ●

ultimate一y for achievlng high temperature p一asma fusion. Then, bearing

these in mind, we concentr･ate ourselves to what we have recently

achieved in electron + ion co一lision studies and what we should do for

more detai一ed understanding of collision processes involving electrons

and ions, particularly highly charged ions and furthermore what we could

do helping modelling arM diagnostics of high temperature plasmas. Then

we are golng tO discuss how our understanding of plasma behaviors and
●

diagnostics.is influenced through AM data used and how accurate the AM

data should be for plasma research. Finally we woe;1d 一ike to discuss

the possibilities of our. future collaboration among laboratories in U.S.

and Japan. Various laboratories both in U.S. and Japan have different

facilities with their own features. Fort example; ORNL has very good

facilities and extended experience in studying and measurlng total cross
●

sections of ionization, in particular of highly charged ions, by

electron lmPaCt, meanwhile IPP is now building･a new facility where we
●

can measure differential cross sections in electron + ion collisions and

get more detailed understanding on such collisions. Other'examples are

good facilities for iwestigating DR at JILA and ORNL, whereas we in

Japan have just started some experiments on DR for which we urgent一y

need to know a number of technical and experimental know-hows. The

exchange of our experience and infor･mation should enhance our activities

in this particular field. So I hope that, after listening a series of
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the talks to be presented here, you wil一 be ab一e to join discussion on

our future collab-oration and glVe uS your Suggestions and comments.
●

Finally i hope you en3'oy this workshop.
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Diagnostics of JT-60 and lnpurity lteasurenen亡

Ta亡suo StJGIE, Akir畠SAEASA工, Hirotaka KUBO,

Yoshit止ko KO工DE, Nobuo戚AOEA, Toshio tIIR伽A

and ヱiroshi TAXEUCtl王

Depart耶ent Of Large Tokamak Research

Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Japan Atomic Energy Research工ns亡itute

Naka-machi
,

Naka-gun
, Ibaraki-ken

spectroscopic measurement system of the m-6o is composed

by a.risible spec七rome七ers, a normal incidence spec七rone七er,

grazing incidence spec七rome七ers and a crystal specrome七er.

Uniモモype gra乙ing incidence spectro皿eterS have been developed for

the measnremen七s of spatial behaviors of iznpuTi七y lines With in

one sho七of plasma. The oxygen,carbon,七i七anium an丘nicke1 lines

Were observed. Ⅵ1en七he七i七anium con七amina七ion was occured,the

time behaviors of TiXX and TiXIZ= lines vere analy21ea Vi七h lD-

impuri七y七ranspor七code. The ion七emperature Was preliminarily

e)b七ained from七he Doppler broadening of TiXXZ resonance line

wi七b七be erys七al spee七rome七er.
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Diagnostics of JT-60 and工npurity Measurement

i. Intl･Oduction

JT-60 is a Tokamak type ftlSion experimental facility aiming at

achieせing a break一色ven plasma condition. The bird-s-eye view of the

JT-60 is shovn in Fig. i-1. The major and minor radii of the plasma

produced in the vacutm vessel are 3.O meters, 0.95 TneterS, respectively.

Thertoroidal field up to 4.5 Tesla is produced by
eighteen toroidal

field coils, and plasma current up to 2.7凹A is induced by the poloidal

field coils.

The temperature and the electron density of the JT-60 plasma are

shown in Fig. i-2. The temperature of the plasma is 1-2 key with

Joule heatiTlg and will be reached to 10-20 key with additional heating
●

(NBt, ul, =CRF).

The overview of the diagnos･tics system of the JT-60 is shown in

table 1-1.

The electron density is meきSured by 7nn and sub一皿n wave interfe-

remeters, and electron temperature by a Four阜er spectrometer and a

nultipulse laser for Thonson scattering.

The ion temperature is
･nea6ured

by a n(=utral particle analysers,

an active bean probing apparatus and neutron counters'

The impurities are measured with various spectroneters.

The radiation fluiL i畠mea芦ured with a germanium detector, a PエN

diode array and a bolotneter array.

The peripheral plasma畠nd wall surface are measured with probes事

themocouples, TV. and so on. tlere, we describe the impurity neasuremen亡

system with spectroscopic nethods･
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2. Impurity neasurenent system of the JT-60 (Spectroscopic measurement)

Fig. 2-1
shows a cross section of the vacuum vessel of the JT-60.

The vacuum
vessel

is made of incone1 625･工ts inper surface is covered

with molybdenum limiters and tnolybdenun and incone1 liners, which are

coated with Tic. So, it is expected that impurities in the plasma are

Ni, Ti, Ho, C and 0. These impurities have a bad influence on亡he

plasma confinement. JT-60 has a divertor (magnetic limiter: Fig. 2-i)

in order to reduce the quantity of impurities. For these reasons,.it

is inportaTlt tO know the behavior of impurity ions in the plasma. The

impurity ions in the plasma radiate spectral lines aTld continuum over

wide wavelength range from infrared to X-ray.

The purposes of the spectroscoplC measurement Of the JT-60 as
●

follows.

i) Diagnostics of impurity behavior in the plasma.

2) Measurement of plasma parameters (ion temperature).

3) Basic measurement of the impurity lines.

Sl)eCtrOmeterS are ins亡alledヱn the JT-60 as shown in Fig. 2-2.

Wavelength ranges of these spectrometers are shown in Fig. 2-3.

●

工n additiorl, We have the beam injection spectroscoplC tneaSuremen亡

system, which is shown in Fig. 2-4, to obtain infomation of fully

str-I Fed ions and ion temperature profile.

2.1 Diagnostics of the impurity behaviors

tn order to diagnose impurity behavior, it is necessary to measure

spatial prof)'.1es with the time behavior of impurity lines in the plasma.

And, spatial profiles mus亡be obtained with in dne discharge of plasma,

because the reproducibility of the plasma with additional heating (for
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example, NBエ, ul, ICRF) wi11● be not expected.
●

For these reasons事unit type flat field grazing incidence

spectrotne亡ers with hologTaphic grating and multichannel detector have

been dreveloped. Fig. 2.i-i shows the unit type flat field gra2:ing

incidence spectrom･a_ter and the'appara亡us for spatial neasureTnent, Which

can contain 17 unit type spectroneters. Now, we have two unit type

spectrometers. The wavelength ranges of these spectrometers are from

0.5 nm to 5 皿m and for 0.5 nn to 50 nm.

S'pectra1 1iTleS measured with these unit type spectroneters on JT-60

plasma are shown in甘ig. 2.1-2 and 2.1-3. The optical axes df these

spectrometers go throughnear the plasma center. Fig. 2.i-2(a) is the

spectrunbetween 300 and 320 msec of discharge, (b) is the tine behavior

of OVI=工(1.897 nn) line and (c) is CV工(3.37与nm) line measured with the

spectrometer which wavelength range is from 0.5 run to 5 nm. Fig. 2.i-3

(a) is the spectrum between 300 and 320 nsec of discharge, and (b) is

the time behavior of TiXX (25.93 Tm) line TneaSured with the spectroneter

which wavelength range is from 0.5 nm to 5C‥rm. serisitivity calibration

and measureneTlt Of the spatial profile of impurity lines have not been

done. These works are now in progress.

Next, Fig. 2.I-4 shows the signal TneaSured with the PIN diode in

rare case of discllarge, Where the radiation of the soft X-ray increased

at 4.6 see and 6.3 see of the dis血arge. The spectra at 4.5 see, 5.0 see

and 6.4 see measured with the spectrometer are shown in Fig. 2.ト5(a),

(b) and (c) where the Cu lines畠p卓eared at 5.0 see and Ti lines appeared

at 6.4 see. Fig. 2.i-6(a) and (b) show the time betiavior of C血ⅩI

(7.905 nm), and TiXX (25.93'rm) lines.

エn this shot, it seems亡hat the increase of theねdiation甘a畠
`

Caused by the contaTnination 6f the impurities at thds色times. =t is
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veryL lnter=eS.tingL Shot for the
lStudy of the itnpurity transport in the

plasna` Now, the analysis is in progress with lD-impurity transport

*

code vhen the titanium contamination occured. The prelininaly results

are shown in Fig･ 2･1-7 (a) aTld (b) with dotted l皇nes･ where DA IS a
●

radial diffusion coefficient and
･Cv

is a shape paratneter･ The shape

paranet･er cv is related to･ a convect･ion velocity VA aS VA i-Cv DA 2r/a2･

And, these shots are very useful for the identifi･cation of the

ま皿pur土ty lines.

Another uni亡type spectrometers observe the divertor side of the

peripheral plas7na, aS Shown in Fig. 2.ト8. For the wavelength range

of these spectrometers, one is from 2 rn to 50 nm and the other is from

50 nm to 120 nm. Fig. 2.1-9 sho甘S the tine behaviors
of the oxygen and

carbon lines. The intensities of these lines increased fron 300 tnsec

of discharge When the divertor (ma3netic liniter) operation started.

エt see皿S that the radiation Tlear the diver亡or region increased in the

divertor operation.

2.2 Measurement of plasma parameters (ion亡enpera亡ure)

工n the spectroscopIC measurement, the ion temperature of plasma
●

is determined from the Doppler broadenings of impurity lines, asSuning

the themal equilibrium be.tveen impurity ions and plasma ionsi (for

example proton).

In the JT-60, the ion temperature of the plasma is tneasured With

the 1.2 孤 normal incidenc色VaCuum SPeCtrOmeter for the peripheral

region and with the 2.5 n Johann type crystal speGtrOme亡er for亡he
●

center region.

* T.且irayama et al.; the 7th international conference on plasma surface

intera己tions in controlled fusion device. (Princeton, 1986).
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Fig● 2･2-1 ･shows亡he 2･5 n JohLann-type crystal spectroneter Which

has two cryst;alsJ･ One is S妄言(-220).fori=thモーT壬kα 1iri色and the other is

=~~~~=

ー_.
=

siO,2- (2 2 4 3)'for the7阻kα工i缶e･ TheきLlirie profiles are detected with

nulticha-nnel detector which･
is composed･ b少MCP (micro ch早nnel plta'te) ,

PCD (plasma亡oupledT device) linear [image昏enSLor and electrical circu土t･

spectrogram measured with the crystal spectrometer is shown in

Fig｡ 2.2-2} Where the resonance line of TiXX工1s21s - 1s2plpl arid
O

satellite lines were observed. The time behavior of the inteTISity of

the TiXXt resonance line is showTL in Fig. 2.2-3 and the profiles

measured with the Tnultichabnel detector is showTl in Fig. 2.2-4. tn

Fig. 2.2-4I the average･values per 400 tnsec are dotted with squares･

From these profiles, the ion temperatures were preliminarily obtained,

which are shown in Fig. 2.2-5. The electron temperature of plasma center

7neaSured with the laser scattering method was about 2'- 2.2 keV.

So, it?eenS that the ion temperature detemined from the TiXXt

resa71anCe line indicaこe the ion temperature of l二he center region of

plasma until the additional heating, because the electroll temperature

will be more higher and the energy transport process will be complicated.

2.3 Basic neasurenent of I:he impurity lines

We have the 3-孤 grazing incidence spectrometer and the 0.5-Tn

visible spectroneter for the basic measurement of the impurity lines.

These岳peetrome亡erS畠re色sed for intensity calibration with the atomic

l

branching ratio methbd∫畠nd■fof■ the identificatib血of the impurity

lines. Now, th由e wotk岳畠r色■ in progress.
UrLti11血ow, ti亡息ni血, nickel

l

.

carbon and oxygen lines has been identified with the spec亡fograms.

tJnidentifまed lines will be observed in the JT-60 plasma- 工t is

very useful for the atomic pbysics∴and:･the plasTna diagnostics to

-･･14
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arlaly2:e these lines.

3. SⅦⅡmary

Ln this report, we discribe the present status of the impurity

neasuremen亡system with spec比oscoplC methods. The analysis of the
●

data is now in progrees.･

We summarize our results until now as follows.･

(1) The spectra of inpuri亡y io‡1S Were measured with in one shot of

discharge by亡he unit type grazing incidence spectrotneter in VUV

●

reglOn●

(2) ton temperature of the plasma was measured from the Doppler

broc.dening of the TiXX= resonance line with the 2.5 n Johann type

crystal spec亡rome亡er.

(3) Impurities of the JT-60 plasma were mainly oxygen, carbon and

titaniun, from the spectrograms measured with the 3 n grazing

incidence spectrome亡er.

(4) The impurity亡ransport was analyzed by the lD-inpurify transport

code when the titanium contamination occured.

Next phase of the JT-60, when the additional beatings with the full

power, it seems亡hat the atomic process of亡be impurity ions is very

important for the study of impurity betlaVior in the plasma.
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Fig･ト1 The birdls-eye view of the JTi-60･

0.5

r′∂

Fig･1-2 Temperature and electron density of the

J℡-60.
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Fig.2-1 Cross section of the vacuum vessel of t'he JT-60.

Fig･2-2 Arrangemen阜of spectrometers
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Fig･2･.1TI Unit type flat field gra三ing incidence spectrometer and

apparatus for spatial profile measurement of impurity lines.
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Fig.2.l-3(a) Spectral lines measured wit･h the unit type spectrometer･

The wavelength range is 0.5-50 nm.
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Fig･2･1-4 Time behavior Of the soft x-ray radiation with

p=N diode･
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F･ig. 2.2-2 Speetrogram of ℡iXXエ resonance line and satellite lines

measured vith the crystal spectrom壬ter.
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Some Comments on Atomic Cross sections used in analysis

of X-Ray Spectra fr･om Tokamak Plasmas

Shigeru PK)RITA

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464

くl> Thermal spectra

Charge state distributions of Ti(Z=22), Cr(24), Fe(a5) and Ni(28)

ions Were mea凱Ired Wit.h time interval of lOms before and during ICRF

heating (40 MHz - 1 MW) u占ing a crystal spectrometer. Most abundant. charge

states of t.he four metal impurity ions in the central plasma column of

JIPP T-IIU Were determined. The experimental spectra Were compared With

calculated ones as a function of'ion transport parameter･s, especially ion

di■ffqslOn coefficient.

As an array of 丘α spectral lines directly displays inf､ormations of､

the ion abundance in the central plasma columrll), the charge state

dist.ributions of the ions can be easily obtained from it. The experimental

spectra are shown in Fig.1. No emissions of H-like ions Were observed.

Most abundant. charge stat.es of the impurity ions shif､t toward lover

isoelectronic sequences With increasing nuclearcharge of the ions2) The

experimental charge state distributions Were not largely af-fected by ICRF

heating, although the total emissions drastica.uy increase.

Figure 2 shows calculated Kc( emissions of ir･on ions as a function of

diffusion coefficient D. They strongly depend on the diffusion

coerricients. As a result of､ comparison between the experiment and the

calculat.ion, it is found that the diffusion coefficient is roughly

constanL ar･ound 7 × 1.03 cm2/s. However, second current rise during ICRF

heat.ing gives a smaller diffusion coefficient..
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く2> Nonthermal spectra

CurTent drive experiment by lover-hybrid Waves (800 MHz - 100 kW) Was

carried out. With electron densities oF 2 - 10 x lola cm-3 and electron

temperatures of 0.3 - 1.0 key. Titanium馳emissions from the non-thermal

plasma including suprathermal electrons Were measured using a cryst.al

spectrometer and extremely f､1at Kα specトral distributions Were f､ound

over a vide range of charge･ states of the titanium ions. The flat dis-

tributions can be explained vitb enhanced excitation rates due to the

suprathermal elect,Tons.

The Kα Ⅹ-ray lines are mainly emitted throughthree atomic processes

in low-densit.y and high- temperature laboratory plasmas shown in Fig.3.

Since the electron temperature during the current drive is less than I

key, every rate coef'ricient in three eases is less than

～3 x 10-15 cm3 s-I. But the rate coefficient of the inner-shell ionizat.ion

by electron impact has a maximum value of -10-12 cm3 a-I at the electron

temperature bigber than 10 key. It indicates that the Kα spectral feature

str･ongly depends oil the amount of the suprathermal elect.rons Wit.h energies

above ′ヽ10
keV.

Figure 4 shows raw date,i 0f titanium Kc( emissions. Intez?.se Kα lines

from partially LL1'r shell-ioni;:ed ions3) are also emitted. However, it is

mainly emitted only by the inner-;shell ionization. These spectral Features

during LllCD strongly suggest the existence of'the suprather･mal electrons.

Total counts of the K(1 emissions are plotted in Fig.5 as a function

of､ the elect.ron density at the same electron t.emperature of､ about. 600 eV.

This fi6ur･e Clearly shows the grovt.h of the supr･athermal electrons at

ne < 1013 cm-3, While the similar increase of the total counts at higher

densities is due to increasing thermal emissions.
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<3> High-resolution heliumlike titanium spectra

A high-resolution Johann type crystal spectrometer has been developed

to observe a Doppler broadened feature of x-ray lines emitted from highly

ionized meta王ic impurity ions in JIPP T-ⅠIU. This instrument offers t.he

informations of ion temperat.ure and electt･on temper･ature in the central

cblumn of the plasma.4)

Experimental setup of the spectrometer constructed is shown in Fig.6.

The spectrometer is set tangential to the toroidal axis to raise photon

intensities coming to it and to measure a toroidal rotation velocity. The

spatial resolution of a position-sensit.ive proportional counter used as an

冗-ray detector is less than 200 pm. The accuracy of the cylindrical

surface of the bent crystal, Which is pasted vlth an epoxy resin on a blue

glass cut to a radius of about 300 cm With the accuracy less than 0.1 I)m,

is less t.ham 1 i)m in radius. The total resolving po甘e†, Of the spectrometer

is A/AÅ > 2 × 104 at 2.61Å of Ti )ⅨI He-like resonance line. It enables

us to diagnose the ion temperature of several hundreds of eV. At present.

the rover limit of the ion temperatur･e measurement is roughly estimated t.o

be 300 eV.

Typical example of t.he ion temperature measurement. in JIPP T-ⅠIU is

shown in Fig.7. The data are fitt.ed vith Voigt function, Which is the

Convolution of､ Gaussian and Lorentzian. Unresolved dieleetronie satellites

are also 'considered. The elecLt,ron temperature is determined from the ratio

of n=3 dielectronic satellites to w line in the range of electron

densities higher t.ham 5Ⅹ1013 cm-3.

く4> Comments

Needed dat.a for analysis of charge stat.e distributions are

inner-shell excitat.ion, iLlner-Shell ionization and dielectronic

recombination. Dat,Tt used are by Meve and Merts et al. The experiment.al

spectra can be roughly explained using these data.
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Needed data for analysis of non-thermal x-ray spectra are inner-shell

ionization rate coefficients or cross sections by electrons甘ith energies

more than several tens of key, fluorescence7 yields and polarization of､

Ⅹ-ray emissions. But these data are very few. Theoretical Works to

calculate above mentioned 'coefficients are intensively needed.

Needed data for analysis of high-resolution heliumlike titanium

spectra are line vavelerrgths, excitation and recombination coeff'icients

and dielectronic recombinat.ion rate coefficients. Data used are by

Bely-bubau and Safronova. These are enough for･ temperature determination

of tokamak plasma. However, full understanding of､ spectra is not yet. Many

experiment.al data should be compar･ed With many theoretical ones. AS an

alternative process, ion-ion Collisions may be taken into account.

Fina11y, as a new approach of collisional experiments and

calculations ,

(1 ) ion-ion collisions including charge exchanges

(2) energetic electron-ion collisions

(3) polarization of x-ray emissions

are recommended.
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Spectroscopic measurement of non-local heat

transport in laser produced･plasma

by

M. Nakai, H. Azechi, N. Miyanaga, M. Itoh, T. Yabe.

K. Mima, T. YamanakaL, and C. Yamanaka

lnstitute of Laser Engineering

O5aka University

Electron thermal flux in an ablation plasma Was measured by using

the x-ray spectroscopic technique. At the largest temperature

g7～adierlt region. where the temperature scale-length k'aS 25-70 time5

electron mean-free-path, the flux decreased to be
.I/3

of the classical

Value. A temperature precursor due to non-local heat もransport was

obser-ved in a high densityt region. These experimental features are in

agreement with the theoretical predictions of the heat flux in the

steep temperature gradient.
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I ntrodu_ct i E2Ei

In the study of the inertial confinement fusion. the investigation

of the heat transport is of great importance. Because the heat

transport in the ablation region determines the structure of the

ablation and, therefore, the absorption rate and the hydrodynamic

effic-iency of the pellet target. In the previous experimerltal works,

results of measurements of ablation pressure, ablation mass rate and

also the electron temperature profi･1e--wet-令-1eBmpared with predictions

from hydrodynamic code Simulations.6･8～10) And the heat flux was

shown to be less tharl the classica.i value given by the Spitzer and

Har臥1～5/7) several mechanism5 0f this flux limitation are

considered,e.g. 1) DC-magnetic field, 2)ion acoustic turbulence,

3)Ueibel instability, 4)nor.⊥1ocal heat transport. In order to clarify

the mechanism of the flux limitation. we performed the experiment to

measure the heat flux using the x-ray spectro5COPic techniques. Under

the experimental conditions, the mecl-iこnisms 2) and 3) may have

rlegligible contribution,

since the e'ffective collision frequencies due to those mechanisms are

estimated to be much smaller than the electron-ion collision frequency
ヽ

(レei)･ In this paper, we present a direct measurement of heat flux

and a comparison With the ratio of the temperature scale-length(LT) to

the electron mean-free-path(入e)･ It is shown that at the largest

temperature gradierlt region( where the temperature scale-length was

25-70 times electron mean-free-path), the flux decreased to be one

third of the classical value. Moreover, some problems about the

spectroscopic measurement in this experiment and the CR model

developed by one of the autbor5 are a150 di5Cu55ed.

Exp er-i_m eI止
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A. Experimental method and set-up

ln 1-dimerlSion and quasi-steady state ablation. the heat flux q is

given by the following equation'll)

5 1

q=-βuc2十-βu3

2 2

(1)

Here a is the mass density. u is the flow velocity and c is the sound

velocity. 1●berefore, to determine the beat flux, time a王Id 5paCe

resolved measurements of the electron temperature , density and flow

velocity are required.

Figure 1 shobIS the diagnostic method. A plane target was

irradiated by the one arm of the Gekko IV laser facility in Osaka

urliversity. The laser 1.ight with wavelength of 1.05JLm and gaussian

shaped pulse width of I.0 nsec was focused normal to the target

surface through an (F/8) aspheric lens. The focal spot diameter was

130 〟m and the laser energy WaS 45±5 a. Absorbed laser intensity was

(I.4+_0.3)*1014 w/cm2.

The x-ray emission of 1.5-5. keV was imaged on the x-ray streak

camera with overall re501utioI15 0f 20〝m and 60 p5eC. Tbe TIAP crystal

spectrometer with 20FLm.Slit for 5patial resolution was used to measure

the spectra from 1. to 3. keV. Ir. order to monitor the position of the

cut-off derlSity region, the second harmonic emission from the target

Was also imaged on a visible streak camera through a microscope

objective with a 10 nm band width filter centered at 530 nm. The

observation axes of these mea5ure】Ⅵent5 are all perpendicular to the

target normal. The direction of the spatial resolution are all

Parallel to the target normal.

Tracers. magnesium. aluminum and silicon, inbeded in plastic are

irradiated by laser and ablated one by one. Since the x-ray intensity
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is much stronger in tracers than in C-H. the flow diagram of th

tracer can be observed by a x-r'畠y Streak ca血era wiー七h lthe s?atia

Peso-1tition
I

parallel to the target norma-1. This enables us to tmeasur

the flow velocity a1.ong. the flow line. As the tra亡er flows away-, th

5Patially resolved x-ray line from such tracers is actually a tim

resolved one, from uhich density and temperature are determined.

The!璽

relation between the position and the time of the tracer can be known重
言

through the streak image･ The electron mean-free-path入e is obtained

弓∃

書
芸

竜

書
from the observed electron temperature and density. The temperature喜

■モ

喜

,T
L=

5Cale-length LT is determined from the oberved temperature profile萱
莞

along the tracer expansion.

B. Experimental results

Figure 2(a) is the picture of the x-r'ay streak camera. By

separate shots with one arid two out of the three tracers, we verified

that each of the bright regions corresponds-, in order, to silicon.

aluminum and magnesium. respectively. Figure 2(b) is the corresponding

x-ray spectrum. Figure 3 s-nows successive profiles of flow velocity.

electron temperature and density along the flow of aluminum tracer.

The re5ult5 0f Du5tOn･s CRE model13) were used to deduce the electron

temperature from the line ratios of the aluminum lines: 1s-2p/1s2-J152p

and ls-2p/1s2-1s4p. We used the Gabriel･s formulae14) of the

dielectrorlic satellite lines and the intercombinatiorl lines to the

resonance line in order to determine the electron density. T'he value

of electron density is also obtained by assuming a quasi-steady state

flow and knowing the flow velocity . shown in Fig. 3 as closed

circles. It is seen in Fig.3 that the plasma is heated up to 1.3 keV

at the cut-off region and a thermal wave is fotrmed in the Observed

r'eglOn. A relatively flat precurser is observed ahead of the thermal

froTTt. The energy flux● rep.uired to make such pr,ecurser r･,.gio･n is
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e5t皇ma七ed to be 7T5 0f三t-he abs10rbed laser- energy. This is too large to

■

be
-eXp-1ained solely by preheating due to hot electrons and/or soft

X-r.ays.

In Fig. 4. Th_e temperature 5Cale -1en9th devided by the electron

mean-free-path(a). heat flux devided by the classical value(b) and

devided by the free streaming heat flux(c) are plotted as a function

of the position. For the peak temperature gradient( at x=70 LLm), the

flux is considerably lower than the classical heat flux. The flux

tends to be close to the classical value at the cut-off region and

somewhat exceeds it at the high density region. The flux limit factor

at the peak gradient region is 0.08. Thi5 Value is in good agreement

with the independent estimation obtained from the comparison of the

experimental ablation mass rate with that from the computer

simulation.12)

C. Di5Cu55ion

The experimental results can be explained by the r10n-local heat

transport. Since heat is carried mainly by electrons with the

velocity of 2-3 times larger than the electron thermal velocity, the

range of those electrons can be much longer than the electron

mean-free-path. At the large temperature-gradient region, those

electrons respond not only to the local g'radient but also to the

gentle gradient at the top and the base of the heat front. Thee net

flux is, therefore. reduced from the locally determined ''clas5ical

value qs-H-- At the top and the base, the flux can reach or exceed

qs-H･ The excess o･f q is more pronounced in the base than in the top･

since the tail of the electron distribution in the top streams into

the base and increases the flux there. Thus the observed flux

reduction at the Smallest LT/入e･ the increase of q towards qs-H at

cut-off region and qualita七ively explained by the non-local heat
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ヒransport. Figure 5 show5-the experimental data of the heat ･flux

lOrmalized by the free strea7ning heat flux with the calculation by Y.

くishimoto for the uniform stational plasma flow. Faily good agreement

is showJl.

In conclusion, electron thermal flux in an ablatiorl Plasma was

TleaSured by using the x-ray spectroscopy. At the largest temperature

gradien七 re9ion, the heat flux decreased to be 1/3 of the classical

value. A temperature precursor due to non-local heat transport was

observed in a high derlSity region. These experimental features are in

agreemerl七 with the theoretical prediction of the heat flux in the

steep temperature gradient.

Some problems about the spectroscopy in the experiment

In order to interprate the x-r'ay spectra. we used the results of

the Duston'5 Calculation. But, the use of暮 X-ray line ratio5 i5

complicated by radiation transprt to the extent that results will

always have somme uncertainty. Moreover the time-scales of this

experiment might be too short to make the equilibrium assumption.

Therefore, in oder to investigate the. problems such as follow, we are

developing the co11isiona1-r･adiative model similar to that of Duston.

Problem5:

l) How does the ac'curacie5 0f the atomic data affect the results?

2) How much is the plasma different from the equilibrium?

3)LI How much is the unacc-JraCy due to the finite spatial resolution?

4)
･pHow

are the satellite li･nes and the intercombina七ion lines

af壬ected by the re'distribution of the populations by absorption?

The coillisiona1-radiative model employed i5. Simi･1ar to tha七
-of′

Dustorl.
iA:-,

general set of time-Ldependent atomic rate equations･- are
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solv,ed
,fo-r

阜 VOltl.1m苧 e!ement of uniform plasm阜, homogeneous in

temperature and total ion density.I The CR model. currently includes

the follo帖ing atomic processes: Collisional ionization, collisional,

radiative, and dielectrorlic recombination, co11isiLlnal excitation.

collisional and spontaneous radiative de-exci･taLtion. The collisional

ioni2:ation rates were calculated using a prescription suggested by

seaton15) and/or using that by Landshoff20), and the radiative

recombirlation rate coeffi.cie.nts were calculated by the detailed

balance of photoioni2:atior"ates.16) The dielectronic･ recombination

rate coefficients are those calculated by Burgess,21) while the

spontaneou.s decay rates Were taken from
Lthe

NBS t､ables17) or from

oscillator strength extrapolations. The electron collision-exci･tation

rate coefficients were t申o5e Calculated by D.E.Post by semi-piassical

impact. parameter method.18) The rates for the coil,isional processes

from higher to lower energy
LStateS

叫ere Calculaもe'd by-
-the ･detailed

balance of the corresponding upward coll.ision rat与 COefficients. The

processes Of photoexcitation and sti.mulated emissiop a･re taken into

account by a. phenomenological transport model which allows photons to

e.scare fr'om an optically thick plasma by scattering into the opti･cally

thin wings of the absorptio壬1 1in弓 PrO.file, modifying the 5POntaneOuS

emission rates by the optical depth of the plasma.19)

Figure 6･ shows the line ratio of the aluminum H-1ik号 Ly-β to

He-like Ly-r as a function of the electrorl temperature at the ion

density of 1020 1/cc. The thickness 0f the plasma is assumed to be 60

IBM. Ue calculated using two different prescription阜 for collisional

ionization rates. Solid line is the result using the ･Seaton's and

dashed line i5 u5in9 tbe Lalld5boff●5 pre5Cription. Temperature5

deduced from the.line ratio5 5how the differnce about a factor of two.

In order to check the equi･1ibrium.assumption. the timeTdevelope

equations along the flou were solved. Figure 7 show5 the complarison
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between the line ratios at equilibrium and tho5≡e obtarined fro由 the

time-depending rate equations. Plasma parameter were given from the

results of the computer simulation by 1-dimensional hydrodynamic code

(HtMⅠCO).12) The tem･perature peak indicated in the Fig.7 corresponds

to the critical声urface. Tn both of two graphs in Fig.7, differences

are not so severe inside of the ablation region.

Figure 8 shows the effect of the spatial resolution of our x-ray

spectrometer. Solid lines are the original plasma parameters given by

the simulation results. Dashed and dotted lines are the electron

temperatures calculated from the line ratios. 1ocaly averaging the

line intensities by slit width of the spectrometer. At the highest

regiorl, the deviatiorl uP tO 50 % was shown.

Figu.re 9 is the level structure of our model. The levels of the

principal quantum number up to 5 are considered. And the population

of each level in the same principal quantum number is distributed by

statistical weights. Ue haven't included the doubly excited states

and also the dielectronic recombination tO the higher excited levels.

Therefore. we must improve our code to ihvestigate the last problem.

Moreover, in order to take account of the plasma structure. we must

carry out the ray-tracing frequency by frequency.
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Fig. 2 Experimental data. The top(a) is a picture from the x-ray

str'eak camera and the bottom(b) is the x-ray spectrum taken by the

crystal spectrometer.
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Fig･ 3 Profile5 0f flow velocity･ electron temperature and

density alon9 Al tracer.
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INDIRECT 氾CFiAN工SMS 王打 ELF.CTRON一王虻PACT 工ON工ZATION

OF さⅣLT王PLY CHARGED IONS

Ronald A. Phaneuf and Donald a. Gregory

PhyBic8 I)ivision

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, USA

The ltuportant role of lndlL.eCt-1oni2;atlon tReChanlsns
in

electron-

itnpact loni名atlon of tnultiply dlarged ion8 ha8 been empha8i2:早d by some

recerLt eXperitnents conducted 甘1th the O肌-EeR
tnulticharged lon 80urCe.

工11u8trative exatnplle8 0f in∇estigation8 0f the 鞄-isoelectronic and Fe-

i80nu¢1ear sequences are presented and compared 官1th the results of

detailed theoretical calculatlon8.
New

experl皿ent&1 data i8 also Pre8ented

concerning the role of resonance effects h the lonizatlon of Li-like 05+

and Na-like Fe15+ ions.

工. 工NTRODUCT工ON

工oni2:阜tion by electron lglPaCt i8 a COnPlex proceBS,畠1tlCe a large

nutnber of tnech冬nisn6 Can Cause the ejectioz1 0f electron8 from bound 8t&teS

of ato血c 8y8tenS. AB an atom becomes 7mre highly lon12;ed, fewer elect･ronB

re皿a主n to screen the tluCleu8,and it8 binding energy increa8e8. Since the

direct or -1knock-outll ioni2;atlon cro88 SeCtion 8Cales roughly
as the

iTIVerBe Sqt1年羊e Of the binding energy, the direct ion12;ation cro8S 8eCtion

becT.Otne8 PrOgre88ively, Smaller a8 the cbarge 8tate Of a given lonlヱed atotn

increaseB｡ 工ndlrect pathway8 tO ionま2:ation begin 亡o compete with direct

Ionia;a亡ion and even to domまna亡e the loni苫ation of芯any highly chargedまcL18.

Mecha耳18nS Whi-ch i71VOIve re80nanCe8 and which may appear at first COn8ider-

atiQt! tO be e耳Otic pathway串 tO ionization have bee･n predicted to tnake

ne卑Sfurゆ1e contrlbutlon8i tO I:he ioniヱatio_A of 80ne highly charged ions.
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工工. 工ONIZAT工ON I正CHANISMS

The tno8t inportalnt indirect loni2;ation tnechan18n
is the so-called

excltation･･a11tOloni2:ation proce88. The lncotning electron excites an inner-

Shell electron, leaving the ion in a core-excited state which can subse-

quently decay by autoion12:ation, resulting in a net ionization proce8S･

Depending on the excltation energy of the core-excited 8tate and the

branching● ratio for it8 decay, the ejection of tAOre f:ham or).e e_1ectron may

be likely, leading to a net Tmltlple lon12;atlon proce8S. The c'EO$8 Section

for excltatlon of an ion ha8 the distinguishing characteristic of being

finite and often largest at Its threshold energy. Thus a part且cular inner-

8hell excltatlon can produce an abrupt jutnp ln theゴ.oni2;ation cro8S SeCtlon

at th貞 thre8hold for the excitatlon proce$8. Careful measllremellt8 0f the

ensrgy dependence of the lonlzatlon cross sectlon can thus provide quanti-

tatlve lnfomation about excitatlon proceB8e8 aS Well.

A
core-excited 8t&te tnay also be produced by the direct ejectlon of an

inTler-8hell electron from an lou. Sub8equent release of anotもer electron

by autoioni･2:atlon then lead8 tO a net dotib'1e loni2;ation event. 工f the

colli8iona･uy-ejected core electron lB from a 7nOre deeply-lying shell, the

de･cay of the vacancy 8tate平y result in the ejection of several electron8

via theAnger proce88･ Th18 ioniヱation-at托oゴ･oni之ation proce8岳is the Ⅶo8t

土nport且nt
tmltlple-ionization nechan18n for TnO8t ion･s･工t is generally not

corL8idered to be an lndir色ct ionization mechanisTnI Since the coll土Bional

Process ju8t involves the direct ejectior. ofaninner-shell electron.

A 80neWhat TnOre eXOt)-C lndlrect-ion12:atlon pathway bag a$ 1t8 fir8t

Step the 8ame re80tlant PrOCeSS that leads to dielect:Tonic reconbination.

h this ca8e' an inci=dent electron approaches the -ion with ju8Lt昏1ightly

le88 than the tninlButn energy reqilir6d to excite ah innei-Shell e工色c-fon■

but due to
acceleratlorL in･ tlle ionic Coulonb field, gaitlS enOughenergy

to
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excite the transition･ 工n 80 doingl it becomes captured iTltO a doubly

excited State Of the ion which can decay by a
number of pathways, including

single Anger enis8ion, double Anger emission, or radiative decay. The

first lead8 tO a SC&亡tering resonahce, the 8eCOnd
to toni2iation and the

third to dielectronic reconbination. This is a highly resonant proce88

which can occur only for certaiTI Values of the electron energy, Since there

皿u8t eXi8t a doubly-excited state of the ion into which the incoming elec-

tro机 can be captured. The proce88 leading to a net lonlzatlon event has

been called resonant-eXCitation-double-autoionlヱatlon (REDA), and va8 first

postulated by LaGattutaand tlahnl in 1981 as playing an lnport8nt role ln

the electron-impact ionization of Na-like Fe15+･

The mechan土sns of direct Blngle ion12:ation, excitatlon-autoionま2:ation,

ionization-autoioni2:ation and resonant-eXCltation-double-autoion12:ation are

all generally considered to be first-order collisまonal processe8｡ In each

case, the incident electron
interacts 亡brough the two-body Coulonb lnterac-

tion to promote a Single target electron duritlg the co11ision｡

工工工. EXPERIMENTAL METtlOD

Cro8S Sections for electroT1-impact: ion12:ation of芯ultlply charged ions

have been
tnea8ured using the htersectitlg-beans technique by a number of

group82-5一皿d a schematic of the apparatus Currently ln use at Oak馳dge2

for
Such experl皿ent8 is Shown in Figure 1. A mass/charge analy2:ed bean of

multiply charged ions is directed into art ultra-high vacuun chaTnber,

deflected through 90 degree8 tO remove ions which Tnay have changed charge

ln flight from the ion source, and intersected by an electron beatn of

variable energy. The e7nerging ion beatn then enters a double-focusing

申年grl早tic spectrometer which separates the ioni之ed ions froth the parent

beatn. The ionized ion ''signal●- is further deflected and counted by a par-

ticle nultiplier, while the parent-ion and electron beams are collected in

-55L-
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E)NZEL LENSES

Figure l･ Schematic of electron-iotl CrO88ed-beams apparatus used to Study

elec亡ro'n-impact
loni2;atlon of tnult･tply charged ions at O肌･

Farad&y cups. The recently lnplenented tnagnetic charge analy2:er 8ySten has

pemitted the re801ution of lnitlal/fiTlal charge rat:io8 rangiTIg from 4/5 to

15/16.

‡V. EXC工TAT工ONr&UTO工ON工ZAT工ON OF比良GNES工mトLI買玉 エONS

A recent 8erieB Of 0--J工LA collaborative experinent86 and a parallel

theoretical hvestigatlon7 has focu8ed on electron-1tBPaCt Single ioni2:ation

of Hg-llke ion早. 工n Fig叫re 2, the experimental cro88-Section data f'or

ionization of S叶■ c15+ and Ar6+ are compared to theoreticaland 8e血em-

pirical predlctlons for direct 38 0uter-Shell ionization. The (lrOSS-

section tnea8urement昏 8how abrupt dlangeS ln Slope near 150, 200 and 250 eV

for 5叶I C15+ arld Ar6+I re8PeCtively･ These are signatures of the onset of

2p-nl inner-Shell excltation-autolonlzation, which 1-tnay
be 8een Co iTICre如e

in importance relative to上he direct 38 quter一軸ell ion･ization.as the ion鮎

charge increas_es alqng軸_a s3quenC昏.
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Figure 2. Conparlsort of experl皿ental croi3S Se.Ction6 0f !Iowald et a1.6 for

electron-1npact ionia:ation of Mg･･1ike lone With 8enietnpirlcal Lot2: fonBula

(dashed qurve8) and 8Caled theoretical distorted一打aVe Calculations (solid

curves) f9r direc亡 3s outer-Shell ioni之ation. The abrupt changes in Slope

Sig申fy
,与he

on8鍵of 2p inner-shell excit-at-ioTL-autoioni2;atlon.
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A closer inspection of the data for this Sequence reveals that the

cross-Section tneasurenents上On岳et at energie昏Whlch
are about 10 eV below

the threshold energies for exclt碑ion from the 2p163$2 ground state,

suggesting the presence Of 2p63s3p tBe･ta8table
ions in the experimental

reactant beams. The tneasured cros8 SeLction8 a180 do not fal】. off as

rapidly aB expected after the peak in tt蛤CrO88 Section, SuggeSting that

anothe･･r proce$8 be8ide8 eXCitation-autoioni2;atlon is
contributing

to the

ion12:ation cro8S Section at higher energies●

The situation tnay be tnore easily understood by referring to Figure 3?

which Shows the relevant energy levels and tr&n8ition8 for S叶･ The only

additional proce8B Which could be contributing at energie8
near 200 eV is

direct ･2p inner-Shell ioni2:ation事but this Should lead via 8ubsequentAnger

decay to a net double loni2:a亡ion, and not contribute to the 81ngle-

ionl之atlon nea8ure皿ent. The an8WeT tO this puz2:1e is that while 2p inner-

8hell loni2:ation from the 2p6382 ground state wi･11 te8ult ln autoionlzatlon

to yield S6+, the 8ane prOCe88 from the皿巳ta8table 2p申3s3p state of S叶

vilュ yield. Na-like 2p53s3p事tnany levels Of which are known to be tnetastable

against autOlon12:ationぬth血cro8eCOnd and longer lifeti皿e88
- long

enough

to 8urVIve the experiment. The8e 8ane levels have been identified as

having
potential lnportance in Xトray lflSer developtBent.

Figure 4 shows a conpari80n between experlnent and detailed distorted-

wave theoretical calculation8
by Pindzola and coworker$7 for ionia:a亡ion of

tnetaBtable 2p63B3p S叶ionB｡ These Calculatlon8 include contributions
from

direct 3s and 3pまoni?;ation, 2p-nl excitation-autolon12:ation, and direc亡2p

ioni2:atiotl_. The level of agreetBent 8ugge8tS that the~ tnetLa8t.able level岳 are

playing a 81gnificant
_role

in the -lon由ation of晦-llke
ions. On-…tthe ba.sl$

of 8tati8tical weight8 al叫e, r_One: VOti-1d have exp色eted a signlflcぬt frac-

tion of晦-1ik早lon8T
_in

th声Il-e耳Per土nental reactant bean td b色-
-irk TnetaSt主血1e
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s6◆

(Ne- UKE)

lJ

Figure 3. Energy levels and itnportant transitions in the electron-1npact

ionization of唯一1ike S叶, from Ref. 6. Vertical arrows denote excltatlon

proce8SeS, 1nc11ned BOlld arrows denote direct lon12;ation,
Land dotted

arrows denote autoionlzatlon pathway8｡ Da8hed energy levels 1ndlcate

metastaも111ty agaln8tごadまatlve or血ger decay.

states. Subsequent studie8 0f electron-impact ioni2;atlon of multiply

charged iron lon8 SuggeSt that 皿etaSt&ble leve18 play an itnportant role in

the ioni之atlon balance in the pla8naS Where they are created.

V. TtiE 王RON工SONUCLEAR SEQUENCE

Atoznic proce8SeS involving iron and its ion8 are Of considerable

current interest because of its itBpOrtanCe aS an itnpurl亡y ln
tnagnetically-

confined fusion pユasnaB. Recently, a series of experiments on electron-

impact ionization of Fe ions was completed using the O肌-ECR m止ticharged

ion BOurCe. This investigation included cross-Section ･inea8urementS for ion

charge state8 5, 6, 9, ll, 13 and 15. A parallel theoretical study was

also carried out, with the goal of establishing the validity of a

configur,ation-average ,t野dや1
for these partially-Stripped ions with complex
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Figure 4. Cotnpari80n Of theoretical and experiTnental reBult8 for electron-

inpact ionlzatlon of S叶■ fron Ref｡ 7･ The calcul･atlon repre8ent8 ionlza-

tlon from the 2p6383p tneta8table levels･ The dashed curve repre8ent8

direct loni2:ation only, While the 8011d curve includes contributions due to

2p-nl excltation-autoioni名atlon.

electronic BtruCtureB. A prlnary objective of these investlgatlon8 Wa8 tO

quantify the role of excltation-autoionl之atlon proceB8e8 along the iron

sequence. Report8 have been prepared for publlcat'ioh On the experltnental

result62 for charge state8 5ナ 6 and 9 and on the calculatlon89 for charges

5, 6, 9, ll and･13.

ExperineTltal cross-Section data and theoretical cal.culatiorLS for

electron-1tn･pact ion12:ation of Fe9+I Fell+ and Fe13+ire compared in Figufe

5. The calc111ation8 are based on the configuration-averag色-di8tOrted一打aや色-

statlstlcal tnoder1, and include- cotltribution8 0f i血direrct 2p-nl iTIr(et-8tiell
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Figure 5･ CoTnParlson of experlnenta12 and theoretica19 cro$8 Sections for

electron-impact lorLl之a亡ion of three menber8 0f the Fe-iBOnuClear 8equenCe.

Dashed curves repre8en亡 distorted一打ave calculatlon8 for direct ioni之atlon
1

only, and 8011d curves represent the total lorLi2;ation cro$8 8eCtlon, which

lncld'desL'rrcbntrlbutlon8 dlle tO indirect excitation-autoioni2:ation cT.alculated

in the
,average-configuration-d土8tOrted一打aVe-8tatist･ical

TtDdel.
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excltatlon-autoioni7.ation channels.p
The det色minatio血 Of these contribu-

tion8 is based on the a8Su7nPtion of a statlstlcal diBttlbution of the exci-

r

tatlon colllslon 声trength a恥ng the various levels, a也d on the calculated

fraction of excited leve]■弓Which are autoioni2:iz7tg.

The theoretical calculatlon8 for the8e ゴ｣on8 are ln generally good

agreetnent with experlnent, and proIVide soThe additional infornatlon about

the TneaSurenent8｡ For Fe9+} the theoretical reLmlt Shown is for ioni2:ation

fro皿3823T)斗3d tneta8table configuration onlyl and 8uggeStS ttlat predominantly

netastable Fe9+ ions are Produced by the ECR 80urCe) aS Was found to be the

case for喝-like ions. Stati8tlcal welght8 and calculation8 0f decay llfe-

titBe8 0f the level革1n the 3823pヰ3d configuration sugges亡that a 8ignlficant

fractloム of the lncldent len beam would be expected to be in
tnetastable

∫

States. The fractional contElblitlon of excltatlon-autoionizatlon (2p･一皿1,

38-nl) in this case is only 10-15芳｡

The Oil:uation8 for Fell+ and Fe13+ are somewhat different. The con-

pari80n between theory and experiment suggests that the官ell+ and Fe13+ ion

beans are predotninantly ln their respective gtound 3823p3 and 3$23p configu-

rations. The fractional
contrlbutキon8 0f excltation-autoioni2:ation (2s-3d,

2p-nl) are also larger than for Fe9+, about 30完for Fell+ and 60a/. for Fe13+.

Si血1ar compar180118 between eXPerlnen七and theory for the other nenber8

of ttie Fe-1sonuclear sequence which have been inve8tlgated Show that there

is no clear pattern in the relative tnagnitudes of excltation-autoioni2:ation

contrlbutlon8 along the sequence' The
configuration-average-distorted一打aVe

calculation8 in general give relatively accurate prediction8 0f these

indirect-ioni名ation contributions. tlowever, a caref111 analysis tnu8t be made

to de亡emine vhith of the hundred由 of individual excited levels are auto-

ioni2:1ng, and which are bound｡ Each ion12:ation stage tEu8t be considered

individually ln
･o1･deri

tO
･Obtain

accurate predictFion8 0f ioni2:atl`oTh cro由
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sections for ion8 Wlth 8uCh complex electronlc 8truCt11re8. Experitnents

currently under way for h,iq+ and
Crq+

will e6tabliBh whether the information

gained fro皿亡he Fe-isonuclear sequence may be reliably extended to neigh-

boring ions i,f different charge which are 180electronic to the Feq+ cases

studied.

VI｡ RESONA∬GES 工N ELECTRON-ェ虻PACT 工ON工ZAT工ON

Substantlal resonance COntributlon8 tO the cro88 8eCtion for electron-

impact ion12;ation were first predicted by LaGattuta and Eahnl ln 1981. In

a serie8 0f electron-impact ionlzatlon 皿ea8urenen亡$ 1n the Xe-iBOnuClear

8equJ9_nCe10I BOne evidence TRAY have been obtained
for thi8 80-Called

resonant-eXCitation-double-autoioni2;atlon (REDA) proceB8 , althoughno lndi-

vidualre80nanCe8 COuld be re801ved. The experimental data were dlaraCter-

i2:ed by an apparent snearlng of calculated 4d-nl excitation-autoloni2:atlon

contrlbutlonslO to energies Some tens Of eV below the calculated threshold

energies, Which va8 8uggeBtive of the REDA proce88. Such a broad feature

would be expected for these ions because of the nu血ber of individual 4d-nl

level excltations lnvo･1ved would cause the associated re80nanCe8 tO Overlap.

The calculatlon8 COuld not however account for the obBerVed 7nagnitudes of

this effect, and thus thiB 8tudy re皿ain8 1nconclu8ive a8 tO Whether or not

the EEDA nechanlsn is re8POnSible.

工n an effort to better characterl之e the role of the REDA process in

ion12iatlorL, ttle皿色a8urementB at O肌of cro88 BeC亡まon8 for electron-ilnPaCt

lonlzation?J_ong the Fe-1sonuclear sequence have very recently been extended

to the Na-like Fe15十ca8e.ll The results 0f this experiment are
compared

to

the predictions 0f LagattutaL and ⅠIalm1 for this ion in Figure 6･ The theory

includes direct lonlzation, 2p-nl excitdtion-autoionl之atlon and also the

REDA process (indicated by the hatched region). The electrorL energy re$Olu-

tion of the
▲cro8Sed-beans

experlTnent is less than 2 eV, while the calculated
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Figure 6'･ Cotnparlson of predictedl and nea8uredll cro8S SeCtion8 for

electron-1npact lonlzation of ･da-like Fe15+･ The dashed curve lB the

calculated direct-ion12;ation cross sectlon, to which the calculated contri-

butlon8 0f 2p-nl excltal-_ion-autoion12:ation and the REDA proce88 have been

adlled. The cro8B-hatched region indicate8 the prl∋dicted resonance contri-

bution6, dlich have been averaged over 20-eV energy bins. The experimental

energy resolution ls es亡1皿ated亡oもe
2 eV.

resonanc甲have been averaged over 20-eV energy bln8. Thu8 the experiment

vould have been expected to Show even larger effects due to reso71anCe8 than

shown ln Figure 6. The preci8lon of the皿eaSurenent8 Wa$ 1itnited by the

available ion beam･ intensity, but they 8ugge8t that while the excitation-

autoioni2;'1tioh COntrlbutlonB have been calculated･ quite reliably, the REDA

contribution8 are 8na11ei tharL.Predicted. The measurement8 do もowever

strongly 8uggeSt a resonance feature neatr 8OO eV electron ;enetrgy,- Which iB-

clo8e tO the calcul卑t早d 8erie8 1i7nit for the 2p与3pnl resonance8▲■
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工t 18 POSSible that other reso'LlanCeS nay not have been dlstitlguished as

clearly in these tEeaSuretnent8 becau8e Of the 2-eV energy resolution in the

experlnent> and the fact that the resonance8 are eXPeC己ed to be di?亡ributed
J

over a 250-eV energy range. Slnce each of the e宜perithental pcJint8 8hown

represents at least several hours of data-taking time, calculation8 0f the

exact po81tlons of the individual re80nanCe8 would have beetl extremely help-

ful ln the experimental search for re80na.nCe 8truCture ln the ioni2;atlo･LI

cross section. 工t would be instructive to repeat th声 eXPeritnent dth Such

inforTna亡io_n in hand.

Con8ideT:able experi7nental and theoretical attention has been paid to

the accurate determlnatioT1 0f ls-nl excltatlon-autoionlzatlon contributions

to electron-itnpact ionization of Li-like lonB12･ This indirect proce88 is

now quite well understood
for lons of B through Ne in the Li-isoelectronlc

sequence' These 7nD8t reCent 皿eaSurement$12 of the cros8 SeCtion for

electron-itnpact ionization of 05+ Showed BOtne PO88ible izidication of Struc-

ture lrL the cross Section about 40-5O eV below the lB-2s excltation

threshold'工onlヱatlon cro88-Section neasurenents for 05+ were repeated13

recently at OR肌vTith a fine erLergy grid in the electron-energy interval

between 430 and 460 eV. The experimental result8 are Shown in Figure 7,

along with the theoretical direct-ioni2:atio･A CrOSS 8eCtiom･ Calculated

energie812 for the 182$22p and lB2s2p2 resonance8 are also lndicated･ The

resonance structure ls resolved in the experltnent, and the correlation with

the predicted energle8 1s well vlthin the cotnblned accuraclcs of the

calculation812 and experiment (approximately 1 eV each).

The observation of these particular re80nanCe$ 1n electron-1tnpact loni-

zation is especially BlgnificaTLt, $1nce they mlSt involve a 8inultaneous

doubleAnger process■ which Henry and地ezane14 have terTned ･･auto-double

ion12;a亡ion." There are no BuCCe88'ive 81ngle-BtepAnger pathway8 for decay
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Figure 7. nigh-re8011:.tlon tnea8uretnent8 by Rinn and covorker813 of total

cro88 8eCtlon for electron-1TnPaCt loni名ation of Li-like 05+ in the

420-470 eV 阜1ectron-energy range. The so王id curve ls a distorted-wave

direct ioni2iatlon cro8S-Section calculation and the vertical arrow8 at 439

and 448 eV indicate the calculated energies of the 182s22p and ls282p2

resonanceB12･ Error bars represent One 8tandard deviation on courLtlng

Stati8tics, and areー1ndicative of relatiJVe lmcertaintle8.

of t也e 182$2 and ls2$22p てe80nanCe8 Vhlch result ln the release of two

electrons, and thus WOuld cause a COntrlbution to the TneaBured cross BeCtlon

for Single ionization of 05+. Effo･rt8 are･ Currently under way to
calculate

branchlng ra亡1o8 for the decay of theさe doubly exclted 8tate815. These

require the 卓evelopment of new theoretical nethodさ tO
Calculate the

autoioni2:ation, rate and branching ratio for the auto-double channel.
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Further experiments are also plant7ed 亡o investigate other tnenbers of 亡he

Li-sequence ln finer detail in己Ine energy regions where these resonances are

expected to be｡

.･ V工工. SUMY

We have seen that indirect ioni2;ation 皿eChanlsms 8uCh a8 iTLner-Shell

excitation-autoioni2;ation canplay an l叩Ortant role in the electron-impact

ionization of 7Znlltiply charged ions. Ellen for ions With cottiPlex.electronic

BtruCture8, this role ha8 been 8hown to be q111te accur.ately quarLtified by

average-configuration-distorted一打ave theoretical 7nethods. Det冬11ed cotn-

parison8 between theory and experltnent: have also POinted to the potentially

itnportant role of tne亡astable levels for Bone ionia:atlon 8tageS in the loni-

2;ation balance of high-tetnperature pla8maS.

Definitlve experimental evidence ha8 al80 been presented for the first

time for the contribution of Individual re80nanCeS tO the total cro88 SeC-

tion for
electron-impact

ionization of Ll-like 05+･ h additlonl eXperimen-

tal evideTICe
has been presented for re80natlCe Structure in the cross Section

for electron-impact ionization of Na-like Fe15+.
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Recen七Ac七ivities of Electron-=on Collision Experimen七8

inエPP佃∈唱Oya and Sophia University

Hirosi Suzuki

Depar七men七of PhysicsI Sophia Univel､8i七y

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102 Japan

Resonance pro'Je8Se8 in electron-ion collision8 aセセrac七8peCial aセセen一

七ion of atomic phy8ici8tS nO七only for七heir in七rinsj.c academic in七ere8七8

bu七 for 七heir importance in atomic data which are applicable 七o simu-

1a七ion白 and diagno8七ic8 0f high七empera七ure pla8ma8 aimed for CTR.

A1七hough we had air-eady re(3Ogni2;ed p工､imary importance of 七he elec一

七r･on-ion co11ision 8七udies, i七wa8 nO七un七i1 1979七ha七we s七ar七ed 七he

practical program 七o realize七he modern crossed electron-ion beams ex-

perimen七. =七 iB Only a Bhort七ime since we have reached 七he p王､eBen七

condition of data production after a few years needed for de$1gn and

con8七ruction of七he equipmen七岳. Although we have dea1七wi七h only a limited

number of caele 8七udie8, We have encountered really many in七eres七ing sub-

jec七B 七o be solved.

=n 七his paper, we describe ac七ivi七ies in electron-ion collision

experiments by our group a七工PP, Nagoya University and a七Sophia Univer-

si七y, with particular empha8i8 On七he resonan七effec七s in electron impact

ioni2;ation.
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1. Measuremen七s of ioni25a七ion cross sec七ion8 0f multiply ioni由d rare-gas

ion8 at:
-‡nsti七u七e

of Plasma Physics, -Nagoya Univer8i七y.

Thi8 prOjec七 i8 in progress by a join七research group consi8七s of

inves七iga七ors f'rom differen七ins七i七u七es arid univer8i七ies.
1)

Figure 1 illu8七ra七es schema七ica11y七he main par七of a crossed beam

apparatus. A beam of multicharged ions extracted from anion source of

electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) type, which i8 named TPMll, iB analy2;ed

according 七o its e/m ratio byanelectromagne七and七ranspor七ed七o a col-

1ision chamber. The ECR ion source, driven with a microwave of 2.45 GH2;

and a few kW事 SuPplies a七ypICal ion curren七of 150 nA fort Ar2+ aセ セhe

collision region. The beam is regulated into a desired shape with a se七of

elec七ros七a七ic lenses, and is chopped into a group of square pulses. The

beam iB 七ranspor一七ed in七o七he collision domain, and iB Crossed a七 righ七

angles with a chopped electron beam with a squared profile produced in an

electron gun. Af七er七he collision,the ion beam is led into a charge一日七a七e

analy2:er Of七he parallel-plate elec七ro8七a七ic七ype, where七he productions

are 8epara七ed from七he primary icnsand are counted with a micro-channel

plate (MCP) after an appropriate acceleration. The counting efficiencies

of七he MCP are experimentally determined for七riply charged rare gas ions.

Primary ion ¢urren七iB meaBu工･ed with a Faraday Cup and a vibrating-reed

electrometer.

A pressure in七he collision chamber is kep七lower 七han lxlO-7 pa

during七he opera七io巧Of both beams･ A fine sli七sy8七em, which is movable

very precisely by an operation fr-om七he outside of七he vacuum chamber, iB

used in order七o measure七he spatial in七ensi七y di8七ribu七ion in七he res-

pective beam at the crossing region.

=oni2;a七ion cTO88 SeC七ions o for ions Of charge qe are calculated from

the quan七i七ies measured u･Bing七he expre$8ion
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q'e 'vi.ve s･F

0 =

where

=い工e･(Ⅴ土2+ve2)1/2 ¶

/=i(z)dz･ [=e(z)dz

[=i(z)=e(z)dz

=n 七hese expres8ionsI S is七he coun七ra七e of七he produc七ionBI Tl i8 七he

counting efficiency of七he product-ion counter, =i and =e are七he ion and
●

▼

electron beam curren七8 reSpeC七ivelyI Vi and ve are七he re8peC七ive beam

veloci七ies･ The fo･rm factor F i8 eXPre8Sed by七he integral of七he beam

overlapping =i(z)工e(2;), Where Ii(2;) and =e(2;) are七he spatial dis七ribu七ion

functions of七he ion and electron beams along七he vertical axis.

The pressure in七he collision chamber mu8七be kep七1ower七han lxlO-7

Pa, in order七o suppreB8七he background noises belcw七he signal levels.

The double chopping七echnique plays an e8Sen七ial role in orde王､七o separate

七he七rue signals from七he variety of background noises.2-6)

A par七 of results bf single ioni2;a七ion cross SeC七ion8 0f doubly

ionized rare-gas ions Ne2+I Ar2+I Kr2+ and Xe2+ have been recently

published by七his group.7)

The ionization cr･o8S SeC七ions for Ne2+七hroughⅩe2+ ions are shown in

Fig●2 as func七ion8 0f electron energies｡ For Ne2+ and Kr2+I七hese data are

the fir昏七observa七ion by七he crossed beam experiment. A sys七ema七ic七rend

i8 Seen from七he curves. A rapid increase in cro88 Sections i5 0bserved

generally jus七above七he七hre8hold excep七for七he case of Ne2+. The meas-

ured cro$8 Sections become larger七han七hose of七he Lo七2; Calculation a七

around the curve maximum8 aS the atomic number increases. Cross section

curves
I show mor･e complicated features as七he atomic number of 七he ions

increaBeS' For Kr2+ and Xe2+I i七is con8idered七haセセhe inner d-electron
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con七ribu七es 七o 七he enhancemen七of七he七o七al ioni≡;a七ion七hrough indirect

processes Such as 七he exci七a七ion-au七oioni2;a七ion. The observed finite

values of cross Sections below the threshold of the ground triple ion

2+ 2+
●

2+

s七a七e for Ar
,

Kr and Xe ions are due七o me七a白七ables in七he primary

ion beams.

=n order七o look into a de七aill ionization cross sections for Ar2+

are 8hown ill Fig.3,七oge七her with experimental data of Mueller e七 a1.8)

and wi七h 七he Lo七2: Calculation. A rapid rise from七he七hreshold in 七he

cross section curve is expec七ed七o be aセセribu七ed七o七he exci七a七ion of 3s

elec七rons followed by au七oioni2;a七ion.

A dis七inc七bump observed a七around 160eV has been a kind of puzzle,

because i七 can be referred七o nei七her七he 2p ioniza七ion 七hreshold nor･

doubly excited au七oioni2:ing s七a七es. We may accep七a strong suggestion for

an in七erpre七a七ion of七his s七ruc七ure, if we look a七an ene工､gy dependence

curve for七he 3s-ionization in Ar in Fig.4.9) A rapid rise in七he cross

section jus七above七he七hreshold is observed overlapping a slowly rising

broad maximum. Iもis sugge8七ed七haセセhe mos七probable cause of七he bump in

2+

the Ar ionization curve orlglna七es f王'Om a COn七ribu七ion from七he peculiar

s七ruc七ure in 七he partial cross section curve for七he 3s ionization. A

2+

comparison of 七he Kr ioni2;a七ion curve in Fig.5 wi七h七he 4s-ionization

curve in Kr in Fig.6 also is expected七o supporセセhe same idea.
9)

Recen七resul七s for the ionization curve of S2+ are shown in Fig●7. A

rapid rise in七he Cross section near七he七hreshold region and a clear bump

at around 160eV in the curve are expected to add a further evidence for

七be above idea.

Experimen七al or 七heore七ical efforts are desired 七o es七ima七e 七he

behavior of七he partial cross sections for七he outer subshell s-ionization

in isonuclear sequences wi七h七he differen七ou七er mos七p electron numbers.
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2. Mea8uremen七s of Elingle and double ionization cross 8eC七ion8 0f alkali-

me七al and alkaline earth ions_ a七Sophia University.

Schema七ic diagram of七he apparatus i8 Shown in Fig.8. エon sources of

七he 七hermionic emisBion七ype and七he surface ioniza七ion七ype are u8ed づ:o

ob七ain 七he alkali and alkaline earth ions.

The ions are Crossed with an electron beam and 8elec七ed according七o

七heir･ charge s七a七e, and finally七he ioni2;ed ions are de七ec七ed by Single

cou‡1七ing 七echnique in a similar way七ha七is described in 七he preceding

Sec七ion. Me七hod七o deduce七he absolute cross section is also es8eri七ia11y

the same with preceding one except for that the primary ion has a 8ingle

charge, charge s七a七es cf七he produc七ion8 being doubleand七riple.

Recen七 resu1七s of cross Sections for single ioni2;a七ion of Na+ and 氏+

ions are shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10, reSpec七ively, a8 func七ions of impact

ener･gies of electrons. Experimental data of Hooper et al.10) and Peart and

Dolderll) are also ploセセed for comparison. Curves calculated using 七he

semiempirical formula of- Lo七三12) are also dravTn in七he respective figures.

=n 七he case of Na+I七he experimental cross sec七ionB Show good agreement

wi七h 七he Lo七三Calcula七ion, which sugges七s七haセセhe process is simply七he

direc七ioni2;a七ion, namely七he direc七knock-ou七of七he ou七ermo弓七electron.

on the other hand, for七he K+ ioniza七ion事CrOSS Sections incr･ee.,ae abruptly

from the threshold with the impact energy, and a considerable discrepancy

is observed between the experimental results and the Lot2: Calculation

especial.1y in 七he lower impac七energy region. The discrepancy is aモー

セribu七ed七o七he con七ribu七ion from七he exci七a七ion-au七oioni2;a七ion processes.

A number of 七he cor･e excited s七a七es which range from abou七 5.3 eV(a+

3$3p645 1s)七o 10.8 eV above七he ground K2+ state,,and a number of 七he

doubly e･xci七ed s七a七es which range fr･om l1.3 eV (K'3p4(1D)4s2 1D)七. 12.6

ev are identified in a literature.13) Excitation to these states, followed
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by au七oiohi2:at七ioniも8 aセセribu七abl昏forl七he I-mean cau'8e Of七he Sharp ln-

crease of 七he croB8 SeC七ionB near七he -七htteshold.i

Resu1七s of七he double ionization croB8 Sections of Na+ and K+ 10nS}

which are七he fir8七experimen七al ob8erVa七ion, tare Bhbwn in Fig.ll,七o-

ge七her wi七h七he experimental data for other alkaliTmetal ions, Li+
14)

,

Rb+
15)land

Cs+
16).

one can find a syB七ema七ics. in which七he cross Section

increase8 Wi七h atomic number of 七he ion.
17)

Recen七 re8ul七s of Single ionization cross SeC七ion8 for Ba+ ion are

sT:10tm in Fig.12, a8 a fbnc七ion of impac七energy.19) The energy dependence

of cro88 8eC七ion$ Show a good agreement wi七h七he published data of Pear七

and Dolder18) including the structures due to the 4d excitation-autoioni-

2;a七ion. Absolute values of our resu1七S are, however, abouセセen per cent

sma11er 七han 七he data of Pear七 and Bolder.

Double ionization cross Sections in Ba+ ion are recently measured by

Hirayama e七al.19) As shovTn in甘ig.13, a modes七onBe七of cross sec･tions

above the threshold is followed by their remarkable rise at about 90 eV of

impacf energy, forming a 8七eep maximum ranglng七o abou七200eV, which is

mainly aセセribu七able 七o 七he 4d ionization-au七oioniza七ion (N4,500 Auger)

proce日BeS. An experimental cross 8eC七ion curve for七he 4d ioni2:a七ion shown

in Fig.1420) sugges七昏a decisive proof for七he con七ribu七ion from七he 4d-

ioni2;a七ion-au七oioni2;a七ion 七o七he grea七peak ranging from 90 {jV七o 200 eV

in the double ioni2;a七ion curve of Ba+.

3..Electron spec七ro8COplC 8七udy of七he electron-ion collisions.
■

One of 七he mos七general and useful Tpe七hod for measuremen七s of 七he

differential cros8 BeC七ions foft inelastic collisibn of elec七rons with

a七om昏and molecules iB七he electron-impac七spec七r68COpy, Which i8 based on

measuremen七s of七he energyナ1o甲SpeC七ra of scaセセered elec七rons resulting
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from 七he七ransfer of electron kipe七ic energleB七o BXCi七ation ener畠ie8 0f

七arge七 a七oms and mo1.ecuLe8.工n addi七ion七o七his-,the ejected-electron

spectroscopy iB ale.0 a useful me七hod七o s七udy七he au七oioni2:a土ion or Auger-

effec七in a七om8 and molecules. A somewha七amb.i七ious projec七which aセセempセ

セo apply七he electron 8peC七roscopy七echnique七o七he electron-ion collision

experimen七B is in progress aセセhe =ns七i七u七e of Pla印a
･Phy8ic8,

Nagoya

University. A schematic drawing Showing a concep七of our aim and a skeセー

ching･ diagr-am of七he apparatus i8 ､8hown in Fig.15 and Fig.16, re8peC七ive-

1y. A brief description of七he plan will be presented in七he seminar.
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〃10-7 p8

Fig.1. Schematic diagram Of the crossed beams apparatus

equ_ipped to the ECR ion source (=PP/Nagoya).
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Ion Chopping Chamber Couision Chamber

Fig.8. Schematic diagram of the crossed beams apparatlユS

at ､Soph土a university.
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Fig.15. Schematic drawing of a possible experirrLental

setup for electron spectroscopy in the crossed

beams tecbnlque.
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Collision Center

Fi9･16 Scbematic d土a9ram Of the electron spectrometer

at =PP/Na匂oya (ACE-ZT).
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Dis to珠ed-Va.ve.-Mreth_Qd
､Calcul.ation･

oLf;工nnershel 1.Excitat.i･on

l

yukikfazu, ‡TIKALJA畠丘d Ra2:tihi･ro王stAK工dOTO

'･h/sti･Jthte･of･ Sp･aeLe (ahdチA'st-i-o-nautiぬ1 Science

Romaぬ, M'eguroku,I TokyoJ lち3, Japan
"

工n the electron-impact'`ionizatibn of atomic ions, an irLnerShell

excita亡ion followed by autoionization bften h'as a large contribution.

To estitnate the contribution, cross sectiohs
for the innershell'

excitation have been calcLllated for a nt血er of ions.2 For the

saLke of slmplicity, many of the caltulations reported so far are
●

{

based on the distorted wave method (DWM). Thoughthe distorted

wave method is generally reliable i'n the calculatiムn of o-utershell

excitations of ions,3 it:s validity Lfor innershill excitations

has not bee血tested extensively.

工n the.case of Na-like ions (Mg+, A12+and Si3+), Henry and

4
Msezane calculated the innershell cross section by the

close-coupling (CC) method. Ⅵ1en COmparing tbeiT results wi仙

those of DWM, they cムncl心de that the DW凹gives a much larger

cross section than the CC method. Tt1占 same conclusion
has been

reached recently by a sinilai study for Mg-like iわns.5 It should

be noted, how色vet, that those D細●ahd CC c-alculations employ

differentぬvefunctions fof the same target ion. In the calculation
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of electron-ion collisions,也e resulting cross section

is often much皿Ote Sea-8L･主t･ive t-o the ta[rget wavlefuncti61n tha-n

to the scattering approximatiorL used.工t is desirable to
i

compare different calculatiotts under, the qondit.ion of上he s.ape

target wave functions. Here we calculate innershell cro甲

sections for Li-like ions with the distorted-wave method

proposed recently by the present authors･6,7 The result is

compared with that obtained by a close-coupling calculation.

The same (C工type) target wave functions are used in the present

DⅧ calcula亡ion as in the CC one.

The.present DW method (called DWXA) is based on th早

assumptions; (1) The satne distortion potential (i.e., a spherical

average of the electrostatic potential fomed by the target ion

in its initial state') is used to calculate the distorted waves

both for the initial and for the. final states; (2) Electron

exchange is 亡aken into accoun亡only between the in亡erac亡ing

two electrons and the possibility of the ejection of the third

one is ignored; (3) use is made of the wave functions of Ct type

for target states, which are given independently at the outset.
●

This method has been successfully applied to the (outerstT_e上l.)

excita亡ions of tie-, Be- and C-like ions･6,7

Now we apply the DWXA to the calculation of the cross

sections for the excitations from the ground (1s22s
2s)

to

ls2s2

2
s
, 1s2s(3s)2p

4po,
1s2s(1･s)2p

2po,
and ls2?(3s)2p

2po

-90-



of the Lillike ions (C3.+, N4+,and 05+). we adopt in the present

calculation the sane Ct wave functions as used by tlenry in his

cc calculation･8 Figures 1-4 show the collision･ strengths

calculated for 05+ as a function of the electron energy in

thresholdunits (X). tn all the cases, the DWXA gives the

cross sectioTl in close agreement with the CC one. Even at

the threshold of each excitation, the DWXA result agrees

with CC cross section within about 20完.

For theanalysis of satellite spectra of oxygen ions,

Bely-Dubau et al･9 calculated the innersbell cross sections

for 05+ with the use of a DW method･ They employed the

computer code developed at the University College London

(called hereafter D耶CL).3 Their results are compared, in

Figs 1-ムwith the present calculation and the CC one. As

is seen in the 宕igures, the result of the D耶Cl. is more

deviated from the CC one than the DWXA. The DWtJCL is not

much different from the DⅥこA in the metho.d of cross section

calculation, but uses different target wave functions. Most

part of亡he discrepancy between the DWロCL and the CC results,

therefore, can be at亡ributed亡o也e difference in the target

vavefunctions.
Usually the target wave function used in the

DⅥJCL calculation is genera亡ed with the same distortion

potential as for the continuum electrons･ On亡he other band

the present DWM (i.e., DWXA) assumes that the best wave function

-91-



is glVen iもde.pendently land. can incorporate･ any type- of Ct
●

wavefbnction into the cro･ss section calculation.
The wave function

●

of Rely-Dubatl et al. gives the osci】･1畠tor strengths for the

transitions ls22s
2s

-

1s2s(1s)2P
2po

and ls22s
2s

-

1s2s(3s)2p
2po

to be 0.681 and 0.0415.. respectively.
The tqavefunction adopted-

by llenry (and in the present DW calculation) gives tb･e

corresponding values of 0.532 and 0.0649. These differences

in the oscillator strengths can easily explain也e difference

in the energy dependence of the collision strengths at higher

energies of the two dipole-allowed transitions (see Figs 3 and 4).

The present studケthus confirms the.cond1･.usion'th畠t; the elle色t:ron-

impact excitation cross section is very sensitive to the target

一■

wave function arid a comparison of different calculations sho111d'

be made on the basis of the
'same

target wavefunoti･on.
f

Amother conclusi.on dram frb'n the figures is that the

perturbation● theory caTi produce tqell thel i;nnershell cross see-tion･,

once an accurate target wave function is prov･idedr. The Coulohb-

Bornapproxination, i.e.
, the simpler perturbation methbd. than

●
■■

●
Il[ 4 -■■

.
一

●
一

●

the DⅧ, also can give fairly good results at higher energleS,

but it fails completely at'lower energies (s吋, Ⅹ i,u2). Figure 5

shows one
e甲mple:

1s22s
2s

-

1s2s(3s)2p
2po

transition in C3+･･

The CBXA in Fig. 5 is obtai-ned by si叫1y replacing the distorted

waves in the DWXA calculation with the corresponding Coulomb

waves. Collision strengths for other ionLs and/or ･rther

-L92
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transitions have a similar trend. Only an exception is

the transition.･3s22s
2s

-_.1s2s(1s)2p
2po,

for which the.

Coulomb-BorrL Calcul阜tion is very close to the DWXA at the

collision energy as low as.the threshold. Thus the

disto.rtion due to the PIE,Sence of target (other than坤e

simple i叩ic charge) should be taken into accoul,.t in the

study of electron-impact excita亡ion of ions a亡1eas亡

●

at lower energleS.

The present work will be extended to other isoelectrcJnic

Sequences ･
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Resonance Effects in Electron lon Excitatl'on

Ronald J. W. Henry

Department of Physics and Astronomy

Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA･, USA

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to experimental difficulties encountered especial一y for multiply-

ionized speciesr, determination of collision strengths must rely prlmarily
●

on calculat･ions. Reviews of calculati6ns include Seaton(1)., Henry(2) and

Gallagher and Pradhan川.

Figure 1 summarizes the various ions on. which 'calculations have been

made. In addition to the light ions･, the impetus for the field of

electron-ion scattering has come from astrophysics as evidenced by the work

on cosmically-abundant ions Ne･, Fe･, Sir, Mg･, S･, and Ar. AIso･, tokamak

plasmas have introduced data needs for Ti･, Fe., and Mo. Experiments which

yield direct values for integral cross sections oy. collision strengths are

glVen by the open squares. Open circles represent ionization experiments
●

from which cross see-tions for excitation have been deduced.

The reliability of the calculations may be judged by considering the

●

'effect of various physica一 approximations and comparlng results with the

various measurements. None of the measurements to date are at sufficient
≡

eneyigy resolution to snob explicit effectls of resonances. Resona-nee

effects have been cons1'dered theoretiJCally for the ions listed紬Figure 2.

- 1~00-



2. DEFINITIONS

The col一ision strength i2=･,f) is re一ated to the excitation cross

section 6(i+f) (measured in units of布ao2) by:

n(i･f)
=

ui
ki2

6(i+f) (1)

where k･2 is the ener･gy (in Ry.) of the incident electron relative to the
l

一ower state i･･ and ui
is the statistical weight of the 一ower atomic

state. We introduce the parameter x, the energy in threshold units defined

by

x
=

ki2/AEif (2)

where AEif is the excitation energy (in Ry･) for the transition from level

with energy Ei tO level with energy Ef･

The rate parameter, or effective collision strength, is defined as

00

yif(･T)
≡

J鑓(i･f) expト△EifX/(kT)]d[AE叩X/(kT)コ
O

and kT is in Ry and Tうs the electron temperature.

3. ESSENTIAL PHYSICS

(3)

The essentia一 physl'cs which should be considered for all calculations

of electrons scattering from ions includes target state correlations,

unitarizatl'on･, exchange,, Channel couplingr, resonances and relativistic

mlXlng Of target states. The best quantum mechanica一 description for the
● ●

solutions of the co一lision problem is a converged close-coupling method. A

discussion of the equations may be found in the review artic一es(1-3) and in

8urke and Seaton(4). other arpproximate methods are a一so discussed in the

● ●

VarlOuS reVleWS●
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For alkali-like systems,朝h托h- havle a】 single electron outside a closed

core., targe･t state correlations are not important. Various physical

effects a!･e well demonstrated in Figure 3 which gives s2(2s･,2p) versus x for

Be II. turves a and C represent close-coupling calculations(5) in five-

state and two-state approximations, respectively. Curve I) is a distorted

wave calculation(6). coulomb Born calculations(5) are given by curves E･,

F, and a for unitarized with exchange, unitarized without exchange･, and

non-uni七arized without exchange, respectively. Measurements of Taylor et
■-

al.(7) of absolute collision strengths in a crossed-beam experiment to +8%
■■lll■ー~

●■

are glVen by solid circles with the error bars. It is necessary to include
●

both exchange･, unitarization and channel coupling effects in order to

ob.tain a reasonable estimate for the collision strength.

A small but perplexlng disagreement exists between theory and
●

●

experiment for Be II. At high energleS the most accurate theoretical

results are considered to be the two-state close-coupling results･ of Hayes

et al.(5) and at intermediate energies the two-state plus three pseudo-

__ ■
=二=~=丁~

state close-coupling result"f Henry et al.(8) Theoretical results lie at

least 18% above experimental y.esults before cascade effects are taken into

account. The shape of the experimental and theoretical collision strengths

is in very good agreement.

The main type of resonance which dominates electron-ion scattering is

the Feshbach or cldsed～channel resonance. An infinite serie岳 of resonances

converger'on to each of the states of the target ion due to the attractive

Coulomb potential. When the. initial and final states are more strongly

coupled to the closed channel tllan tb each other, then the resonance

effects are large. One way of estimating the effect of resonances is to
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use a Gailitis averaglng method for the collision strength. Then the
●

avey'age collision strength is

a(i,j)
:詑,(i.,jい∑辿i･ ∑ 虫>け,,i")

iH

where the sum il is over degenerate closed channels of the new thy･eshold,

>

and itl is summed over all open channels･ Collision strengths i2 are

calculated above the new threshold and extrapolated to energleS below
●

thresho一d.

Figure 4 gives苗(2p･,3s) for C IV versus reduced temperature kT/IP･,

where王P is the ionization potential. The effect of resonances on 2+3

transitions in lithium-like ions has been discussed by Bhadra and

Henry(9)･ closed channels which couple strongly are 3p and 3d. The effect

on E2(2s.,2pl is less than 4% for C IV.

In general･, resonance effects produce slgnificant enhancement in
●

co一lision strengths for most forbidden and semi forbidden もra,nsitions and

are less lmPOrtant for optically allowed transitions. This is demonstrated
●

in Figure 5 which glVeS effective collision strengths for spln-allowed and
● ●

for spln-Changlng transitions between n三2 states of C III
● ●

[Bem･ngton(10)].

Target wave functions for lithiumlike ions may be represented to

sufficient accuracy by single configuration,, Hartree-rock functions.

However･, for many systems･, consideration of configuration mlXlng in the
● ●

●

description of the target ion must be glVen. It follows from the

variational prlnCiple used in the formu一ation of the scattering problem･,
●

that the error in the collision strengths is direct一y related to the first
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order error in the target wave functions. Thus, target wave ft)ncti-ons must

be chosen carel''ully. A figure of merit for collision strengths is probably

provided by the accuracy of oscillator strengths obtained with the same

●

target･wave functions. This is correct at leasもat very high energleS

where the collision strength is directly proportional to the oscillator

strength.

Accuracy of the target wave functions can also p一ay a crucial role in

the positions of the resonances. Shifts in the resonance positions in the

threshold re910n Can Cause Slgnificant differences in the col一ision
● ●

strengths. Figure 6 gives(ll) s?(3s2
1s･,

3s3p
3pol

for AA II between the

3s3p
3po

and 3s3p
lpo

thresholds･ The large structure at about 0.4 Ry is

th.e sum of four resonances: [3s3p(1po)3p]
2D･,2s.and

[3s3p(1po)3d]
2FO･,2po･

The
2FO

resonance is dominant and has a width of 0.031 Ry' Fig. 6 is an

example of the 【3s3p(1po)nA] resonance series converging to the
lpo

thresho一d.

Figure 7･ gives the effective collision strength for the transitions

lls - 21s and lls - 21po in 0 VII as a function of electron temperature in

K･ Solid and dashed lines represent ll-state and 5-state calculations by

Tayal and Kingston(12). and the crosses are distorted wave resu一ts of

pradhan et a-(13)･ A group of resonances ls3AnAl･, converging七o the n I 3

complex, which are not present in the 5-state calculation,, makes a

significant contribution to如11s･,21s).

As the nuclear charge of the target ion increases･, relativistic

effects become lmPOrtant･J especially for Z > 20. Fi･gure 8 shows the
●

effects of intermediate coupling on the col一ision strength

虫(2s2
1s.･,2s2p

3p;)for Fe XXII‡. Calcullations are by Robb(14) and Henry
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and Bhadra(16) in a six-state c一ose coupling approximation which includes

the states 2S2(1s), 2s2p(3po,1po)I, an.a 2p2(3p･,1D･,1s). curve A gives

results of Robb in which intermediate coupling effects are included,

whey-eas curve B represents calculations by Henry and Bhadra in which there

is no mi･xing of levels･ The spln-Orbit term mixes the 2s2p 3pl?
and

●

2s2p lp;,configurations and so the dipole a一lowed transition･

2S2
1s

- 2s2p lp;I,which has a col"sl･on strength-0･5, dominates･ Note

also that the asymptotic slope of x-2 given by the dashed line in Fig･ 8 is

not reached for the unmixed results until x ～ 70.

An examp一e of a complicated low-energy resonance st･ructure is shown in

Figure 9 for虫(2s2
1so･,

2s2p 3plO=n ca xvII･ The solid curve represents a

calculation by Dufton et al.(17) and the dashed line represents the

backgr'ound in the LS-approximation. One mitigating feature for higher-Z

ions is that the energy range of l'mportance to a p一asma may be sufficiently

above the ionization threshold that resonance effects may not be

lmPOrtant. For Be-like io印s for example, the electron temperature for
●

maximum abundance of various ions is at O･5 AE(2s2
1s･,

2s2p
lpl)

for C III

but at8 △E for Ca XVIl.
+I
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Cross Sections for Electron Impact Excitation of 0 IV

Shinobu Naka之aki

Depart申ent Of Applied Physics, Faculty of EngineerirLg,

Miya2:aki UrLiversity, Miya2:aki 889-21, Japan

C80SS Sections for allowed transitions of n=3 terms in

0 IV are calculated using a two-state close-couplitlg

approximation･ Configuration interaction target wave

functions whicti島ive ar-curate oscil]･ator strengths are

used in the cal亡ulatlon.

The intensities of emission lines of O 工V 声nd O V w早re

me阜Sured in the JIPPT-ⅠIU tokamak plasma by Kato et al･1 The

disagreement between th早eXperimental results and the calculated

results. for 0 IV was noticed. So far, some excitation rate

coefficients have been calculated for 0 =V･ Hayes2 performed a

large close-coupling calculation for the excitation of 0 IV.

Cross sections for the excitation of the principal quantum nuTnber

n蔓2 terms froth the ground state and metastable states were

obtained in her calculation. She used configuration intp_raction

functions to describe the target. The colse-coupling is the most

elaborate method which h?s been used for the calculation of cross

sections sq far. Thus, her results are considered to be accurate

cross sections. For the transitions included the n=3 terms of

0 IVI Mann only calculated using a distorted-wave approximation
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for the transitions which the lower state is the ground state.

Reliable excitation cross sections for the transitions of n=3

terms for allowed transitions are desired presently to solve the

coupled equations whlcb glVe the population density. We

calculate oiiCillator strengths and collision strengths for

allowed transitions included the rL=3 terms in 0 IV.

The excitation cross section o (i-j) (measured in unit of

¶ao2) is related to the collision strength n (i,j) by

q (トj) = 幻(i,j)/ki2wi, (1)

where ki2 is the energy (in Ryd) of the incident electron with

respect to the lover state i, and wi is the statistical weight of

the lover atomic state for LS coupling.

The target wave functions are repref;ented as configuration

interactions ln terms of orbltals ls, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p and 3d. The

radial part of each orbital ls expanded in the. form

pnl(r) - ‡ cjrljexp(-ear)･ (2)

J

Thevalues ve use for Cj and ∈〕were provided byClementi and

Roetti3 for the orbitals ls? 2s and 2p. The orbitals 3s> 3p and

3d are Optimized on 2s23s
2s事2s23p之p

and 2s23d
2D

statesl

respectively事by using the prograTn CIV3 of tlibbert4･ The

oscillator str'engths in the dipole length (fl) and dipole

velocity (fv) approximations are obtained also using the program･

The paraTneterS Of 31S, 3p aTld 3d orbitals are listed Table i.

Table 2 gives sotne of the oscillator strengths and excitation

energies obtained in. the present calculation. Theoretical

accurate oscillator strengths of Saraph5 are shown in t･he table･

Experimental results for the- oscillator strengths and the

excitation energies are 'a-1so given. Present fe岳ults for the
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oscillator strengths are in good agreement with those of Saraph,

and are within error
of experimental results of Bucket et al●6

The difference between the oscillator strengtbs in the dlpole

lengthaTld dipole velocity approximations is an indication of

accuracy of the wave function. Table 2 shows that the present

targp-t wave functlotlS are
enOughfor obtaining accurate collision

stre喝tbs ln the e + 0 ⅠV scattering problem.

A two-state close-coupling method ls used to obtain the

collision strengths. The integro-differential equations are

solved using a noniterative integral equation method NIE也of

tlenry et al･7

Fig. 1(a) gives collision strengths for the transition

2s,22p
2po

- 2s23d
2D

as a function of X事the energy in threshold

unit･ So far} there is only the data of Mann8 iqho obtained

using the distorted wave approximation. The prese甘t eXCitation

energy is listed with the experimental result and the比annls

result in Fig. i(a). Fig. i(b) shows collision strengths for the

transition 2s22p
2po

- 2s2p(3po)3p
2D･

It is seen from Figs･ i(a)

and i(b) that the agreement between the distorted-wave results

of Mann and the present close-coupling results is very good for

all the range of the in亡1dent energy･

For the transitions which the lower states are the excited

states there is no collision strength so far. Figs. i(c) and Fig.

1(d) show present collision strengths for the transitions

2s2p24p
-

2s2p(3po)3s
4po

and 2s2p2
4p

-

2s2p(3po)3d
4D,

respectively.

The collision strengths obtained for various transitions in
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the present calculations are fitted to the followiTlg form

の(Ⅹ) = dl + d2/Ⅹ + d3/Ⅹ2 + d41nX, (4)

Where the coefficierLtS
are determined by the least-squares

tnethod. The coefficients yield a fit to within 37. for the

calculated collision strengths.
The results are readily

integrated over a Maxwellian velocity distribution to provide the

excltatlon rate eoefflclents as

R =

D【 dleXP(-y)/y 'd3eXp(-y)

･ (d2-d3y ･
d4/y)llOdzexp(-zy)/g】 cm3s~1, (5)

where D = 8･010x10-8y/wi(kT)i/2･ y
=

13･60Eij/kT･ with Eij in

Ryd and kT ln eV.

The collision strengths for va1'ious transitions included the

n=3 tertRS are Obtained by using the two-state close-coupling

approximation. Resonance effects are not considered in the

present calcu_1ations. However,.it has been known that the effect

of resonances on the allo甘ed transition is rl.Ot SO much important.

It is thought that the present collision streTlgths are usefull

for estimating the level populations.
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Table 1. VaLues of parameters of the atomic

orbitals for 0 tV.

orbitals C〕 工ヨ 亨j

3s

3p

5.572404

-8.834521

2.908073

8.269277

-1.539654

i.与71239

1 6.12633

2 2.38915

3 1.59003

2 2.81296

3 1.40175

3 1.Et2912

Table 2. Osci11ator strengths and excitation energies(in Ryd)

in O 工Ⅴ.

Transi亡ons

Oscillator s trer%ths Ekcita亡icn energies

present saraptiA ExpB present ExpC

2s22p
2po

- 2s23s
2s

- 2$23d
2D

- 2s2p(3po)3p
2D-

2s2p2
4p

- 2$2p(3po)3s
4po

-

2s2p(3po)3d
4DO

-

2s2p(3po)3d
4po

flo.031 0.030

fv O･032

0.495 0.491

0.460

0.124 0.u6

0. 125

0.108 0.112

0. 107

0.716 0.729

0. 6LL8

0.234 0.243

0.188

o.o29士o.oo3

o.53 士o.o5

o.116士o.oll

o.10 士o.o1

o.72 士o.o7

o.24 *0.02

A. Saraph(1980).

B, Beam-foil experiment Buchet et a1. (1976).

C, Moore(1949).
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3.232 3.258

3.818 3.822

4.418 4.399

3.363 3.348

3.938 3.902

3.970 3.9∠止
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Decrease and disappearance of the resonance contribution to the excitation

cross section of ions in dense plasma

Takashi Fuj inoto

Depart7nent Of Engineering Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan

Takako nato

工nstitute of PlasTna Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan

Taking the excitation ls + 2s of a hydrogen-like ion as an example,

the authors have examined the effect of plasma electrons on the resonance

contributiqn ls + 3pn且+2s to the excitation cross section, where 3pn見

stands for the doubly excited ion produced by dielectronic capture of the

ls ion. They adopt an approximation method in which all the dielectronic

capture into the doubly excited levels lying higher than a certain critical

level is lost from the doubly excited levels I:hroughthe ladderlike excitation-

''ioni2:ation'I. The part of the resonance contribution corresponding to

these levels accordingly disappears, They apply the saTne Procedure to ob-

taiれ the effect on the resonance contributions from ls + 3sn丸 + 2s and

ls + 3dn見+ 2s.工t is found ttlat.far Nee+ ion taken asanexaTnple the

plasma electron effect is appreciable for higher densities than lO19 cn-3･
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工. 工ntr!oduction一
一

TheまTllPOrtanCe Of the resorlanCe COntriblltion to the.excitation cross

section has been recognized for TnOre than亡en years･1 Resonances in the

continuum states caused by the doubly excited rydberg-series states con-

tribute to the excit:ation cross secti.on. A number of theoretical irlVeSti-

gations hTaVe been c.arried ou亡on various excitation cross sections,工n

all these studies the process is treated as. an electron-ion two-bodヲ･ COl-

1

1ision process,工n what follows ve consider an excitation cross section

of a hydrogen-llike ion for the purpose of illustration,工n this exmple

the resonance contribution nay be interpreted as follows: Dielectronic cap-

ture irLtO a doubly excited state'. 1s + a + 3R,I n見-1, followed by autoioni2:a-

tion to the excited sta.te: 3丸I n丸†T十 2丸+ e, constitute an effective exci-

ta亡ion.

Suppose this ion is iTnmerSed ill a Plasnaand is subjected to electron

collisions, Then it is possible that the doubly excited ion, 3丸In見I- in
I

the above example, suffers an electron collision before it autoioni2:eS Or

decays r争diatively.工t is･ known2,3 that the most probable inelastic elec-

tron collision on a singly- excited rydberg state n丸Ir is the excitation to

the adjacent higher-lying level (rl十1)見-'-.工t would be reasonable to as-

sume that a similar excita亡ion process takes place in the present example;

3且! n丸T- 十e + 3見l (_n+i)且l‖is the most probable inelastic collision pro-

cess. The latter ion i8 further excited: 3丸T (n+1)丸TH + e + 3丸†(n+2)且r= + e

+
.‥, and finally -1imi之edll; 3丸1奴(k) +a+3LT + 2e (p'k>>1). This

series of processes nay be called the ladder-like excitationJTionizationlT･

As its consequence, the doubly excited ion 3見I n見‖ is lost befor色it auto-

ioniヱeS tO Produce the 2丸ion. Therefore, it is expected that in a dense

plastna the resonance contribut:ion to the excitation cross section of ls

+ 2s- may decrease and eventually disappear･
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‡n the recent papers'4,5 the present authors have proposed血･et dielec-

tronic capture-ladderlike excitation nechani宮m-; aTl eXanple is ls + e +

2か鴫I'followedby 2見叫T +e→2丸(A+1)見"+e+ '･'r+2見7nk(k)
+e+

2且+ 2e (gl,k≫ 1). This nechanisn results ill an岳ffective increase in

the excitation rate coefficient of ls + 2丸. They carried out a collisional-

radiative calculation on the system of helium-like ion with 60 doubly excit-

ed levels and the lsand 2見hydrogen-like levels. They obtained an increase

in the effective excitation rate coefficient for ls + 2且in dense plasnas

as a function of electron density.工n their study the.,, further'approximated

this increase in the i-ate coefficient as ail eXtraPOlation of the excitation

cross section below the threshold energy･'5 h the present paper we treat

the decrease in the resonance contribution on the basis of the sane approxi-

ma亡ion .

工工. Resonance of excitation cross section

=Ⅰ.1. Resonance exci亡ation

Although the resonance contribution is stnall to the excitation cross

section of a hydrogen-like ion, we take the excitation 1s + 2s in this

study for the purpose of illustration. Figure i shows the relevant sche-

maLtic energy-level diagram; we take a series of processes of dielectronic

capture ls + e十3pn見 followed by autoionization 3pn丸十2s + e as an ex-

ample of the resonance contribution to ls + 2s. Since we consider pro-

cesses in a dense plas7na We assume that the collisional population mixing

within the levels having same n takes place so rapidly that the statis-

tical population distribution is e∈咋ablished among then. We use onニJ the

principal quantum number to deslgna亡e the state of the running electron
■

disregarding different 丸 or the singlet and triplet systems in the L-S

coupling scheme. This approximation is justified by the detailed collisiona]
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radiatまve molel calcula亡ion†

First, we evaltlate the resonance contribution ls + 3pn + 2s in the

limit of low density. We estimate the dielectronic capture rate coeffi-

cient･ rd(-1s,3pn), or the autoionization probability, Aa(3pn,1s)I on the

basis of the threshold value cf the excitation cross section of lsす3p

in the infinite-a approximation by Golden et al●6 The autoioniヱation prob-

ability to the final state, Aa(3pn,2s), is estimated sinilarly･工n es-

timating the branching ratio of Aa(･3p ri,2s) leading to the excitation to

2s we include the stabilizing radiative decay 3pn 十1sn and the decay

3pn 十2sn. These tra‡1Sition probabilities are given the valt3･eS Of the

corresponding hydrogen-like transitions, We also include the radiative de-

cay of therunning electron 3pn + 3pn7 (p† < a),工ts probability is

given by the approximation for a hydrogen-like level n. By nul-tiplying

the cross section ls -> 3p
･by

the above branching ratio we obtain the ex-

citation cross section ls + 3pn + 2s as a function of energy; the result

is understood to correspond to the cross section averaged over resonances.

Figure 2 shows the result for Ne9+ taken as an exa叩1e' In this figul･e

also shown are the resonance contributions from ls + 3sn + 2s and 18 +

3dn + 2s; The contributions from the 3sn and 3dn have been calculated

in a similar procedure･ The decrease in the resonance cross Section near

the series limit is due to a decrease in the branching ratio of Aa(3且n･2s)

in comparison with the stabilizing radiative decay. This figure also in-

eludes the direct excitation cross section ls + 2s as given by Golden et

al. and the cross section for ls+ 3p.

工工.2. The effect of electron collisions

we consider the effect of the electron collisions on these cross

sections.工n ref. 5 an approximation is prわposed; that is, the doubly
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eコ(Cited levels1 2sn are grouped itltO the higher-1yitlg levelsand the lower-

1ying ones; the critical level between these two group8･ 28TnG (･the genera-

1i之ed･ GrienTs critical leve12,3) is defined such that the s皿Of the auto-

ioni2:ation probability and the radiative decay probabilities from this

level ls eqllal to the total excltation rate fro血tbis levell the dominant

contribution to it being 2sn + e + 2s(I+1) + e.工t is justified (except

in certain circumstances) to assutne that the higher-lying levels than 2snG

are in a flow of the ladder-like excitationJIionizationII so that all the

dielectronic capture into I:hese levels contributes to the excitation ls

+ 2s, whereas the dielectronic capture into the lower-1yiTlg levels than

2snG i邑lost by autoionization or radiative decay and does not contribute

to the甲Citation. On the basis of the relationship between the exci亡ation

cross section ls + 2s and the autoionization probability Aa(2sn,1s),

we can approximate the above effect of dlelectronic-capture ladder-like

excitation-IIioni2:ation= by an extrapolation of the excitation cross section

ls + 2s down to the energy of the critical level 2BnG･

Zn estimating the effect of electron collisions on the 3pn levels

we adopt the similar approximation; we calculate the critical level 3pnG

by comparing the autoionizatioJn and radiative
decay probabilities with the

collisional excitation rates as a function of electron density. We regard

that the dielectronic capture into the higher-lying levels t拍n 3pnG is

lost from autoioni2:ation 3pn 十2s and that the resonance cross Section

coming £iJm亡hese levels disappears.工n Fig. 2 we give the energy of the

critical level, or the upper limit to the resonance cfoss section of ls

す3pn + 2s. rJLPhe similar upper limit is given to the ottler Cross Sections,

and these are cormected by thick lines. The disappearance i岳aPpreCiable

in dense plasnas of ne
･>u

1019 cm-3･ This figure is for an example of

electron tenperattlre Of 1 x 106 KI and the temperature dependence of th色
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above effect is quite snal1･ This is'because the temperature dependence

stems only from the exci亡a亡ion rate coefficient which is weakly temperature

dependent･ (see Fig. 3 of ref. 5)

As mentioned earlier, the effect of the inelastic electron collisions

on the doubly excited ions 2sn that have been produced by the dielectron-

ic capture is to increase the excitatiorl rate COefficient ls + 2sI Or

effec亡ively亡O eX亡rapola亡e亡be excita亡ion cross sec亡まon to the cri亡1cal

doubly excited level｡ Thus the disappearance of the resonanc色cross see-

lion, e'g･, of ls + 3pn + 2s, corresponds to the extrapolation of the

excitation cross sectioll> 1s + 3p? to the energy of the critical level

3pnG
･工n

Fig･ 2, the cross section is extrapolated belov its threshold

energy do甘n tO the critical 1evel･ Also shown is the similar extrapolation

of the cross section ls + 2s; this is taken from ref. 5.

=t is noted that the lowering
of the 7fionization potentialH takes

place at much higher energy than thaLt Of the critical level; e.g., at

ne = 1022 cn-3 the lowering is about 18 eV, while the critical energy is

about lOOeV down from the original ionization limit. Therefore, the above

treatment is little affected by the lowering. For the validity range see

ref.
5.

工n亡he present example of the excitation cross sectioTT. Of a hydrogen-

like ion, the contribution from the resonance to the excitation cross see-

tion is rather small; about 30完for ls+ 2s as seen in Fig. 2and 15 7.

for ls + 2p. In some cases the resonance contribution is quite important;

someti7neS it is larger than the direct or potential excitation cross section

by an order. The above-7nentioned plasma effect is also valid in such
●

cases, resulting in a strong density dependence of the excitation rate co-

efficient.
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Fig. 1, Sche78atic energy-level diagram showing the dominant atomic pro-

cesses of the doubly excited ions in plasma･ 3pnG and 2snG are the

critical level (the generali2;ed Grie7n-s critical level) between the higher-

lying levels and the lower-lying ones. The doubly excited ions?roduced by

-dielectronic capture into the higher-lying levels undergo the ladderlike

excitation-Hionization'T by the plasTna electrons.
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1s-i 3p

Fig. 2･ The resonance contributions from the doubly excited levels to

the excitation cross section ls + 2s of a hydrogen-like neon. The energy

of the critical level is indicated with the thick lines, and the part of

the resonance cross section at higher energies i.hen the critical energy

disappears.工nstead, the excitation threshold of the excitation cross

section, 1s十3p- in this figure,I is lowered to the critical level and the

cross section i･s e写traPOl卑ted to this energy. The electron temperature

islxlO6K.
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RESONANCE EFFECT O札写LECTRON CAPTロRE AND工ON工ZAT工ON

Yukap tlahn

Department of Physics, tTniversity of Connecticut

Storrs, CT O6268 USA

工ntensive exper血ental and theoretical studies of the past five years

hわe established the fact thai those electron-ion (e-ェ) collision processes

which proceed via intemediate resoTlaP_Ce States Often dominate the cross

sections, as in dielectronic reconbination (DR) andAmger ioni2;ation (At).

馳en the resonance effect is dominantI We Can eSta･blishl amified picture

of the e-工collision, as shown in Figure 1, where RE ≡ resonance excita-

tion and EF I

excitation fluorescence. Also included in the figure (1b)

are soTne Of the analogous processes in ion-atom (I-A) collisions.

e-I
Figure 1.

i-A

Schematically, we have

e 'AZ'_-_> (A(Z-.i)+)** --->(A(Z-1)+)*.
s DR

L------- (AZ+)* + eT RE

I

--づ小`A!Z1+i::____,(AZ･,A.{･ EF

L-------> (A(Z+i)+)* + e-. A=

工n the isolated resonance approxiJnation, the cross sections are given b#
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′ヽ′

ri-Diff
-缶va'i-'d'LJ

'd-f'･ S価o2'

ノ)I

鴫-(爵va`i->d'ち`叫'･S･'qao2'
～

ri-Edy-f=(爵ve'i-'d''d'dし"･e.'qao2'
ri-3f-j-訂ve'i-'d"3 'd7-'j'･5･'甘ao2'

4｢r

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(2d)

工n (2) I
Va is the sinultaneoilS eXCitation-capture probability and V is

e

the collisional excitation probability of inner-shell electrons. LJ (dづ･f)

is a partial fluorescence yield defined by

W(a->f) -Ar(d->f)/ r(d)I r(d)
- ｢r(d) era(d)

and 亨(d-脚isa partial Auger yield

う(a->j)
-

Aa(d一郎)/ r(a)I

(3)

(4)

where A and A are the radiative and Auger probabilities, respectively.
r a

Note the- conplementarity

芋w(d･-f)-

EJ(d)

SS(a-i) -5(a)

Also tlSed in (2) are

/ヽ′

S(Ei-Ed) -

一ハノ

8(El
-

Ed)

LJ(a) +ち(a) -1･

ド(a)/2

(Ei- Ed)2. ｢2(a)/4

for Ei>Ed

for Ei<Ed

(5)

Evidently, the correlation between the pairs DR/RE and EF/At is effected

by a/> of (5), so that the information derived from RE and A工can be
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direc亡1y亡ransferred to tha亡for DR and EFI Or Vice versa. The correla-

tion among the four processes in (1) is made complete by the quant皿

defect theory (qI)T) relation

va(i-～) --> [ ve(i->dUjanalytic c.ntinuati.n
(6)

whel･e one of the bound orbitals in d, say d2 is -alytically continued

across the threshold to a positive energy orbital in dT, say c2･ QDT

provid･es an explicit prescription to carry this out･ For an energy-

normalized continuum function we have

z2
va(dld2; clt2'-

7H3-
Ve'dlC2;

Clt2'Iec2-I"d2
Ar(b-;b,

-煮Ar(c･;ち,tee.-,㌔,
(7)

where dl, d2, tl and b are bound orbitals and c, cl and c2 are COntinuun

states.
●

The correlation between the resonant processes in e-I collision can

be extended to a similar set of processes in ion-atom collisionsI Where

charge exchange and excitations are taking place simultaneouslv. This is

su皿rized in Figure lb, where, for example, resonant-transfer-excitation

with radiative decay (RTEX) is equivalent to DR in the e-t system, etc.

工SEA implies an inner-shell excitation followed by an Auger decay.

The entire e-I/I-A correlation can be establishedl in impulse approxi･-

nationナand Tnay be stmrized in a
lresonance･

cubeT. such a unified

picture is important not only in correlating our understanding of the

various resonant proces1.ses, but also providing atomic data which are

mutually complementary. For fusion plasma modellit?一g and diagnostics, a

large quan亡i亡y of atomic data on reaction rates, energy levels, and field

e托ects, e上c is needed, alld the intercorrelation of the processes shouid

inprovethe data supply and accuracy of the data themselves as more

checks are now available, both experimentally and theoretica11yて

Ⅳow we consider some of the latest results on DR and A王王

(1) DR study of e ･Mg+ (3s ･

kc-->3pnP,Ant-0)･
bnn et a13 carried

out a detailed experimental study of the process> including the effect of

external electric field on FI)R. current theoretical estinate4,5 which

includes the field-induced enhancement is in good agreement with experi-
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meat in so far as the total energy-integrated cross section is corLeerned.

There is however a serious discrepancy in the detailed distribution of

the cross section as a function of the field strength parameter ㌔･ A

recent study6 of this problem事incorporating possible field-induced shift

of the highRydberg state quanttm numbers due to a sudden rotation of

the electric field, failed to explain the data.

(2) A工of positive ions. Much work has been done both experimentally

7
and th占oretically, mainly by the O肌group using low Z ion beam. Since

the Auger yields 享 for low Z ions are nearly equal to unity, the study

reduces to that of collisional excitation of inner一畠hell electrons.

The overall agreement between theory and experiment is good> considering

the theoretical d1日iculty of generating reliaもle excitation corss

sections. Large e血ancement in the cross sections is often found due to

the AI mode, but some of the finer details are yet to be worked out.

(3) DR and RS with Ant ≠ o excitations via工-A co11isions･ Presently･

no direct measurement of the DR cross section is available, in which Ant

≠ o excitdt:ion of the core electrons is involved｡ On the other hand,

RTEX in =-A collision was sho-8 to be closely related to DR事in the

impulse approxination｡ Recent data on Caand恥ions9 showed a striking

dependence on the DR cross sectionlO｡ More recen.tlyl this idea was

extendedll to RTEA> which corresponds to RE in e-I collision' The experi-

ment was to examine the Auger electrons emitted in the reaction

o5+ + lle
--> (04+)** + tie+

t

t

L-> (05+)* + e (8)

The particular states analyzed in detail were 04+(1s2s2p2}
3D

and
lD)**.

TheAmger peak ratiBWaS found to be12

o-pTak
(3D) /

0-P慧R(1D)
-- 4･3･ 1 experiment

～～ 6.6+1 theory
(9)

Also detected were the decay modes. of 05+ resonance state事05+(1s2$2p)**

---> o6+(1s2) + e,血ick corresponds i? A= in e一工collision. The cross

section ratio was estinate'd to be

6- A工(1s2$2 2s)
/ 6- A工(1s2s2p 2p)界0.25

experinent

J～- 0･22 theory
(10)
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エt is important to note that} unlik'e in all the earlier experiments,

the resolution of theヱerO-degreeAmger spectTOmeter used in ref. ll was

so high that the individual resonance states were isolated and their

Auger decay spectra identified.

Themified resonance picture presented herel should be
useful

in

future research activities with a new generation of highly charged ion

sources.

The work reported here was supported in part by a DOE grant.
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RELAT王VISTIC EFFECTS IN ELECTRON-‥ON COLLISIONS

Yong-Ki Kin

National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersbu｢g, MD 20899, U.S.A.

Abst｢act

Relatうvistic effects in electron-ion collision cross sections and

anticipated changes in resonances caused by relativity are discussed.

For moderate incident energies (く50 keV), relativity reduces cross

sections. For heavy ions, resonances wil一 be shifted in energy and

are like一y to be broadened or fragmented due to relativistic effects.

I. Introduction

As fusion devices advance, atomic data for vcr.v hot plasmas are requlr･ed

for plasma modeling and diagnostics. In such plasmas, impurity 10nS WOuld be

stripped very much, and relevant plasma electron energleS WOuld reach fronl a

●

few to tens of key. SpectroscopIC Studies of the past decade made it clear

that relativjstic effects in high一y charged ions slgnificantly a一ter energy

一evels and other properties.1 Electron-impact co一lision cross sections are

expected to follow the same trend.2

Relativistic effects not on一y alter thresho一d energleS for both

excitation and jonization of target ions but a一so change their orbital sizes,

thus affecting collision cross sections. As the nuclear charge Z of a target

ion increases, a gradua一 shift from LS coupling to jj coupling sp一its energy

一evels into their fine structure components, making it essentia一 to introduce

intermediate coupling in describing the target ion.
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Relativistjc interaction of the incident electron with an ion can be

divided into two categories; spln-OF'bit and other i'1teraCtjons with the i_on
■

nucleus, and e一ectron-electron interaction with bound electrons of the ion.

The former is a one-e一ectron effect and mostly responsib一e for intermediate

coup一ing, and the latter is known as the M卯Ier scattering.3 since relativ･･

istic orbitals with low values of orbita一 angu一ar momentun且Penetrate deeper

into the ion core, they are affected most by the one-e一ectron part of the

relativistic effects. These effects can easi一y be accounted for by uslng the

Dirac Hamiltonian for the one-e一ectron part.of the colliding complex.

Of course, the 一eading part of e一ectron-e一ectron interaction is the

fami一iar Coulomb interaction
e2/rij ･

but there are additiona一 terms that come

from the exchange of a virtual transverse photon, which is the Mbltler

scattering, and those from the exchange of more than one virtual photon.

These relativlstic interelectronic terms, however, contribute slgnifjcantly
●

on一y for very energetic incident electrons, T > 50 key, where T is the

incident electron energy. For l●of the order of the electron rest mass,

M@11er scattering dominates a.nd e一ectron-inlPaCt eXCitation and ionization

cross sections are great一y enhanced.叫 M卯1er scattering is the ana一ogue of

the Breit interaction in relativistic atomic structure theory.

Ⅰ･t is c一ear that a fully relatjvistic formulation of electron-づon

co一lisions is desirable to account for the relativjstic effects in level

structure of target ions as well as to inc一ude the ｢elativ'1'stic interaction of

an incident electron with the ion nuc一ei. Both effects引●e amp一ified further

as 7_ increases, whi一e M卯1er scattering will grow with the collision

ve一ocity and the number of bound electrons, but not necessarily wjth Z.
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伽ong various nonrelativistic theories for e一ectron-ion col一isions,

distorted瑚aVe Born approx･;mation5 (DWBA) offers the best compromise between

accuracy and computational slmPlicity. In col一aboration with J. P. Descla山x,

we have extended DWBA to use relativistic Hさrtree-Fock (referred to as Dirac-

Fock) wave functions for the target ion and relaヒivistic continuum orbitals

calculated as a se一f-consistent orbita一 in the fie一d of bound orbitals of the

ion. The bound orbitals are kept frozen while the SCF process for the

continuum orbitals is applied. This procedure is equiva一ent to a -Icontinuum

Hartree-Fock't approximation common一y used in nonrelativistic studies.

OuI､ distorted-wave code can enforce ful一 exchange as well as ful一

orthogonality between the continuum and bound orbitals. Although we plan.to

eventually fuse multicohfi■guration Di'rac-Fock (MCDF) wave functions･ for帥e

target, configuration mixing among continuu佃o｢bitals-similar tb the K-matriLX

formulatうon--will be exc一uded. On一y the Coulomb intera:ction is inc一uded in

our calcul.ation at present, though M卯1er scatterAing will be included in the

near futuゝ｢e.

To high一ight the qua一itative behavior of cross sections obtained using

relativistic wave functions, we studied electron'-impact excitation cross

sections of Li-一ike ions. Resul･ts on Ni25+ and Xe51+ are presented below,

with more detai一s to be reported e一sewhere.6

ⅠⅠ. Results

As is true in nonrelativisti･c cases, it is convenient tO Present Cross

sections in terms of collision strengths,幻:

げ- [wa芸/(2Ji･1)]Q/(,/R),
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where ao is the Bohr radius, Ji is the angu一ar momentum of the initia一 target

state, and R is the rydberg energy. The collision strength is an analog of

the 一ine strength in transition probabilities; it is basicユ11y interaction

matrix element squared and summed over degeneracies, thus direct一y represent-

ing the quality of wave functions a.nd co11うsion theory used. Our definition

of the relativjstic collision strength agrees with that used by Hagelstein,7

and ◆in t.he nonrelativistic limit, it reduces七o the nonrelativl/stic one

commonly used.8+9

In Figs. 1 and 2, we present nonrelativistic co一lision strengths for the

2S + 2Pl/2 eXCitation as curve A事and their relativistic counterparts as

curve B. The nonrelatうvistic l､eSults were obtained by making the speed of

一ight very large･ Relativistic col一ision strengths for the 2S ◆ 2P3/2

excitation were divided by 2 and plotted as curve C. If there were no

●

spln-Orbit splitting, curves B and C shou一d coincide, and jf there were no

relativistic effects, curves A, a, and C should a一l coincide.

The differ-ence between A and B represents mainly atomic structure

effects, such as changes in tlarget orbital sizes. The difference between

curves a and C is due to intermediate coupling--a departure from the 2:1 ratio

expected from LS coupljng--though it is difficu一t to clearly separate atomic

structure effects from intermediate coupling effects. As expected, these

differences grow as the nuclear charge Z increases. Note that, both in

Figs. 1 and 2, the difference between curves a and C is larger than that

between curves A and B, indicating that intermedうate coup一ing effects are

greater than atomic structure effects.
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Fig･ l･ Excitations of Ni25'
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The departure of cross section ratios between fine structure 一evels from

those predjcted bJV LS coup一ing jn n=3 1evels of Ni25+, i･e･, 3Pl/2 Versus

3P3/2 and 3D3/2 Versus 3D5/2, is almost the same in re一ative magnitudes as

those shown in Fig｡ 1.

Results in Figs. 1 and 2 and other relativistic cross sections we have

ca一culated c一early show that e一ectron-ion excitation cross sections tend to

becdme smaller than corresponding nonrelativistjc resu一ts, as long as the

incident energy remains modest, i.e., T < 50 key. This is to be expected

since (a) atomic structure effects tend to shrink orbita一 sizes for inner

orbitals thus reducing geometrica一 cross sections, (b) intermediate coupling

affects energy levels more than orbita一 sizes, and (c) col一ision cross

sections do noもdirectly involve excitation energies [see Eq. (1)]･unlike

transition probabilities such as djpole oscillator strengths.

Although our codes can enforce ful一 exchange between the incident and

bound electrons as well as enforce orthogonaljty between them, we found that

these options serious一y affect cross sections only near the neutra一 end of an

isoelectronic series and near'excitation thresholds, where DuBA is unreliable.

One can see in Fig. 1 that requlrlng exchange between the incident and bound

electrons in distorted-wave calculations does not slgnifjcantly a一ter

co一lision strength even near the thresho一d. In this examp一e, we used

configuration-average exchange, i.e., the distorted waves were averaged over

all allowed angular momenta J of the colliding system.

Another source of diffjculty is the large number of partia一 waves needed

for high T. For example, at T ≡ 5 key, 一ess than 50% of cross sections cones

from partia一 waves ofえく50. Hence, a dependab一e method must be deve一oped to
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estimate contributions from higher pa･rtial waves. Me found that resu一ts from

●
■

distorted, Coulomb, and p一ane partial l･JaVeS Were Slgni.ficantly different

only for丸く10. Therefore, we used the difference between p一ane-wave Born

cross sections with and without partial-wave expansion to supplenent cross

sections f'or partia一 waves with high見(> 50) which were not directly

calcu一ated with the distorted-wave code.

ⅠⅠⅠ. Relativistic Effects in Resonances

Relativistic effects wil一 certajnly change resonances that appear in the

course of electron-ion collisi-ons for the same reasons that cross sections are

affected. Forうnstance, relativistic structure effects will shift resonance

positions because doub一y excited and inner-shell excited states will appear at

energleS different from those predicted by nonrelatjvjstic calculations. In

addition, fine-strucヒure leve一s with different J's wil一 spread due to inter-

mediate coup一ing, as the nuc一ear charge of a target ion increases resulting

in broadened resonances for internedjate Z and sp一it ones for hi,gh Z.

Another serious consequence of relativistic effects is that excitatうon

and ionization thresho一ds change so much for heavy ions (e.g., curve C in

Fig. 2) that some resonances will be shifted be一ow the re一evant thresho一d and

disappear, or n糾OneS (not expected from nonrelativistic calculati6ns) may

appear when some excited leve一s are pushed above such a th,reshold.

For examp一e, 1evels from the 2p3s configuration of a Be-1i'ke ion 一ie

above the first ionization potential for 一ow Z, because this configuration is

a doub一y excited one･ For high Z, however, leve一s from the 2pl/23s configura-

tion dive be一ow the first ionjfation potentia一 because the latter invo一ves

--ユ3L6
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one-electron j-s lower than the levels from the 2s3p3/2 COnfjguration; the

latter is a typ-ca†, sing一y excited configuration｡ The 2p3/23s configuration
こ

remains abへVe the first ionization potentia一. The shifted leve一s will no

longe｢ appear as ｢esonances.

IV,. Conclusion

As we move toward high-temperature plasma devices, e一ectron-impact cross

sections for high T and ions with high ionicity are needed for diagnos+Jcs and

plasma modeling. This wjll, in turn, require relatjvistjc cross sections

using relativistic wave functions both for continuum and bound electrons.

For moderate incident energies (Tく50 key), relatjvistic cross sect守ons are

like一y to be smaller than their nonrelativistic counterparts, most一y due to

reduced orbital siそeS. For very high incident energies, M卯1er scattering

js expected to increase cross sections. Changes in energy 一evels and

thresholds due to relativity are expected to affect resonances in highly

charged, heavy ions. Relativistic effects are likely to broaden or spljt

resonance wjdths and shift their positions, some below re一evant ionization

thresho一ds (these w川 not be resonances any more) and some above them, which

wi一l become resonances unexpected in nonrelativistic calculatjons.
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ENFJRGY LEVELS AND TRANSITION PROBAB=LエTエES FOR

MULTIPLY CHARGED IONS

Takashi Kagawa and Shuji Kiyokawa

Department of Physics, Nara Women's university.

Nara 630. Japan

Abstract･. Atomic structure theory for multiply charged ions

related to fusion study is revived. Firstly. two important

effects. namely, electron correlation effects and
I

relativistic effects on energy levels and transition

probabilities for ions are.briefly discussed. Finally plasma

effects on the structure o王 土ons 土mersed in hot dense

plasmas are investigated w土tb the 至in土te temperature

Dirac-Hartree-Fock Xq (FTDHF-Ⅹcf) method.

1. INTRODUCTION

工n the tbeoret土cal treatments of structures for

multiply charged 土ons, the electron correlation effects and

the relativistic effect:s must be taken into ace.ount

adequately. When ions are immersed in plasmas, plasma

effects on their energy levels and wave functions depending

on the electron temperature and density must also be

consideJ･･ed. Plasma effects in this case mean time-averaged

effcts by suごrOund土ng plasma particles. wh土cb cause the

shield of the nuclear charge of ions.

Zn the x-ray spectra emitted frr'm highly ionized ions

in low density plasmas such as laboratory Tokamak or solar

co工･Ona p⊥asmas, little sb土ft o王 tbe trnas土tion wavelengths

is observed. The line inten.sities observed can be used to

obtain the electron density and temperature for a plasma

through theoretical analysis. where transition probabilities

for transitions in isolated ions are used.

However, as t:he electron density for a plasma

increases, the structures of ions changes with strong plasma

effects by surrounding ions and electrons. Here we use the

FTDHF-Ⅹα method to investig.ate the plasma effcts, that is,
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the shield of the nuclear charge of an ion dtle tO the free

plasma electrons, on the energy levels for ions 土mmersed

dense plasmas.

℡b土s ar七土cle consists of general features Of the atomic

structure theory for an 土solated atoms and the tbeoret土cal

treat:ment of structure for ions immersed ill hot dense

plasma岳 with the FTDHF-Ⅹα method.

?.. ATOMIC STRUCTURE THEORY FOR ISOLATED ATOMIC SYSTEMS

(a) Electron correla七土on effects

The Hartree-rock (HF) model is a standard model for

many-electron systems and yields an average local potential

due to motions of electrons. Using the HF energy, tI､e

electron correlation energy 土s defined 土n the non-

relat土Ⅴ土stic framework as

Ecorr. = Eexact - EHF, (1)

where Eexact is a nonr色Iativistic exac七色nergy for the

ground state of a system･ The Ecorr. is not an observable

quantity but a useful indication what degree of correlated

motions of electrons interacting each other under the

nucleus Coulomb f土1eld are cove工･ed w土tb the theory used. A

lot of people have so far studied various precise methods

beyond the HF model. Those are the C= method. correlated

orbital method. many-body perturbation theory eta. and their

mod土f土cat土ons. ℡bese accurate tbeor土es naturally can gユVe

acuurate wavefunc-tions. For example, if one calculates

transition probabilities for transitions in atomic systems

using the C= method. he will obtain agreement of the values

between the velocity and length formulations for 七he

transition probability when number of configurations for the

upper and lower states 土s 土ncreased. Although co土nc土dence of

values for oscillator strength or transition probability

between t:he two different formulations is not a neccesary

and sufficiep.t condition for wave functions to be accurate,

the degree
of this coincid.ence is usually used to judge
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accuracy of wLaV早fu,?ction.s obtJain早卓.
1

As is wBll known, reliable excitation cros声 SeCtions

for ions irk electron-ion collisions depends on accuracy of

wave functions for target ions. As few experimental cross

sect.ions for multiply charged ions in electron-ion

collisions have so far been reported. it is important in

fusion research to accumurate more reliable tbeqret土cal

cross sections for these collision systems by using accurate

wave functions for target ions as far as possible.

(b) Relat土Ⅴ土st土c effects

=n the relativistic case, it is difficult to extract

the electron correlation energy from a calculated total

energy because the electron correlation energy is defined in-.

the nonrelativistic theory, where the correction energy due

to the relativistic effcts are calculated separately using

the first-order-perturbation theory.

The relat土Ⅴ土st土c effects become much more 土mportant

than the correlation effects when att3mic number Z increases.

Using hydrogenic wavefu･nctions, it is shown that relativis-

tic effects on the energy have strong Z dependence= For

example, E ∝
α2zq, Espin-spin α

α2z3, ELamb
shift

咲
｡3z年.

et…叩TorRbi主tativistic
total energies f.I a state in

an atom are always lower than nonrelativistic ones.

Relat土Ⅴ土st土c effects also appear 土n wavefunct土ons for

atomic systems. Orbitalts especially for inner shells

obtained from the relativistic HF calculations are

contracted compared with nonrelativistic HF ones. A crude

but 土ntell土gible explanation for the shr土nkadge of orb土tals

due to the relat土Ⅴ土st土c effects
土s that the Boわr radius ao

is in inverse proportion to electron mass, since electron

mass m become【s large when its speed increases according 七o

the relation of m=mo/ 1-(v/c) .

Anotber 土mportant relat土Ⅴ土st土c effects on the energy

levels and_ vavefunctions are the change of the coupling

scheme from LS to 33-OneS mainly due to the spin-Orbit
■

●

interaction. Wave functions for actual atoms or ions must be
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expressed 土n in七ermed土ade co℃pling sc,beme.ーSo the

multiconfiguratioh Dirac-Fock (MCDF)2-･3) dr･ the mu･lti-

configuration relativistic Hartree-Fock-Roothaan (MCRHFR)4
).

namely, the e､Ⅹpansion inethod, have been developed to

introduce wavefunction's in intermediate coupling scheme into

the theory.

A･t present. the relativistic atomic structure theory is

still suffering from the disease so called Brown-Ravenba]ユ5)

(BR) problem or variational collapse. The spectra of the

relat土Ⅴ土st土c Ham土1tonian for many-electron atoms. which

consists of the Dirac one-electron Hamiltonian and the

two-electron operators due to the Coulomb and the Bre土t

interactions, is not bounded from below because not only

positve-energy but also negative-energy solut土ons are

obtained from the relativistic equation. This means that the

var土ational principle cannot be applied to relatュ.vist土c wave

equations. since the lowest energy obtained by a variat土onal

calculation, in principle, drops into negative-energy

continuum. Some methods to avoide the problem such as the

projection operator method6) or general variation method7)

are proposed but examined little un七土1 now.ェn spite of the

BR problem.土t ba£ been known that relat土Ⅴ土stic calculations

can successfully be applied to atomic systems: Calculated

transition energies and oscillator strengths for multiply
●

charged ions are in good agreement with experiment.

3. FTDHF-Ⅹα THEORY FOR MULTエPLY CHARGED IONS ZMMERSED =N HOT

DENSE PLASMAS

Recently. we have studied on the structures of 土ons

imrT.erSed in ho七 den∈;e plasmas by use of the finite

temperature Dirac-Hartree-Fock-Ⅹα ( FTDHF-Ⅹa ) method8) which

yields energy levels, thermodynamic parameters such as free

●

energleS and cbem土cal potential for ′an average 土on｡ ℡b土s

method has also been investigated by Rozsnyai9).

工n this study. we consider plasmas wh土cb sa七土sfy the

following ttqo assump.tions= (1) Plasmas under consideration

are in thermodynamic equilibrium and (2) correlation among
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ions c尋n be neglected, so that the ion-sphere model is valid

foエー tbe plasmas.

工n 七be 土on-sphere model. each 土on-sphere consists of an

ion and free elect∫ons. where charge neutral土ty 土n a sphere

holds.

The total Hamiltonian for an ion in a sphere in the

second quantized form is given by

品- ∑his a+ia] ･与∑vi]k見a三a言a丸ak･
(2)

where aT and a. are the Creation and ｡｡｡土b土1at土｡｡ Operators
l ユ.

for electrons in the i-th shell. respectively.
■

The thermodynamic potential S2 for the system is

written as

′ヽ ノヽ

n = < H > -

pく N > - TS,

良- ‡aliai･

where

(3)

(4)

andリ. T and S are the chemical potential, electron

temperature and entropy.く > denotes the grand ¢anonical

ensemble average.

We divide the total Ham土1tonian 土nto two parts. namely.
ノヽ ′ヽ

the unperturbed Ho and perturbing H' ones. Here we assume

the unperturbed Ham･iltonian in the form,

品o- ∑(Ei-リ) aliai･

ノヽ

I

where ∈土土s a constant･ so that Ht 土s glVen by

ノヽ ′ヽ ノヽ

Hl = H - Ho.

(5)

(6)

Using 七he many-body perturbation theory, a is expressed

in the following form.
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詑-n.-T言(-1)nn=1 n!

β 〈 〈

I 'Tr[HI(tl)'･Hェ(tn)]'oLdtl･･dtn･

(7)

<

′ヽ

where 6 - 1/kBT and kB is the Boltzmann constant･ H=(t) is

an interacting Hamiltonian defined: as

′ヽ ′ヽ

H=(t) -

eβHo昌=e~βHo

′､

′ヽ ′ヽ ■ヽ
ノヽ ノヽ ′ヽ

H==HT -pN=H-uN-Ho･

and

no in eq.(7) is given by

(8)

(9)

詑o -

‡(ei-い)fi十T!(finn fie (1-fi)kn (1-fi)I･ (10)
1

where f. is the Fermi distribution function written as
ユ.

fi -

1/‡exp[β(ci-U)] ･ 1‡･

We obt.aim an approximate S2 in eq.(7) by truncating

terms for n>1土n the following.

i?空 Slo + 詑1.

ノヽ

nl-TI'HI(t),dt

- ‡ (hiエーei)fi '与∑ (vi]i]-Vi]]i)fif]･

where

(ll)

(12)

(13)

Applying the variational principle to the approximate a

土n eq. (12) with respect to wavefunct土ons for the
ノヽ

unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho
, the finite temperature

Dirac-Hartree-Fock (FTDHF) equation with the Kohn-Sham
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appro由mation for the exchange potential Vx(r) is obtained

aS

[bD(妄)十Vd(rトⅤⅩ(∫)]¢i
≡

∈土¢i,

+ +

hD(r+) =

CqP十βmc2
-

ze2′r･

Where

(14)

(15)

vd(r)
-

e2I i[pb.und(r) ･
pfree(I)]/I喜一妄.=a妄,. (16)

1

vx(r)
- (3e2/2¶) ‡3甘2[pb.und(r) 'Pfree(r)]IT′ (17)

pb.und(r)
-

‡(2ji十1)fi ‡G呈(I)･F呈(r)‡･
1

pfree(r)
-

(8¶′h3)ド--輿-.
exp[β(∈-リ)]十1

(18)
.

(19)

and Gi(r) and Fi(r) are the large and small components of

the radial part of a relat土Ⅴ土st土c four-componellt Orbital.

respectively. The average number of bound electrons N. which

is not an integer. is also obtained from the calculation of

chemical potentialリ Which is determined so that the sum o至

bound and free electrons becomes Z. The average charge. state

Q is obtained as 7.-N.

Calculated average charge state for iron plasmas with

electron temperatures of 50 eV and 100 eV as a function of

ion density is shown in Figure. =t is seen from the figure

that the average charge state 土s almost twelve for the

plasma w土th土on density of lO之2/cm3. near normal 501土d state

density of iron. =n this case, calculated Fermi distribution

functions for ls, 2s and 2p orbitals are almost unity so

that these electrons form core.

For actual systems, we calculate the total energy for

an ion having specific charge state and configuration using

the ft℡DHF Xα equation 土n eq. (14). where the Ferm土

distribut:ion funct:ions are replaced by integer occupation
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numbers for bound electrons. The chemical potential lユin theE

expression of pfree(ど)土n eq･ (19)土s f土Ⅹed土n the

calculations. These results will
be used to analyze the

x-ray spectra em土tted~ from heavy elemen七s 土n hot dense

plasmas such as the laser-beam-inertia-confinement-fusion

plasmas.

4. SUMMARY

The present status of the atomic structure theory for

multiply cbarged 土ons related to the fusion study 土s br土efly

presented. =t is emphasized that the relativistic effects

are much more important than the correlation effects in the

tbeoret土cal七reatment of the structure for 土ons as the

atomic number increases, and that the plasma effects on

energy levels and transition probabilities for ions are

negl土9土b.1e 土f they are lmersed 土n thj.n plasmas such as the

laboratory-magnetic-confinement-fusion ones. The FTDHF-Ⅹa

equation is deエー土ved to calculate charge states and energy

levels for an average ion in hot dense plasmas, where the

plasma effects as well as the relat土Ⅴ土st土c. effects are taken

into account in the theory.
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Figure. FTDHF-X charge stat:e for iron plasmas as a function

of 土on density.
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TUNEABLE RESONARCES : D工ELECTRONIC RECOHBI打AT工ON

Gordon tl. Dunn

●

Joint tnstitute for Laboratory Astrophysic8 0f the

National Bureau of Standards and the Unive由1ty of Colorado

Boulder, CO 80309-0440, USA

It Was recognized very early by Burgessl that there are very tnany capture

resonatlCeS that normally don't contribute to dielectronic reconbination (DR).

These are usually Btate8 Vlth tnoderate to large angular noment畠Which don-i

contribute to DR because the autoioniヱartOn rate falls off rapidly with且, the

angular nonentun quantum number.

To understand this, one TnuSt remember that the DR cross section for

reconblnatlon to a State Vlth a Rydberg electron de8Crlbed by quantum nutnbers

nえ behave8 aS

qn且-.2(2L･

1,範芸';A?:':,';')
･ (1)

Here cro lnvolve8 Various COn8tant8 aTld the stat18tlcal velghts of the initial

State and of the core of the product, 2(2A+1) is the statlstlcalwelght of the

final Rydberg如ate･ and Aa(A,A) and Ar(n･L) are autolotllzatlon and radiatlve

rates of respectively of the doubly excited state.

n-1
For DR into a Rydberg State Characterized by A, ve have o =

k==o
qnぇ,

n

and the total cros母8eCtlonfor DR 18
q三点qn

･ Now･ 1fA >〉Ar, as ls
a

often the case, then the bracketed quan亡1ty in Eq･ (1) becotnes approxlmately

just equal to Ar･ Then o diverges as nL, 81nce nA:EA2(2糾) - 2n2. H.wever,
n

A ∝

1/n3, 1.e., elec亡rons in very dlstant orbits don-t ･･8ee･･ the core exciteda

electron enoughto make autolonlヱa亡ion llkely｡ AIso･ Ar ls es8eTltially
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constant
tvi･th

n･ Thus･ at-high enoughn, AaくA and qn -/n3･ slnllarly'
-r

Aa(a,A) decrea8e8 rapidly vlth A (for example, Aa α

exp(-a㌔),
Where a i8 a

constant)･こFor a glven (low to moderate) a, and for low･且･ again A 〉〉 Ar･
a

8O that qnA
α (2L+1) Ar, and for highえ, qn見∝ (2A+i)esp(-a且2)I becqmig

negllglble for且>阜c where Aa(n･且c) " Ar･ The value of且c may typically

lie in the ratlge 7-iO. Th岬,I thoughthe nutBber of re80nanCeS Vhlch co_uld

con叫b-lee tO DR increases a8 2n2, only見-s for且<～且c Vlll -rlbute

Substantially, aTld 8tate8 Vlth且 >且c fom.a Substantial reservoir of 8tate8
g

vhlch, if thelr autoioT112:atlon rates Were lTICrea6ed, could contril叩te tO DR

and enbance 亡be cros$ 8e亡亡1on.

2
Burge8S and Su皿merS treated the nixing of 且state8 by co11151on8砿th

electrq血s, Shoving an
･tnportant

depetldence of DR rate coefficlpnts upon

electron density･ Jacobs et al･3 recognl之ed that electric fields TRAY also
~

~■~~~二二~

~~■~

mix angular momenta arLd treated the effect of plastna nlcroflelds ¢n DR rates.

Thus, electric fields present in the collislorL region tnay血Ⅹ states 0f

different angular momentum. States 1n the '●reservolr.' referred to above甘1th

lo甘Aa nay beco7ne Tnixed with
･States

of hlgh Aa, thus leading to an effective

Aa ) Ar･ The field i$ like a ''knQb●● by Which the parf･icipating nutnber8 0f

re80nanCeS TRAY be tuned in and out･ Since Ar α Z4 for An ≠ 0, then for highly

charged ions ArくAa only. for a few low values 0f n･ The reservoir of ''unused''

re80nanCeS is non-existen亡 for these low a, and consequently stnall or no field

effec亡8 Vill be expected for ions of hlghenough charge or for sltua亡lons where

low n are observed for other rea80n8.

Subsequent to the vork of Jacobs et al｡ the effects of fields have been
■■■-■l■■

1nve8tigated by others･4-13 sone6-ll have looked ln detail at 8yStenB for
■

t

Which there are experinentaltneasurement6●
.Quite

recently tlartnin12 and
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saklnoto13色Ⅹtended the &b inま亡1o theoty ,紬一皿6f lB如aha. Seato7114-t占
i

_

include the effects of ex亡rln8ic fleld8.･

A variety of experl皿entS have
･been conducted rec貞ntly dslng &n aB80rttnnet

of 80tAeWhat complementary techniques･15 The methods include colllding beatns事

resonanc壷tran8fer and excltatlon (RYE), Spectro8COp土c tneasurenerL亡B Of DR

satellite to reきOtlanCe line ratioTL8, and t且ne history ob8erVatioTI and

modelling of plasmas｡

The llTIe ratio experitnents, the P.TE tnea8urementS, arid a few of ttTL占tlne

behavior experltRetlt8 deal vlth highly charged ions Where
- a8 dlBCuSSed above

-- little effect of ''tuTIiTLg1' should be in eviderlCe･ Reasonable agreement with

theory lさ fouTld･ For the pla8tna eXperlnerLtS utlli2:iTlg tlTne history
nodelllng

and ob8erVatln of lone 0f lnternediate charge, conparisorL between experlTnent

and theory glve昏Very nixed re5ult8･推ost authors conclude by etnphasizITlg the

probable ltnportance of fleldBまn determining the re昏ultさ, but have no way to

t

reliably a88e88 亡he lnpact ln detall･工ndeed, one inaLy expect the -●tunlng-I

effec亡 to be operable in these i718tanCeS.

The tnerged bean8 apPara亡u8 a亡 ORm. ha8 been u8ed 亡o tnea8ure nO8t Of the

DR cro88 SeCtlons/r8te昏tl如g colliding beams.16 wlth亡his tne亡hod there 16

a quite 8ubstaTItlal electric field in the collislon region due to亡he space

charge of the high lrLten8ity electron beam. The fleld まs n¢亡TneaSure&ble nor

otherwise readily asse昏Sible, but tno8t Of the DR data can be ratlorLallzed with

theory by aBBuning an average electric field of about 254 cn-1･ tloveverl

there retnain some intereBtlng -

and perhaps ltnportant -

anonalles in th18

effort to rationalize the data｡ For exatnple, for the Lト11ke lone, the cross

Sections 8eetn tO be of a tnag.nitude vhld1 One VOuld predict for a fully mixed

collision coTnPlexタVherel '●fully dxed''neans､ that all且8t丘tes are Tnixed into
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a ranlge Where-A f) -Ar･
Th色data on Na-like 上ons are of a magnitude to凱唱geSt

a

abou亡50完 of ftill Tnixlng●

The other17-19 first generation beatns experltnent8 also have been at least

approximately Lrationali2:ed vlth theory if fiel由are taken~1nto account･ A

second generation colliding beans experlnent has now beeTI COnpleted and

reported20･ Which is deliberately designed and conducted to Study the effects

of fleld8 0n the i)A proce88｡ The process under 8tudy ).s thus expllcltly DRF

dlelectron･Lc recomblnatlon ln the presence Of fleld8.

Cro8Sed beatns of electron8 aTld lone are employed to Study the proce8S,

Hg'(3s) 'e ‡Mg(3p,n且)'''Mg(38,nL) 'hv . (2)

The product Rydberg atone, t4g(3B,nL), fomed from DR:･'enter a wedge field

■

Rydberg state analyヱer and detector' The cross きeC亡1on for DRY can thus be

measured as a function of the lField index quantum number

E
) (3)

the vヱ1ue of a which vilュ cla8$1ca土1y just field ioni之e in a field E V ctn-1

The cross BeCtlon can also be tnea8ured as a fuTICtlon of electron energy Ee for

fixed nf and all this can be tneasured for different fields Ec in the collision

reglon●

The variation of the cross section at nf
= 33 vlth Ec is very steep

be亡veen about 2 V ctn-1 and 20 V cn-ll and levels out for fields slgnlficantly

above or below these values･ The measured sh叩e Of this varlatlon with Ec

agrees qulte Well vlth- the theoretlca19,1l variation･ At E = 7･2 V ctn-'1I theC

totalcollisl｡n strength S - ≡ Jq(nf) dEe agrees perfectly vlth theoretical

values.9,ll At Ec
- 23.5 V

c:!1,
the measured t.tal strength ls nearly 30完

larger than c畠1culated･
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slnilarly, at Ec a 7.2 V cn-1 the collision strength as a function of nf

is ln reasonable agreement With theory･9,ll At Ec
a 23･5 V cn-1 the curve

vp-rsu8 nf is more strongly peaked and narro甘･ ThQt1ghhypotheses concerning

redistribution o至 Stark states 1n tran$1t to 亡he detector can lead to

-1
arbitrarily good agreeTn印t between th色ory and experitnent for Ec己23･5 V ctn ,

it is likely that Such hypotheses血11 also detratc亡fron the agree7nent at Ec王

7.2 V e√l.

Thus, ●●tuning" the DR cross 8eCtlon with electric fields has been shown

to be real, SigTlificant, and theoretically predictable' Some disagreements

with theory a亡 a detailed level per$1st｡ Theanomaly concerning the Lト1ike

and Na-like ions in the merged-beatns experitnen亡s renalns unset亡1ed, and vlll

probably r色tn丘in unsettled until de亡alled field varlatlon Studies are conducted

for
.these

lens.

It ls clear that further second ge也eratlon beams experltnents TnuSt allow

for determinatlon of fields in the lnt:erac亡ion region and, if po$81ble,

variation of the field 8hould be provided for. Carefu11y plarLrLed plasma

experiments on i･ons of lntermedlate charge甘ith controlled and de亡erminable

fields Will be a challenge, bu亡 a challenge Which needs to be met ir.

unravelllns how ''tunlng'' occurs in the plastna environTnent.
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EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC FIELDS ON DIELECTRONIC RECOMBINATION

I-- MQI)T treatment ---

Ka之uhiro Sakimoto

The Institute of Space and Astronautical Science

Meguro-ku, Komaba, Tokyo 153, Japan

Abstr{･LCt. A multichannel quantum defect theory of the Stark effect de-

veloIIed recently by the present author is applied to a dielectronic recom-

bination (I)氏)process in an external ele亡tric field. Analytical formulae

are derived for calculating the DR cross sections 5O that the effect of an

applied electric field is correctly taken into account. Some model calcu-

1ations are perfromed.

1. Introduction

Recently, it has been experimentally confir血ed that an electric field

(EF) significantly affects a dielectronic recombination (DR) processl. In

this study, we provide an ab initio treatment of DR in an EF, and derive an

analytical formula for calculating the DR cross secヒion where effects of an

EF on resonance states are correctly taken into account. For this purpose,

we invoke a multichannel qua?tum defect theory (MQDT) of the Stark effect

introduced by the present author2 and a general theory of DR in vanishing

fields developed by Bell and Seaton3･
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2. MQDT treatment of the Stark effect for the bound state

Fano4 Suggested that a quantum defect theory (QDT) is useful in the

study of an alkali metal perturbed by an EF･ Harmin5 applied FanoTs idea

to the photoabsorption of an alkali metal in an EF. AlthoughHarmin.s

･ヒreatment was found to be very useful, his theory was developed only for an

alkali metal with a closed-shell core. Recently,地e present author has

extended Harminls theory so that it can treat畠Rydberg atom with an ion

core in an arbitrary state2･ This method employs an approach somewhat

different from that of Ⅵarmin, and is a natural extension of the MQDT6

developed for a Rydberg atom in vanishing fields by Seaton and his co-

workers.

When an electron moves far from an ion'i･e･'r>)r. (r being the

relative distance between the electron and the ion'and r. the ion
radius)'

the interaction acting on the electron is

V=-1/r +Fz, (1)

where F(2P) is the strength of an applied EF (parallel to the
z-axis), and

the ion is assumed to be singly ioni2:ed for simplicity. The Schroedinger

equatioh of the electron motion in the potential (1) is separable in para-

bolic
coordinates7,ち-r(1･cos&),て-r(1-cos&),や-中,where (r叫)

indicate polar coordinates. The two linearly-independent solutions of the

schroedinger equation can be written. in the form9I

寸(epm) -

(2¶W-1j2 f甲恥'(ち)gepn(1) exp(im4),
(2)

+I(色Pm)-(2叫)~1/2f甲n(ち)gltpn(り)exp(imヰ), (3)

where f and g (and g工)
are the solutions of the two equations originating

from the separation of the Schroedinger equation壬 ∈ is the electron ener-

gy; P the separation constant (an effective Coulomb charge of the主mo-

tion),A and m the magnetic quantum number. The solutions a and gl are
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regular and irregular

atり-o, respectively･ The主motion
is bound:

Thus･ the separation constant P is quantized･ and
has discrete values at a

given energy･ Channels in.parabolic coordinates are specified by (P m)

instead o王(1m)
in polar coordinates, where 1 is the orbital angular momen-

tum叩antum mmber.

siムce short range interactions other than (1) are present at rくro, the

wave function of the electron has the following format r>>ro2,

G(叩m';叩m) -サ(ep m)gbt5gP声Sト･-十YI(e'p'mりRyp･Tn･,叩b
, (4)

where首'and 甘indicate the ion state. The coefficient R is a reactance

matrix defined in the parabolic-coordinates representation. This matrix 1日

connected with the reactance matrix RO defined in the (F=0) MQl)T by the

frame transformation,

l

R"～,,甲叫

-孟ufJ&,
ROy･&･M･,S加Uβ- (5)

where RO is defined in polar coo･rdまnates, and the frame transformation

matrix can be analytically given2,4,5･･

Figure 1 shows the effective U州

potential energy U(1 )-m2/8Y12

-(1-P)/21-Fり/8
of theりmotion･o

The energy eigenvalue ∈ in the

Ce

Stark problem is always continuous 首

because

theりmotion_
is not bound･

However, when ∈く∈. (fig･1), we 寺

can have quasibound states. The

FIO･ 1. mCTIVE POTENTIAL (q和一Z桝)
u(I) …2/8q2

o (1-8)/2qーFq/･8

E
=

L:

quasibound state satisfies the

condition that the wave function has only a small co!nponent that decreases

with increasingりinthe barrier region (bくりくc)･,l･.bus,
once we know the

analytical pっperties of the functions g and gl in the barrier regionI We

can easily derive the condition of the quasibound state.
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HereI We employ an extended WEB method developed by Miller and Good8

to see the analytical properties of a and gI･ with use of the extended WKB

methodI We find that a and gl behave in the barrier reg･10n aS follows2?

g - A sin△ exp(-O(チ)
+ B

cos△ exp(+C(f)I
glrvA cosA exp(-dF)

- B
sin△exp(.dデ)I

where A and Blare non-zero constants,

A-堤(1,d"
o'-[去王;

C

q(り)dり
b

with a local momentum of tb e

】1/2,

りmotionq(1),

q2(り)
- ∈/2-m2/4り2･ (1-P)/り･Fl/4･

The

neii(vAa;2i,a4bl-e三2,its/2madPpP･ed=fro!mlbq?1･b,y
da17:e-to~one

correspondence I

(8)

(9)

when l=b,アニ-2O(;when 7-c,アニ2Ci;and the

variableデincreases
with 7･

The function (4) contains an exponentially increasing component (Ne+d7

) in the barrier region･ We take a linear combination of. (4) with respect

to the channel (叩m)I and impose the condition that only an exponentially

decreasing component (～e-Ci.㌢) remains. Then, we have the condition of the

quasibound state2I

det卜ot△甲ふS紳訂n･JRy･?･n,,甲巾l-o･ (ll)

From this equation, we can calculate the Stark energy level of Rydberg

atoms.

3. HqDT treatment of resonance scattering and DR in an EF

We apply the present MQDT to dynamical processes in an EF. In this

study, we assume that the ion has only two states (甘=a, b), and the

incident energy of the electron E* is less than the excitation enregy･
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Furthermore, we consider the case that ∈☆〉〉Fd, where d is the dist血ce

within which the incident electron is acceralated by lan EF in the collision

region. Therefore, we neglect the EF effect on the free electron. Open

channels are indicated by the angular momentum (1m) of-the incident
elec-

tron (in polar coordinates).
On the other… hand, the EF effect on the

resonahce state is correctly taken into account. Thus, closed channels are

indicated by (P m)
in parabolic coordinates･

We glVe the boundary condition for the closed channel in the same way

as that for the Stark bound state･ ThenI We Can easily obtain a scattering

s matrix2,9, in a matrix notation,

s ≡ 玉oo -

Ⅹ∝【Ⅹcc+ exp(-2iム)｢1Ⅹco, (12)

where △'･p,～,,勺帥isa diagonal matri:-hose element is given by (8)･ The

matrix X can be expressed in terms of the reactance matrix RO3･1･"I)y帥

defined in the (F=0) MQl)T,

Ⅹ - (1 + iUtROu)(1
-

itltROu)-1. (13)

The matrix X and the frame transformation matrix U are partitioned into

submatrices, the open-channel (indicated by the subscript "o--) and the

closed-channelぐ7c") parts. since we neglect the EF effect on the free

electron, the frame transformation matrix tl has a form,

uoo=1･ Uoc=tlco=0, tlcc= (Upi)･

The second term in the S matrix (12) gives亡he resonance contribution. The

expression (12) is very similar to the one f∝ the S matrix6 obtained ln

the (F=0) MQDT. The calculation of (12) is
straightforward when we have

the vanishing-field reactance matrix RO.

Recentlyl Bell and Seaton3 provided an ab initio theory of the DR in

vanishing fields by using the MQDT. Since we have the S matrix (12) at F≠O

similar to the zero-field S matrixl the same procedure as that ugedby Bell

and Seaton gives a scattering matrix
Jg

Where radiative decays of the reso-
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れance state are taken into account9,

逆- Ⅹ.. -

Ⅹ.cei^[ei^xccei^
-

exp(w3A-2¶iV)]-1ei^Ⅹc., (14)

where A is a radiative transition probability of the excited ion. In (14),

we have put

△甲M - ¶(V-nl-m-1/2) 'Aepyyt ,
(15)

where an integer
nl is a Stark quantum number relating to the quantization

of the separation constant P･ It should be noted that in deriving (14),

we require an assumption that the change in ^'with V-)V+1 is negligible･

To see the validity of this assumption, we expand A to the first order of

F,

△eph- ¶(V -nl-m-1/2) ･蔓wFV4(ソ-2nl-m-1).
(16)

From this equation, the cha喝e in ∧ can be estimated by

A^efM
-芸-レF晋･

(17,

Therefore, we can say that the change in A is very small at Fy5くく1, and

l■■

still small forレ〉〉1 even if Flノ⊃-1. Noticing (15), we have a simpler

form
for.a,

i&
- Ⅹ.. -

Ⅹ.c[Xcc ･ exp(Wy3A-2iム)]~1
Ⅹc.･ (18)

From (14) or (18), the DR probability
for an initial channel (1m) is given

by

p(.i) -

-享IBi,ノんlユ,
(19)

where 1 and
i- indicate the open channel (1m). Furthermore, from (14), we

can derive an analytical expression for the I)R probability averaged over

resonances9

くP(i)〉- ∑
d′よ

1¶レちA
Y" Y:,,i(hlt恥*)….

･1¶ソ3A ･+卜五山Z#d′^′

where Zd坑is a diagonal matrix obtained
by the diagonalization of

ei^ Ⅹccei^
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Fig･ 2･ Resonance profile of the elastic scattering and

tbe dielectronic工･eCOmbination
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[ei^Ⅹccei^ ]N = NZ, (21)

and N is an orthogonal matrix. The subscript 0( indicates the resonance

channel in a diagonalized representation･ The matrix Y=Nt[ei^ Ⅹco] gives

the coupling between the resonance and the continuum states. In (20), the

overlapplng reSOnanCeS are taken into account. Thus, the interference term

between the channels O( and O(I is present.

4. Model calculations

To illustrate the EF effect,
we have

made
some

model calculations.

For simplicity, we assume that ROalfmT,blm is non zero only when lf=1=0･

Tbまs means that only an s-wave electron can excite the ion and be trapped

into an s state at F=0･ We choose ROaa=o･5, ROab=ROba=0･8, RObbf=1･0, and

A=2Ⅹ10-6 au.

Figure 2 shows the resonance profile of the elastic scattering (Il一利2)

and the DR (トIB12)･ The
reson?neepeak

shown in the upper figu干ecorre-

sponds to the 15s Rydberg state of the captured electron at F=0. When an

EF is applied (the lower figure), the Rydberg states of the captured elec-

tron with l>O can have autoionizing properties because of the Stark mixing.

Owing to this e宕fect, there appear many sharp resonance peaks, and the

averaged DR probability'(indicated
by the dotted line) is enhanced. It

should be noted that the sharp resonances in the DR are overlapped.

Figure 3 shows the averaged DR probability as a function
of the effec-

tive quantum number of the captured electron. As a field strength in-

creases, the probability becomes larger. We find that the probability

becomes a constant value as F orソincreases. When F orレ becomes large,

we have the condition of the strong Stark mixing. When the Stark mixing is

strong, we can show that the averaged DR probability (20) becomes an as-
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Fig. 3. Averaged DR probabilities as a function of the effective

quantum number. The arrow indicates the asymptotic

v山eくP〉asymp･ The vertical bar indicates the classicaコ･

ionization limit.
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ymptotic value (P)asymp which is independent of F･

We e芦p?C,t′that the Stark mixing 1S Strong When the Stark erlergy Shift

is larger than the shift due to the quantum defect of the (F=0) resonance

state. This gives the condition of the onset of the strong Stark mixing,
●

FV5)2肘ol/3, where Po is the quantum defect of the (F-0) resonance

state. Since the Stark mixing first occurs between the nearest levels, we

can define the range of the quantum deff･!Ctけotく0･5･Therefore, we can

say th?t the Stark mixing is always strong when FV5)1/3. This is a very

useful finding. We have assumed Fy5く1 to obtain an analytical expression

for the
matrixば･

However, the averaged DR probability is independent of

F for FL)5)1/3 because of the strong Stark mixing. Thus, we can conclude

that the averaged DR probability (20) can be used for any field strengths.

5. Summary

In order to obtain an analytical expression for # and (P), we have

introduced the three assumptions:

(Ⅰ)Ⅵ1e EF e托ect on the free electron is neglected. When this effect is

taken into account, we have the following problems. Since theヱaXis is

chosen along the field direction, an arbitrary direction of the incident

electron must be expressed in parabolic coordinates. Furthermore, the free

electron motion in an EF cannot be expressed in terEIS Of the plane wave.

Thus, the scattering boundary condition
_and

the de皇inition of the scat-

tering matrix must be modified. These problems remain in a future work.

(II) The tunneling effect throuLq.h the barrier is neglected. This effect is

important when the electron energy is
nearly equal

to the local maximum of

the (1 ) potential･ In addition, the ionization limit depends on the

channel (Pm)･ These effects can be included in the MQDT, as was done by

-
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Hamin5.

(Ill) The change in A is neglected'. However, we have fo血d that this

assumption does not matter when using the DR probability ave-raged over

reSOnaCeS.

Recently, Hahnand his coworkerslO･11 add Bottcher et al.12 have

studied 'the DR in an EF. Their calculations are based占n the assumptions

of the isolated resonances and the Stark mixing within the same n Rydb占rg

maniford (i.e., only 1
mixi喝).

-rわe present theory is free from these

assumptions, and the calculation is
straightforward when we have the

vanishing-field scattering information. It is very interesting to apply

the present theory to a real･ system and to compare the experimentsl and

other calculationslO-
12.
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Electrotl-Ion Cqllisional Rate Coeffici早ntS from

Titne-Dependent Plastnas

甘ans R. Griem

LaboモatOry for Pla8tna and Fusion Erlergy Studies

University of hryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

tleasurement声 Of effectま,ve cqllisional electroTl-ion rate coeffi-

cletltS for lon12;a亡ion, dlelectronlc reconbinatlon and excltatlon

performed using methods of quantitative spectroscopy阜re reVleved.

These methods are based on the corona model
for excitation争nd loni2;a-

tion, rnpldified to account foTr tWO一冬亡ep proce8甲S, etC', if necessary.

Plastna p早rameters, are detertnined using independent metilIOds, tnostly

ThomsorL SCattering.of la芦er radiation for the electrわn temperature and

defllSity｡ A large rL_umber of ionization coefficlen亡s have be早r1 Obtained

viCh an expected accuracy approaching 307･･ FoT dielec咋oTLic reconbina-

tion, the nt!mber of measurenents i8 much smaller arLd the expected

accuracy is typically about a fac亡or 2｡ For both proce$8eS, the highes亡

lonlc charge for whiqh sotne measure.nent･'3 based on tine-dependent radia-

tlo,A have lねen reported is - 30. For excita巳ion, the叫n中er of rate

coefficients ob‡ained is intermediate to those for ion12;ation. an_d

reconbination, b叫 the expected accuracyまs not slgnifican亡1y be亡亡er

tharL that of recotnbinatiorL COefficieTIt8. The highes亡 charge is - 15 for

such neasurenents of excitation rates.
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I. 工ntroduc亡lot1

Quantltative spectroscopy of plasTu畠s containing mul亡iply ioni2:ed

atoms almost always requires a detailed analysis of level popu]f.ations and

charge state distrlbution8, because such plasTRaS tend to be far fton a

state of local thertnodynamic e-quillbriuml (LTE). Interest in non-LTE

plasnas is increasing for a nuTRber of reasons. There is still TRuCh Work

to be done in understanding the 占peCtra, especially at short wavelengths,

fron亡he 801ar corona and other more distant arLd frequerLtly色VeTI tnOre

tenuous sources● With the development of hightenperature laboratory

plastnas with tenperatures岳inilar to those in stellar in亡erlors, non-LTE

spectroscopy has also become very important to plasma physlclsts2･ They

a≠e concerned with the effects of radiation losses, tnos亡1y from high

charge states of impurity ions, and with the opportunities offered for

dlagnostic 7neaSu-retnentS from line and continuutn spectra.Another

appllcatlon of non-LTE quantitativ色 spectroscopy l$ 1n亡he challenging

search for血ort甘aVelength lasers3,ちbased on bouTLd-bound trarLSi亡ions in

highly ion12:ed atotns. These not only屯uSt be otlt C･f LTE but must also

have very large population densities or, rather, 1nverBion densi亡ies, for

signlficaTlt gairL froth Stinula亡ed etAission to occur.

A coTnmOn Tleed irLI these re'search areas ls the requiremen亡 for a large

nutnber of realls亡ic col.1is王onal rate coefficients for excltatlon atld

ioni2:ation arid for de-excitation and reconbina巳ion, TJgb.ich in case of

ioni2:ation and reconbina亡ion are no亡 necessarily inverse processes ln 亡he

Sense of the principle of. de亡ai工eld balance. The corどeSpOnd王rlg CrOS.S

sections are tnostly obtained from electron-ion scattering theory5I aC亡ual
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computations being based on a nutnber of approxitna亡ions wh'ose validity

nus亡be checked by experiments designed亡o measure the cross SeCti.otl for

the elementary process ln que8tiorL aS directly as possible.軸1Ch

progress has been tnade ill this way in regard to loni2:ation of (mostly)

groundstate ions by
elec亡ron亡O11ison$6I but excitatlon cross section

tneasurenents eveTl for groundstate ions are still quite rare7･ Experト

mints..to determine cros8 SeCtions for dielectronic reccmbination have

succeeded only recently8I and亡heory and {3XPeritnent could
be reconciled

only after consideration of elec亡rlc field effects i一l the apparatu昏On

the doubly excit:ed states fortned in the initial ste-p of this recombln4･-

亡lon process●

This expeてience and various considera亡1ons for other processes poirLt

ou亡 the itnpor亡ant role of plastna neasuremerLtS in establishing a system of

reliable atld relevant i.ate COefficients. Although at least for reconbin-

a亡ion and iorLi2:ation one may not be able to ob亡ain亡he rate of any

particular elementary process, one certainly tneasures effective rate

coefficients that are appropriate sutns or averages of elementary rate

proeesses皿11tlplled vltb rela亡1ve probabllltles, e｡g｡, for an excl亡ed

s亡a亡e formed by reco皿blna亡lon亡o decay to 亡he grounds亡ate● Ano亡ber

advantage is the greater ease for plasma tneasurements で0 .J.leach high

charge states and also some excited states as targets' ReturrLing to the

subject of effective rate coefficients, one TRuSt always keep ln mind tha亡

they tend to retain some densl亡y dependence, which mus亡 el亡her be

obtained from tneasurements irk plasmas of differen亡 densi亡ies, or be

gleaned from theoretical models. A frequently used compromise in such

studies ls to assume tha亡 the 亡emperature dependence ls accordlng 亡o some
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relatively simple theoretical approximation'
･.

A first review of the method for rate coefficient deternirLation8

from time-dependent plasmas a-nd of early results was provided by Kun之e9･

The purpose of 亡hle present paper is 亡o describe cer亡dirL Varia亡ions of the

general TBethod, which have beerL applied ,～-ith some ら-ucce$8, and to

sutnmarlze leXperlmental results from plasma measurements obtained since

1972.咋is hoped that this mini-review vil上 be useful to researctlerS in

this particular sub-field of plasTna Spectroscopy, tO atomic collision

ptlySicis亡s, ard亡o the much larger number of workers whose research

depends on electron-ion collisional rate cqef-ficients.

1The next section describe8 the general methods used for the analysis

of 比Tne-dependent plastna emis$lons in terms of collisioTLal rate coeffi-

ci'ents. The following sections are summaries of iorLi2:ation, reconbina-

lion, and excl亡a亡ion tneasurernen亡s. 工n a concludirlg SeC亡ion, some plastzla

tneasureneTItS Whose analysis i8 TtO亡relyitlg On the transieTlt nature Of the

eTnisslon昏 are Tnenヒioned, and art attempt is made to- suTnmari之e any

conclusions feached s-o; far.
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工Ⅰ. General Method 書

The theore七1cal tnodel used for the deduction of effective colli-

sional rate coefficieTltS is based on the set of rate equations for the

densities of ions irL Charge state i,

dNi

--ら(Sト1Nト1
+

αi+1Ni+1)Ne
- (Si +

ai)NiNe
+ Qi

dt

and, in Tnany Cases, On the coronal relation for resonarLCe line

ln亡ensl亡ies
,

工-岩I
xNiNed見

く1)

く2)

血implicit assutnption is tha亡 altnos亡all lone are in their gモound states

or血a細a王1 rLumber of lo常-lying States, Often of紬e sムme亡Onfiguration

as the actual ground state, Which are statistically populat!三d and have

total den8i亡y Ni･ The ionLi之FatioTl, reCOnbination and excitation coeffi-

cients, S, cL add X, are then appropriate averages of the coefficlent8 for

these states. Also, hv is the photon-eTLergy arid the integral in Eq. (21

is laloAng the 1,ine of sight.工n cases where several emission lines

originate from the excited level, Eq. (2) must be Tnultiplied by the ratio

of trarLSltion probabilities of 亡he line to the sutn of the transi亡エotl

probablllties of aユ.1 lines from this level. The required rela亡1ve

trarLSi亡ion probabill亡1es are usual,1y taken froth atoTnic structure

calcula亡ionslO, but占an and should for complex spec亡ra be checked by

measuring the intensities of'all the lines.
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The source term Qiまn Eq･ (1) accounts for the.亡ran印叩-t Of ions

into and out of the volume eleTuent being observed. Stince TAOSt eXperi-

ment各舶re analy2;ed assuming a honogeneot娼plas皿a
-Of

soTne aVer阜ge

electron density Ne and temperature Tea aBd because frequently the ions

to.be studied were a small minority in hydrogen (やr helium) c'･でri色r

plasnas, it was sitnply assumed that the ions were compressed or tLつSt WIT.h

the fully ion12:ed hydrogen plasma which in turn had provided almost all

of the electrons. These considerations sugges亡a;'' soこIrCe 亡ern

dN
e

Qi =くNi/Ne)宗一, (.3a)

a relation vhまch甘aS and is indeed used for nose of the experimeTltS. 王t

was found invalid, howeverl for heavy impurity ionsタ1ike are.onlll

because the heavy ions were not as strongly c_ompressed as hydrogen. For

experi聡rit8 With pure gases, or wberLeVer a Substantial fl:action of the

electriOnS is not f七on the hydrogen, the source term must be TnOdified. In

pure gases, orまn caseTs Where ･the product of relative itnpurity concentra-

tlon and average charge is TLOt much below 1, Eq｡く3a-) TquSt: be replaced

by12

Qi

-嵩崇-Ni
:i_(Si- -i･,Ni- ･

e

く3b)

The additioTta1･ ten cLQrreCtS for the.change in electron density T10t

caused by
tこratlぎpOr亡,

l叩亡 the basic assunp亡ion in both cases ls 亡ba亡

elec亡rons a-nd ions have the昏atne
tflow

velo81亡y :and･也a亡
帥e t!ydrogerL is

fully toni2:edy.

◆
i ?
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In long-1ived･plastnas, e'g., ILL tOkamaks, these sitnple･ source terns

nus亡be replaced by con8iderlng directly the flow velocity亡ertn and

impurity ion diffusion･ As引In11ng cylindrical geometryl the corresponding

source tern is13

Qi-一書告(rri)
, く3c)

where Ti is the radial flux of ion i･ This radial flux may be writte?-

ri--

【D'r'崇･v'r'Ni]
, (4'

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the ions ln the hyd1.Ogetl back-

groutld plasTna and v亡he radial velocity. One n､)mally assumes v(ど)
- - r

and D(r) =

D(0), determining 亡he two retnaining cons亡an亡s as 亡o ob亡aln

agreement of tneasured tine- and space-resolved relative impurity

concen亡ra亡ions froth laser blow-off impurity ⊥njec亡lon experiments with

the theoretical tnodel.

The magtlitudes of typical diffusion coefficients, D ～ lob c.n2/see,

are such that the correspondlng亡ime scale, namely > 100 psec for typical
Jll■

pinch experiments with plastna radii rp

-)

1 cm, is亡oo long for diffusion

亡o be important ln most of 亡he plnch experiments. This had of course

been assumed all along･ Another coTnmerLt COrLCeming typical pinch experト

nents concerns the relatively large ion gyroradii and np.an free paths.

The lone therefore sample a large volume, a fac亡whlch justiEies 亡he use

of radially averaged electrotl temperatures and densities in the modelling

of ioni2:ation and recombirLation' t!owever, for excitation, i'e', in Eq.
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(2), it is usually better亡o use radially resolved T･(I), i●ei, Ⅹ(r)i,and

Ne(r) values in order to determine line lnt印Sities from the
QOdell乍･

This 1s suggested by the sho蛇radlative life times and therefore stnall

differences between the spatial positions of excitationand liTle emission,
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Itt.
.torLi2:ation

Coefficients

Especially in pirLCh experiments, the temperature oftetl rises 80

rapidly that the actual lonL25ation lags behind the corona equilibrium

ioni2;atlon. For the satne reason, ionization coefficieTLt8 are then

usually much larger than reconblnatlon cQefficient8'比ea8uring tine

histories of liTleS froTnーSuCCeSSive charge States and electron tempera-

Cures and densities from ThoTn$On SCattering or interferot?eery a8 input
′

for Eq8･ (1)and (2)I assming X- T-1/2 exp(-AE/kBT) with AE the

excitation energy, then allows a de亡ertnlnatlon of the ioni2;atiorL COeffi-

cients Si･ IrL the analysis of giOS亡of these experlnent8, the rate

equations Were firs亡sOIved using approxitnate values of the Si一冬S

originally proposed by Lotz15 and conveniently p4rameterized by

Kunze16. (This analytical formula16 is used in tnos亡of the plastna

investigations･ It agrees with Lotzーs value to - 15完･) Then these Sl

ヽ

Were multiplied by factors of order I to obtain a more satisfactory fit

between measured and calculated time histories.

For relatively low charge states, Such itnproved Si Values would be

subject to large systematic errors, because the plastnas are far from

hoTBOgeneOuS at
-early

tines｡ This fact can be gleaned
from the ofterL

substantial differences between end- and Side-on obseLrVa亡lons. tiovever,

around the peak of. the Tnagne亡1c field pulse, the plasmas emitting lltleS

from h1ghcharge states are reasonably homogeneous and the source ten in

Eq. (1) 1s relatlvely､small. The fl亡 亡o亡be llne亡1me bistorles ln

rega'rdJ亡o亡iTne Of peak and to pulse vidtrh i8 then quite sensitive to the

factors applied Bo-亡he lnit･ial values for∴Si, Variation by - 20完1eading
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to noticeable differeTICeS in tine h18亡ories. Adding 岳oTnet error in the

ヽ

electron density, one would thus expect 25 - 30完accuracy in the measured

rate coefflelen亡S.

Tha亡 thls accuracy can be reached, of eVeTl be exceeded, is indicated

by the - 10冨agreemeTl亡obtained17 for the hydrogen-like ions BV and CVI

for k8T/Ei # 0･ナand O･5, Ei being the ioni之atlon energy, and

Ne付3 × 1016 ctB-3･ For these ions more recent calculations (see Ref･

17) are Within - 10荒of the Lot2: Values, and the excellen亡agreement is

therefore even more noteworthy.

For the hellun-like ions B工V, CV and NV工at kBT/Ei between O･4 arLd

o･6 and with N占ガ1･3 - 2･6 × 1016 cn-3 sitnilar agreement was reached17

after al'1owing for ioni乞atlon froth ttle rL =･ 2 triplet levels which contri-

bu亡es from 35 to 50完 of the effective loni2:a亡lon coefficlerLt. These

corrections add some utlceftalnty and differ in detail from earller deter-

mina亡lons of CV effective ioni2:a亡ion co色fficient$18 and B工V and CV

effective lotlizatlon coefficients19 at lover den$1tles● Nevertheles$1 1n

all cases experimental and calculated values are within - 257., 1.伝.,

there tnay be no slgnifica-nt devla亡ions I between plastna experiments and

collision theory･ tIOweverl derived groundstate coefflclents17-19 are

about 25芳 belov 亡heoreti:cal values I
afld about 20完 below values deduced,

froTn Crossed-be細w-asu-remeJh亡s20 for 8tV and CV■ For NV工I the deduced

value17 is less thaLn -2J3 of the cr･oSsed-bea瓜reSLult20 whichi however,

do色S hot S'een to fi亡 theJ iso･-ele-ctLrく)nit tre'nd･. .

Definit畠1y l･arge'r than expe七亡ed error畠 Of the trans･ient plastna

method are the e東peri･thent干th色ory
de.viaヒ土o舶~ foutttd foモ 1.ow'arLd･他diAuTd a

ll亡hitm-1ik白 土ori51'. F･'fb'm･ithe'b喝innlng of亡heta …p-inch- exp-Crime+nt-s for ･
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such ions16} namely CIV, rNV arLd OVt, measured coefficieTitS Were

only
- 60完of the Lot2: Values. Althoughespecially for 亡he earlier

tnetnbers of the isoelectronic sequetlCe ionization frotn亡he 2P level is

about as itnportant as from the 2S groundstate, the theoretical

correctlon17 to the effective ionlzatlon coefficient to obtain the

coefficient for the groundstate isく10完, because for the kBT/Ei Values
Jヽ■

ih these experltnents calculated ionization coefficients for 2P are only

811ghtly larger than亡hose for 2S. Also, more reee此ab-1nl比o

calculations give - 20冨sna11er ion12:atlon coefficieTItS than the Lot2:

formula. Ⅳever亡beless, even af亡er 亡bese reduc亡lons in the 地eore亡1cal

values> TnOre recent meaSurementS17 for NV} OVL> FVII and NeVIII for

kBT/Ei# 1･- 0･9甲d N村0･8
- 2･2 × 1016 ctn-3 still onlygave O･76-

e

0.54 of the new theoretical values. On the other hand, these neasure-

TnerLtSand aTl eXperi皿entL'･･3 OTI NV do agree within experimen亡al色rrors甘1th

setniclassical (ECIP) calcula亡lons by Burgess, an observa亡lon consistent

with conclusions in a review24 of all nethods亡o deterTnlne ion12:a亡ion

coefficients.

Tvo other pinch experiments25,26 resulted ln lonlzatlon coefficients

for NV and OVI which exceed the Lot2: Values by factors 1'3 - 2.3' tn one

of .these
亡he亡a plnches, the effective ionizatloh cOefficien亡 for NeV工工I

was found27 with
- 0･7 the Lotz valuel for k8T/El # 0･95･ A pos$1ble

TneChanlsm for enhanced loniza亡ion25I especially a亡relatlvely low

temperatures and high densities- 1s excitation followed by ionizati(Jn.

tnclusiotl Of this two-step process in the analysis of similar TneaSure-

ments28 of effec亡ive ionizationL rates for Ti工X■ NeV工I NeVI工and OVt a亡

kBT/F･i三Oi3
-

0･与1-.ldeed resulted in much itnproved agreement,the
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enhancemen亡over 亡he groundstate Lot之ioniza亡ion rate being as much as a

factor - 2.

工n fa･vor of the relatively high values for NV aTLd OV工, everL Without

two･･s亡ep processes, are rat.e coefficients ･derived
from crossed-beam

measurements6,20 which are larger亡han the low density plasma results by

factors く2 and are therefore in - 20完agreement with ab-initlo
′ヽl

theoretical values｡ A continuation of pinch experiments29 to AIX工arLd

SiXI工gave effective ioni2;atiorL COefficients agreeing with 亡heory to

vithin the somewhat larger experimental errors,
- 30r.and 50完,

respectively･ Mea8urementS13 orL a tine-dependerlt tOka7nak plastnal

kBT/Ei村0･5 and Ne村3 × 1013 cm-3 (see following section) yielded

effective lionization rates for the lithium-like ion TiXX exceeding the

Lo.tz value and calcula亡ions of Younger30 by factors l･2
-

1･4} which is

barely significant in view of the sensitivity of the fit.and other

experiTnental error8｡ A8 SuggeSted in Ref. 29, plastna experiments and

a亡oTnlc collision theory therefore indeed seem亡o agree for｡higher members

of the 1_tthiutn-like seqtlenCe.

Effective ioni2:ation coefficients for beryllium-like ions from

plastna measuremen亡S are very dlfficult 亡o compare with calcula亡lons or

with crossed-bea皿meaSurementS6,20 of groundstate ionization because of

the low-lying 2p3p metastable levels and other excited levels whlch may

have sigrLificant populations in pinch experiments. Still, at not too

stnall kBT/Ei･ the iorLi乙ation coefficients for the varlous nニ2- levels

are probably not 亡oo different so tha亡 亡he average coefficient from the

measuremeTlt Should not differ 亡oo much from亡hat for 亡he grounds亡a亡e.

Ano亡her intere$l:ing complication29 may arise throughthe inner-shell
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ioni2;ation 6f tb色 COrreSpOnding boron-like ion which would causeanearly
戸

rise of Be-like line irLtenSities● Ignoritlg亡his possibilicyI One finds29

for AIR and SIXI at-kBT/Ei -･6
-

0･5 and Ne村3 × 1016 cn-3

experimental values - 0'8
-

0.65 of the Lot2: Values, similarly to the

original re8ul亡s16 for OV and NeV工工and a later result27 of a factor

-

0･4 for NeV工工at kBT/Ei何2･ If conparlson8 are made With ab-ini亡io

cilculat事on$21, the fac亡or vould be - 0.9 - 0.7, Whereas conpariBOn With

the seniclassical ECtP calculations gives - I.55
-

i.35. As for Li-like

ions, the differences between various plasma measuremen亡s 8eem $OneWhat

larger than estitnated experimental errors' For NIV the factor found23

relative to the Lotz value Was - 1｡5 at kBT/･El付0･8 and Ne河3 × 1015

ctn-3･ This relatively large value tnay again be in parts the result of

early-title plasma dynamics or of two-step procesSeS. As a natter of

fact, for NeV工I and kBT/Ei付0･27 and Ne # 3 × 1016 cn.-3, the Lot之

groundstate ionization coefficien亡tnay have to be increased28 by a factor

l'6 to allow for excitation-ionization, still leaving the measured value

in this case a factor i.3 above such corrected Lot2; Value' For higher

nember8 0f the isoelectronic sequence tokatnak observat･trJnS13 for TiXtX

agreed with the Lotz value and also with ab-initio calculatlons30
to

within the - 20完estimated accuracy. As in tnost other plasma experi-

ments, kBT/Ei Values (- 0･6) were too stnall for irLnerShell excl亡ation

followed by au亡oioni2:a･tion to be lnpor亡an亡. flowever, irL COntraSt tO the

pinch experiments, ioni2:a亡ioll from exci亡ed states should be negligible.

ctossed-beatn resul亡s6,20 for 50-50 mix亡ures of groutldstate and

TnetaStable ions of NLV and OV indicate also t'or this sequetlCe larger

lorLiz:atlotl COefficierI亡s than obtained in mos亡plasTha experimen亡S. For
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example, the results of Refs｡ 16 and 23 would seem亡o bracket the

crossed-beam results. For boron-like ions and ions with tnore bound

electrons, there are additional complications connected with the presence

of various states in the groundstate configuratiotlS Which for low tnembers

of the sequences would be statistically populated but not necessarily for

high nenbers observed in highteTnPerattlre arid low density tokanaks.

Measurements29 for B-I C-I and N-like ions of aluminutn and silicon gave

effective ionization coefficients of - 0.5 -

0.7 the Lotz values, which

in these cases are within lW･ of the results of Ref･ 21 for kBT/Ei

ranging from O･7 to O･6･ For kBT/Ei ～ 2･5, as stnall a value as O･15 was

found27 for NeV=･ For NeVI at kBT/Ei -･35, on the other hand, good

agreemeni28
was obtained with a Lo亡z value corrected for e-citati.n-

ionization. The a- and C-like il)nS Of titanium, TiXV工工工aTld XV工工, were

found13 to have effective ionl乙ation coefficients under tokamak

conditions which are - 207. larger than the Lotz values.

hasuremen亡s31 in a the亡a pinch of亡he 0-I F-I Ne-一and Na-like ions

of argon, i.i., of ArXエーVI工工, again showed the patternof effective

ra亡e coefficlents falling below the Lotz values and theory30 by fac亡ors

o.4
-

0.8. (Anearlier pinch experiment32 had glven a fac亡or ～ 0.6 for

ArV工Ⅰ工.) Another plnch.neasure.nen亡14.f Cト, Ar-, and K-like ions of

iron, i.e｡, of FeX工工, ⅩⅠ, and X, resulted irk ioni2:ation coefficients

abou亡equal to the Lo亡z value (FeX工工･ kBT/Ei # 0･6), or stnaller by

factors O･7 (FeX工･ kBT/Ei付0･7) and O･5 (FeX･ kBT/Ei H O･75)･ No dlrec亡

comparlsons seem亡o be available here, al亡bough l亡may be no亡ed 亡ha亡

crossed-bean meas･uremen亡$33
for the Na-like ions qg工工, AII工工and SiIV

also fall veil below亡he Lo亡之Values for near-threshold eTlergies. The
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increa貞es in cross sections due to irLnerShell excitation followed by

au亡oionization are evidently no亡itnpor亡an亡for亡he kBT/Ei Values irL the

plastna neasurenents. As a by-product of excitation rate measurenents,

ioniz.ation coefficients for Fe X, IX and Vttl had been obtained earlier

under slightly different plastna coTldi亡ions34, all having - 0'5亡imes the

Lot2: Value.

IoTiizatlon rate coefficients for the krypton lens KrIX, Ⅹ, ⅩI and

X工工, vhlch have an even more complex level structure, were deduced from

measuretnents on a亡he亡a pinch plasma with lO7･ krypton in hydrogen35. In

th.is case, it was necessary to first analyze the spectra in order to

obtain lines ascribable亡o specific ions} using atomic structure. codeslO

and estimated relative line intensities as a guide. (In one case, line

intensity ratios differed by a factor - 5 from such sitnple estiTnateS,

pos$1bly because 亡he corona model needs modlflcatlons a亡 亡be relatively

highdensities･ Ne ≦1016 cm-3･) The factors nultiplying亡he Lotz values

of the ioni2:ation coefficietltS in the sitnulations Were chosen to 2.5,

0.15, 3.0 arLd 2.0 for the various ions to obtain a best fit. The ions

KrX and XI showed the same tithe history, which is reflected in the very

large difference between the ioni2:ation coefficients obtained for KrX and

xI･ This unusual比皿e behavior could also be explaまned35 by a slgnlfト

cant ra亡e of double ionization for KrIX. Finally, sinilar 亡o the in亡er-

preta亡ion28 of the rela亡ively large ionization coefficients found for亡he

lons Tl工Ⅹ, ⅣeVI, ⅣeV工I and OV工, lonlza亡lon 王rom excl亡ed s亡a亡eS may also

have been impor亡anヒ.

To suTnmarize, most of the plasma experiments should yield effective

ioni之a亡ion rate coefficients to - 307. accuracy even for very highly
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charged ions. tlowever, there nay be a systematic error for lo甘Charge

s亡a亡es, which could be sonewha亡1arger than 30Y..工t would be responsible

for the trend9,24 toward sTnall effective rate
･coefficients

from such

plasTna皿eaSureTRen亡s｡ A possible source of such error26 is the diffusion

of ions'into the hot annulus existing especially in reverse bias field

the亡a plncbes. Sucb 亡ranspor亡would lead 亡o an extended line emission

pulse frpTn the annulus, which often gives tnost of the etnission.
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IV. Reconbina'Jion Coefficients

Because of the shor亡 duratlon of pinch plasTnaS, tine histories of

spectral lines are usually insensitive to reconbirLation coefficients used

in the siTnulations. tlowever, by operating at higher density and lover

tetnperature than normally encouTlteredl lt was possible36 to nea8ure tithe

historles of FeIX, Ⅹ and XI liTle8 Whose decaying portions were 8eTISitlve

to the actual values of reconbinatlorL COefflcieTLtS. Ion12:a亡lotI COeffi-

clents for the sltnulatlon were obtained from comparisons With measure-

凪ents at higher temperatures, uslng the theoretlcal temperature 8Cal1ng.

The original analysis of the experitnent was subsequently itnproved14

by including the radial tetnperature variation in the line inteTlSity

calculations. Effective recotnbillation coefficients obtained are then

almost equal to the calculated value37 of亡he dielectronic recoTubination

coefficierLt in case of FetX and about 0.4 titnes or 0.6 titnes these values

for FeX and XI. The FeIX value ls about twice as large as the coeffi-

clent deduced

originally36;
while those for FeX and X工are abou亡half the

original values･ The measurements Were taken at Ne # 3 x 1016 cm-3,

vhereas the calculations37
Were for coronaュ densitiesI - 1010 cm-3･ The

expected reduction of dlelec亡ronlc recomblna亡lon coe托1clen亡s a亡 hlgh

densities therefore appears to be less pronounced than one might expect.

More slowly ioni7.lag the亡a pirLCh plastnas, 1n which reconbination i8

therefore relatively more lmportantI Can also be produced31,38 by

otnitting the u･sual reversed bias TnagfLetic field, thus reducing the

teTnPerature and increasing the density. One of these_ experiments was

devoted to CV and CV工, and the effective reconblrLa亡ion coefficlen亡s were
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obtained usirLg an analysis very slmilar to 亡hat usedr for Fe工Ⅹ, Ⅹ and X工

irL Ref. 36. Because Of the relatively high excitaLtlon energies,

radiative reconbination is not negligible for the carbon ions and Was

therefore subtracted from the measured rate. (The? corrections

Were
-'37. and

- 30完, respectively, for CV aTld CVI.) The retnalnirLg

reconbirLation rates Were theTl found to be about twice the calculated

rates39,40
for CV aTld - 30完1arger tttan these rates for CV工I but only O｡6

亡itnes a tnore recently calculated value. As in the experiment on iron

ions, 1t is again surprisitlg that the dielectronic rates Seem not tO be

$1gnlflcantly reduced I)y blgh den$1亡y effects on亡be doubly excl亡ed

states produced in the itlitial capture process.

In
cふn亡inuation of亡his Work, (mostly) dielectronic recombinatlon

cdefflclents Were determined for ArV工ⅠⅠ - Ⅹ工工lons as Well. The fit

between measured and sltnula亡ed time histories Was qui亡e 6enSi亡1ve, varia-

tions of the rate coefficients by 307. resulting in noticeably poorer

agreetnent. Agreement Well vi亡hin the experimental errors was obtained

vith detailed calculations41 for ArV工工工, whereas sitnilar calculations42

for Ar工Ⅹ are about aね亡亡or 3 below亡be measured values. Comparison for

these ions and for Ar又, Ⅹ工and X工工I with calculations from Ref. 41 shows

coTISiderable variations. For ArV工工工and X工工, the measured coefficients

are larger by a factor- 1.5, for ArX and XI by factors 3 - 2. The

corresponding fa亡亡or for 亡he neon-like 上on Ar工Ⅹ 1$ 25
-

30,亡o be con-

亡ras亡ed vltb亡he fac亡or 3 1n 亡be 亡Omparlson vlth Ref. 42. Slnce lt ls

not clear Why the experiment would glve larger.recombinatlon coefficients

then calculations for lower densl亡1es, charge exchange recomblna亡ion was

considered as well but found'to be only
- 17. of the observed ioni2:atiorL
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ra亡e●

Higher charge s亡ates can be irlVeS亡igated irL tOkamak plasmas by a

very similar method. These plastnas reach much higher temperatures, which

are rLaturally nodula亡ed by sawtooth oscillations. The corresponding line

intensity variatioTIS Of MoXXXL arid XXXLI ions were directly used by

Breton et al･43 to infer effective reconblnation coefficients) adopting

lbni名ation coefficients of Lot2;15 and recomblnatlon coefficietlt$ Of

Burges$39 as a reference in a 0-ditnensional rate equation tnodel and

neglecting transport. The observed tine histories Were fouTLd to be

consis亡en亡vi亡h 1 - 1.5 the Lot2: Values and 0.5 - 1 the Burgess values.

Tbls method can be
re比ned13

by using A卜D model vl亡h亡ranspor亡for

the simulations (see sect. Ⅰ工)and by considering cross correlaぢion8

1betむeen line his亡ories and x-ray lntensities as modulated by the sawtooth

oscillations. As demonstrated irL Ref. 13, sensitive comparison betweetl

measured and simulated cross correlations was possible f♭r four I:itanium

ions, TiXV工エーⅩⅩ. Also, any Sys亡enatic errors from uncertairLties lrL

impurity transpor亡 could be assessed more realistically. While - 20完

accuracy was estitna亡ed for ionizatiorL COefflcients, recombination

coefficients could be claimed only to have - 607. accuracy. Actual best

flt values we.re found to be 0.8
- 1.2 of coefficlen亡s calculated

according to Burgess39.

No crossed or mersed beatns tneasure･nent$8 are available for the ions

studled ln transien亡 plasmas. The experlence so far suggests tha亡

measured effective dielee亡ronlc recomblna亡ion coefflclen亡S from 亡ran$1en亡

plastnas are generally accurate to withirL a factor - 2.
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V. Excitation Coefficients

Aminportant asstlmptiorL for the interpretation of TnOSt Of the

experitnents described in the preceding 8e.Ctions was the assumed

{1/2 e*p(-AE/kBT) dependence of excitatlon rates on temperature･ AE

being the excitatiorL energy' This assumption corresponds to an energy-

independent collision 8trength5 (or constarLt Gaunt factor) and is of

course very approxitnate, but probably not a source of tnajor error as long

as kBT/AE is not chatlging by factors ) 2･ Other Simplifying assumptions
′ヽ■

for the analysis, i.a., the'corona relation for absolute line intensi-

ties, Eq. (2), or its nodificatioTIS using suitable branching ratios, are

frequently more restrictive, as ls the requirement for absolllte rather

than relative lrLteT18ity tneasurements and亡he need for absolute densities

of the target ions. Inspite of these difficulties, early measurments as

reviewed by Kunヱe9 were quite useful 1n revealing that effective Gaunt

factors for collision-induced electric dipole transitions were often

larger than 0.◆2, thaヒco11ision-iTIduced siTlglet-triplet trarLSitiorLSぬd

comparable rates, and that other than electric dipole transitions Jalso

had significant exci亡ation rates irk Case Of tRultlply ionized atoms.

Since these early measurements, which were mostly concerrLed with

helium-, lithium-, atld berylliun-like ions
, refined tneasurements and

arLalysis have TIOヒonly been performed for these ionic systems b71t also

for ions with tAOre bound electrons. Because of the presence of tne亡a-

stable levels, modifications of the corona model are especially important

for tie- and Be-like ions, 1軸ich have therefore received 8peCial号亡ten-

tion. A long･-s亡anding problem, e.g｡, has been the ratio of lntercombirLa-
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lion to resonance line ratios in tie-like ions, in particular its electron

density and亡emperature depeTldence. These experimerLtS are particularly

siTnPle, because only relative itltenSity neas.urenents of
two

neighboring

lines are required and target ion concentrations need riot be knowTL,

except When corrections for radiative亡ransfer must be made. The experi-

mental line intensity ratios for CV44 vary from 2･0 - 6'l} or from 2'2 -

9'.6 after allo甘ing for radiative transfer, as the electron density

increases froth O･8 x 1015 to l･5 x 1016 cn-3. Agreement with theory45 1s

within 207., except at 亡he highest densl亡y and lowest temperature. The

latter deviations could be resolved if the tetnperature dependence of the

ratio of singlet and triplet excitation rates Were actually weaker than

calculated.

瓦nore recent experiTnental study46 for of the BIV resonance to

lntercombination line ratio R at Ne I- 1･5 × 1016 cn-3 and kBT = 175 eV

島ives R = 106土30, to be cotnpared with a ≡; 124 based on the calcula亡ions

of Ref. 45. A very important cause of the reduced intensity of the

interconbina亡ion line is ioniヱation from the triple亡1evels,甘hich was

allowed for according to Gabriel and Jordan47 iTl their study of tBOdified

corona models. Also relative ln亡ensl亡1es of 亡be resonance lines from 亡he

n等2, 3 and 4 levels were foutld 亡o be in good agreetnent With calculated

values48･ tlowever事absolute line intensi亡ies were a factor - 4 below

expectations based on cotlS亡aTlt a to tl gas flll ra亡los and BIV relative

abundances inferred froth the loni2:ation (and recombinatioTl) rate equa-

I:ions. This again suggests that added impurities are not necessarily

swept up by the itnplosionll'
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It 18 ttlerefore worthwhile to remember thaヒ rate coefficien亡s by the

transient plasma tnethod can also be measured in pure gases● As a natter

of fact} an experiment32 on the Na-like ArVII工ions事done both with臆gon

seeded hydrogen and pure argorL fill, gave: the first indication of changes

ln the Tnixture ratio during the cotnpression. The pure argon results for

the 3s-3p, 3d, 4s, 4p, 4d arLd 4f excitation rates were found to agree

with Coulonb-Bom calcula亡ions to well within a factor of 1.5. For n こ壬

5, the agreement was less satisfactory, possibly because of collisional

coupling or cascading not included in the modified corona model.

A recent experimen亡49 in pure neon on the Li-like NeV工Ⅰ工ions

ylelded effective ex亡1ta亡1on coeffleien亡S for all a ≡ 3 and 4 levels

which were'assigned亡o 2s arid 2p as initial s亡a亡es accordlng亡o rela亡ive

values of theoretical rate coefficien亡s5
from 5-state close-coupling

calculatlons for the n = 3 sta亡es and from Coulonb-Born calc111atiot1S_ for

the A = 4 states. The sun of 2s and 2p populations wats taken from the

fitting to tneasured tine histories arid from the measured electron

density, using quasi-neutrality of the plasma. Absolute line intensities

were measured, using the branching ratio method, and corrected for

se]･･fabsorption according to a ne亡hod first used for tie-like lines50. The

absolute values of all n …… 3 excl亡atlon rate coefflclen亡s 亡bus ob亡alned

at kBT = 75 eV agreed to within a factor - l･5 with calculated values･

For 4s atld 4p the agreement was be亡ter or sinllar, While a factor 3

discrepancy occurred for 4d.

1t is also interesting to note that these results are consistent

tqi亡h resul亡s obtained at hl.gher亡emperat'ureS,
-up亡o

- 260 eV, ill neOn-

seeded hydrogen5l or helium52 plastnas. (tlelium was used to reduce
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absorption losses be亡ween plastna and spec亡rograph.) The new experimental

value for 4f excitation49 is consisteTlt With a result obtained in nem-

seeded hydrogen53 at kBT = 12- 260 eV･ These favorabrle experimental

conlparisons make i亡nore difficul亡to understand why the B2tI6 Seed used

in the measure(ment46 of excitatiorL COefficients for B=V evidently did not

appear in亡he initial fill gas mixture ratio. Possibly dissociation in

the preheater phase and wall effects were responsible for the de-nixing

ln也1s case ratber也an也e 亡be亡a plneh mechanism aetlng ln the case of

argonll･

In any case, for most itnportant states of Li-like ions, plasma

measurements seem to give Very Satisfactory results. Because of the low-
●

lying metast.able 23p level of beryllium-like lonsl the interpretation of

relative and absolute line intensity neasurements for such ions is tnore

involved and critically dependent on accurate transition probabilities

for brancblng ratios required in亡he approprla亡e modiflca亡土ons of Eq.

(2)･ A very comple亡e experimental s亡udy54 of NeVI工at k3T 5 80 eV and

Ne 5 2 × 1016 cn~3･ using 5Y･ neon in helium or hydrogen, r.esulted in very

satisfactory agreemerL亡with亡heory for n三3 exci亡a亡ions excep亡for亡he

2s2
1s

-

2s3plp tr･ansiti･on, for which the theoretical excitatiorL COeffi-

cien亡was found to be too low by a fac亡Or - 2L. Also, from a cotlSldera-

tion of branching ra亡ios} the theoretical A value for亡he 2p2
3p

-

2s3p3p

transitioTI Seemed a factor - 6 too high. For A = 2 levels no satlsfaLl_tO-

ry agreemen亡 could be obtairled･ A reduction in the measured inte･tlSi亡y of

the intercombination line 2s2 1s -

2s2p3p would be needed to reconcile

these differences. For a discussion of earlゴ.er experiments on Be-like

lons}亡he reader is referred亡o Kunze,s review9} whereヒhe required

●
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modifications to the corona TuOdel are also discussed1.

one of the experimerLtal problems irk the deterTnination of absolute

excitation coefficlents, the measuremen亡 of absolute target ion densities

in seeded plasmasI Which are preferable otherwise to avoid self absorp-

tion, caTl be solved irL SPeCial cases by observing forbidden li,Res (fine-

structure transitions) between levels of t忠e ground figurations. These

levels are alno8亡certainly statistically populated at densities typical

of theta pinches,and the corresponding tnagnet:ic dipole transition

probablllties can be calculated easily and aceura亡ely･ This method was

used for FeX55 which emits the red coronal linel Whose absolute intensity

thus gave the rex grouTldstate densities} the upper firLe Structure level

populatioTI
'directly and tha亡of the lower level by using statistical

we'ights. This no亡only allowed 亡he detertnitlation of exci亡ation

coefficients for FeX, bll亡from various measuretnent856,57 of relative

excitation coefficients for neighboring iron ions, also of absolute

excitation coefficieTltS58 for FeV工ⅠⅠ, ⅠⅩand X工｡ With one exception● the

results agreed･with theory to within a factor 2･ Smaller deviations are

probably not significant'

The saTne Tne亡hod has been applied to a tokamak plasma to lneaSure59

excitation coefflcien亡s for CuX工Ⅰ工artd CuXV工工, with台n estimated

uncertainty of主70完, aTId 亡o Al-like lines of iron, nickel, copper arid

zinc60.
The tnajor source of error is irk the XUV intensity calibra亡ions･

A more general tnethod for亡arget ion density measuremen亡s61 irk the亡a

pinches is based on a comparison of electrorL density measuremeTLtS in pure

hydrogen plasma and plasma叫jected with - 17･ of亡he elemen亡Of irL亡erest,

e.g., by a titanium gun. (A●simi]一ar iron gun甘aS used in亡he work of
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Ref. 55.) As always, the distribution over charge s亡ates is inferred

from亡1me hls亡orles, and quasi-neu亡rall亡y l$ 1nvoked 亡o rela亡e 亡he dlange

ln electron den$1亡y 亡o ion density.

A common purpose of tnany of the exci亡ation coefficietlt neaSurementS

was to lnvestiga亡e energy losses due to impurity radiation at known

itnpurity concentrations. A corresponding experiment62 based on the

methods of Ref｡ 55 gave radiative poveL.S, Summed over all itnportant llne8

of FeVII - XI irk a - 17･ iron-Seeded plastna at kBT ～ 45 eV to within a

factor of 2･ Agreemen亡with various calculations63165 is within or close

亡o 亡hls factor.
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Vt' Sutnnary

The transient plasma method has yielded effective ioni2;ation rate

coefficients for a large number of multip;1y ioni2:ed atoms of simple aTld

complex atomic structure and with ionic charges up to - 30. Depending on

the ion, the plasⅦa density, temperature, aTld the plasma homogeneity, the

accuracy of such measurenents Tnay reach - 307.. For early nenbers of the

Li, Be, B, etc., isoelectronic sequerLCeS TneaSured coefficients tend to be

snal1er 亡han calculated values, but for higher charge s亡a亡es and near

threshold ioni2:ation they are irk agreement Within estimated errors.

Dielectronic reconbination rate coefficients have only been obtained

for a much stnaller number of ions and at relatively highdensities.

Their estitnated accuracy is not much better than a faLCtOr - 2I and亡hey

tend to agree with theory before any corrections for collisional iorLiza一

【ion of the lrltemediate doubly-excited s亡ates of 亡he recombining ion, or

for九-changing COllisions.

The data･ for collisional excitation are again quite numerous,

reachitlg from He-like ions to 上ons With complex structure, say, (沈- or

Arllike' The accuracy of abst)lute neasurements is I.arely much be亡ter

than a factor - 2 and agreemen亡with calculations is usually found to be

within these limits. Relative excitation rates for staヒes of a given ion
●

can be measured wi亡b subs亡an亡1ally be亡亡er accuracy, alヒhough deflni亡e

conclusions regarding theoretical approximations may be cons亡rained by

亡be quall亡y of 亡he corona model used for亡he ln亡erpre亡aヒlon of 亡be

rela亡1ve line ln亡ensl亡y measuremen亡s.
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Other plasma measurements not using the time-dependence of line

lnten$1亡1es have also con亡rlbu亡ed 亡o 亡he de亡ermlna亡ion of effec亡1ve

collisional rate coefficients, especially in case of dielectrorLic

reeombina亡lon. Assuming corona equillbrlum亡o exls亡1n亡be center of a

tokatnak, one can tneasure ratios of ioni2:ation arLd recombina亡ion ra亡e

coefficients. Using theoretical values for the ionizaLtion coefficients,

dielestronic reconbinatiorL COefficients were determined in･ this way for

FeXV -

Ⅹ工Ⅹ66.Another method involves high resolution neasurements of

dlelec亡ronlc sa亡elll亡e lines, whose rela亡1ve ln亡enSl亡1es wl亡b respec亡 to

the main line are essentlally given by亡he ratio of †ニhe corresponding

con亡ribu亡lon 亡o 亡be dielectronic recombina亡ion coe王flcien亡 and 亡be

excita亡ion coefficien亡 of 亡he main line. Such de亡ermina亡lons have been

tnade for CaX工Ⅹ67I FeXXV68I TiXXI69 and for TiXX工Ⅰ70･
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EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT OF ATOMIC DATA FOR PLASMA MODELL川G

≡∃

★

T. Kawamura and T. Ono

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan

Abstract

The characteristic points and atomic data needs in plasma modellings are

discussed layl.ng emphasis on tokamak p一asma model一ing. As an examp一e

eval.uation and assessment for rate coefficient formu一as available for lmPurity
●

transport modelling are presented, and the remarkable dependence of the radlal

impuy<ity distribution on･ the difference between the two dielectronic

recombination rate coefficient formulas presented by the different authors is

pointed out. It is concluded that considerably accurate atom?'c data are needed

●

in order to draw out reliable values of anomalous lmPurity transport

coefficients from the comparison of the resu一ts from p一asma ｢ode11ings with

those from experiments.

* Permanent Address: Department of Physics,･Nagoya University, Nagoya

4糾, Japan.
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1. Introduction

Recently p一asma modelling studies draw attention to fusion scientists.

Plasma modelling is quoted to theor'etical or computational work on the basis

of an appropriate p一asma mode一 in a real device for fusion study. The p一asma

whicl】 should be treated in modelling work is different from the idea一 p一asma

which was･treated in the traditional plasma theory.

The characteristic points in p一asma modellings are as follows.･ (1)P一asma

is spatially bounded. (2)The structure of a plasma is affected by the

existence of a vessel wall. (3)The plasma structure･ is sub3'ect to the

transport processes in an inhomogeneous plasma. (4)There exist a 一arge number

of neutral fuel particles (Ho, Do, To). (5)Impurities originating from the

first wal一 inf一uence energy ba一ance and structure of the plasma. (6)A lot of

elementary processes such as atomic and molecular processes and p一asma-surface

interaction processes. contribute in determining the physic畠1 nature of a

plasL71a.

The T'irst objective of modelling study lS analysis Of experimental
● ●

results. Generally an inhomogeneous and spatially finite hot p一asma confined
t

in a magnetic field includes nlicroscopIC electrIOmagnetic f一uctuations due to
●

non-linear instabilities. Such f一uctuations promote the anomalous transport

across the magnetic fields and the confinement times of fuel particles and

impurities are greatly ruled by these anomalous fluctuations.

The characteristics of such anomalous phenomena are subject to the device

structure concerned. Then, in order to develop･a fusion machine it is

necessary to know a sca一ing law from the experimenta一 resu一ts with various

devices. We can obtain universal knowledge on anomalous phenomena by comparing

the results from plasma modellings and experiments~.
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Secondly plasma mode一ling is necessary for deslgn Studies of a netv device.

王n this case p一asma model一ing is devoted to determine the design parameters of

a device削th which desired plasma parameters should be attained.

Here we rtestrict our discussion to tokamak plasma modelling for the

following reasons. (1)At present on一y the tokamak can rea一ize a p一asma with

the conditions nearest to the fusion break-even.
-(2)The

treatment of boundary

plasma is very important for tokamak modelling. Recently the study on a

boundary plasma has been one of the key issues of tokamak r･esearches, because

par-ticle and energy balances in a tokamak plasnla are COntrOlled through its

boundar･y plasma. (3)In a boundary plasma atomic and molecular processes and

plasma surface interaction processes play a key role. However, at present

their data ar.e not so reliable for model一ing of a boundary plasma in rather a

i ow.temperature.

In this note we will make an assessment of atomic data available for

plasma modelling laying emphasis on boundary plasma modelling.

2. Data Needs for Tokamak Modelling

For model一ing various kinds of data in a broad range of p一asma conditions

are needed. Generally a tokamak plasma can be divided into two parts, main

plasma and boundary pla-sma. In the main plasma near the torus center the

condition over the break-even in which the plasma density is 1014 cm-3 and the

ion tenlPerature is 10 key should be attained. A tokamak plasma is scraped by

so一id limiter or magnetic separatrix. The latter constitutes a part of a

magnetic divertoyI System. Outside the scraplng Surface the magnetic field

lines are connected to the solid surface. This region of a tokamak plasma is

called a scrape-off layer (SOL). In this region the confinement times of
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particles and energy are vcr-y s-hort, and plasma density and temperature

beconlel for examp-el aS 一ow as ILO12 - 1013cm-3 andト30 eV. In什ont of

limiter sides or a dうvertor'neutralizer plate we frequent一y have a rather high

density ( 1014cm-3) and i.w temperature (1 - 10 eV) plasma due to predominant

recycling of neutrals and radiation loss by hydrogen ionization and

recombination radiation. The p一asma in the peripheral reglOn inside the
●

scr尋Plng Surface and the p一asma in SOL co.1Stitute a boundary p一asma in a

tokamak where the direct influence of the first w∂11 is predominant. For

tokamak plasma modelling, as seen･ above, we need the data in the ranges of

plasma densities 1011 - 1014 cm-3 and of plasma temperature 1 eV
- 10 key. The

latter corresponds to an enormous一y wide range of reaction energy for the

atomic processes.

At present a一most a一l tokamak modelling works are based on fluid equations

of multi-components which include electrons, fuel ions and lionized impurities

in different charge states, as well as on Monte Carlo procedLJreS for neutrals.

Then, numerical data for an atomic process should be expressed by a reaction

rate coefficient <cfV>, Which is determined by averaglng the cross section over
●

a Maxwcllian velocity distr･ibution of particles and is a function of plasma

temperature and, in some cases, a一so a function of electroll density. Therefore

we have to construct an appropriate rate coefficient formula on the basis of

experimental or theoretical results on an elementary process, if we have no

available formula for the rate coefficient of the process concerned.

For description of tokamak plasma using multi-component fluid equations we

need a lot of rate coefficients including ionization, recombination and charge

exchange for fuel pay'ticles and impurities, and these rate coefficients should

be expressed by analytical fo'rmulas with numerica一 coefficients for conlPuter

calculations. If we wi3tnt tO Calculate a plasma structure over all regions of
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main plasma and boundary p一asma, we need rate ､coefficientsイormulas with

consi,derable accuracy in a broad range of temperature. In order to obtal'n the

l

temperature distributions self=consistently we have to include a radiation

coo一ing term in modelling equations in addition to heat conduction and

convection terms. The radiation cooling term consists of the suTTmation of

cooling rates due to ions in many charge states and knowledge of electron

● ● ●

impact eXCitation of these ions is needed for determlnlng these rates.

A comprehensive review ･on data base needed for tokamak modelling has been

presented recentlyl). Therefore in what fo一lows we restrict our discussionl tO

impurity transport model一ing and assess presently availabl'e rate coefficient

formu一as for ionization and recombination of impurities.

3. Rate Coefficient Fol.mulas Available for Modelling

The electron lmPaCt ionization proces岳es consist of direct ionization and
●

autoionization. The convenient semi-emprical formula of Lotz2) is widely used

as a total rate for electron Impact ionization. This expr'ession was derived by

fitting to the experimental cross sections ex;sting at that time. Also used in

fusion plasmas is the formula of Post et al.3) which was obtained by combining

various expr'essions and adopting an appropriate Gaunt factor. As for direct

ionization, Summers4) deve一oped a semiclassical rate coefficient formula based

on the Exchange-Classical-Impact-Parameter method. Recently, Golden and

sampson5) derived an expression from their cross section calculations using

Coulomb-Born with exchange approximaf.ion. Quite recent一y, Arnaud and

Rothenflug6) have calculated fitting parameters of the rate coefficient

formu一a based on the theoretica一 cross section expression propLISed by

younger7) which was developed in the distorted wave approximation for specific

values of Z. Comparison of the rates of Lotz, Arnaud and Rothenflug, and Post
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et al. shows that there is a good agreement among them for ioniLC Charges ≧ +9

and that the rates of Post et al. fall a few orders of magnitudes below the

others for Te < 10 eV and for ionic charges ≦ +8. Among autoionization

processes, excitation-autoioniza七ion is the stronges七one. Concernlng

excitation-autoionization, there is no reliab一e emplrlCa】 or theoretica一 rate
● ●

coefficient formula for'1ack 1'n experimental and theoretical data. Mewe et

al･8) proposed a rate formu-a･ Recently'Arnaud and Rothenf-u.g have

calcu一ated fitting parameters of the rate formu一a uslng experimental and
●

theoretical data for isoelectronic sequenes.

The recombination processes consist of radiative and dielectronic ones.

As for radiative recombination, the rates towards hydrogenic ions of Seaton9)

are used frequent一y which are based on an expansion of the Gaunt factor. In

the case of recombination towards non-hydrogenic ions, Aldrovandi and

pequignotlO) fitted their ca一culated results with a simp一e ･empirical fcrmula.

For Fe ions, Woods et al.ll) derived parameter va一ues of-this formula using

theoretical calculations for photoionization cross sections. Their rates for

Fe+24 - Fe+23 and Fe+23 - Fe+22 are pointed out to be in error and corrected

by Arnaud and Rothenflug. As for djelectronic recombination, Burgessll)

developed a general theoretical formula. This expression was then modified for

An#O transitions by Hertz et al.12) based on their calculations for Fe ions.

The modified one is widely used by fusion scientists. Aldrovandi and

PequlgnOt Calculated rate coefficients based on the Burgess formula and fitted
●

the results with their formu一a. For He to Ni ions, Shull and Van Steenberg13)

calculated rates and expressed the results by the same formula. With the same

formu一a Woods et al. fitted rate coefficient calculations for Fe ions by

Jacobs et al.14) in which autoionization from doub一y excited states to excited

states were taken into account. Our comparative study of the rates for Fe
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ions of Shull and､-Van Steenber,g
･a~ndof

Postrel al. who l)Sed the modified

Burgess formu一a shows that the rate's of Shull and Van Steenberg are smaller

than those'of Post et al. by i factor of 2-3 on the average, as can be

expected from Fig. 1 where these two rates for Fe+13 are shown.

4. Effects of Atomic Dat-a on Modelling

As an example of data assessment we report the results obtained from

impurity transport analysis using a one-dimensional tokamak mode115) in which

the anoma一ous diffusion and convection jn hot hydrogen plasma in a steady

state are assumed･ For the diffusion constant acr･oss the nlagnetic field Dk Of

an ionization state k( k=1 for neutrals ) we adopt Dk = DknC + DA Where DknC

is the neoclassical term and DA is the phenomenolog-cal anoma一ous diffusion

cons,tant･ The radial cowection velocity Vk lS taken as Vk= VkE + (r/a) vA

where vkE is the radial inward velocity due to the plnCh effect caused by the

tokamak plasma current･ (r/a)VA is the phenomenological anomalous convection

velocity, ㍗.and a are the radius from the torus center and the minor p一asma

radl'us respectively･ Here we treat DA and VA aS free parameters which are

given identica一 va一ues for all charge states of the lmPurity ions, and we
●

assume the stationary density and temperature profi一es of hydrogen p一asma.

ue calcu一ated impurity distributions uslng the different sets of rate
●

coefficients in our computer code and checked the sensitivity of atomic data

to mode一ling results. We here report the effects of different dielectronic

recombination rate coefficient fornlulas because the dielectronic recombination

has a leading effect on the recombination processes in the reglOn Of e一ectron
●

temperature concerned.

As a standard case we used ionization and recombination rate coefficients

which are prepared by Post el a13)., where ionizatlon rate coefficients are
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electron- 1mPaCt i-onizati-on rates. estimated by them and the recomb1'nation rate
●

coefficients are the sum of the radiative recombinatiEOn rates glVen by Seaton
●

and the dielectronic recombinatjon rates in the Burgess scheme. Here we have

used another dielectric recombination r-ate formula given byL Shull and Van

steenberg13), and have compared the calculated results of impurity (Fe)

distributi･ons uslng the above. two･ different subroutines for dielectric
●

recQmbination rate coeffici.ents. In the followlng We refer t.o the computation
●

●

uslng the standard data as Case A and to the one as Case ら when on一y the

dielectric reconlbination rate coefficients are replaced by the ones glVen by
●

Shull and Van Steenberg.

We present the results of our computations, for example, for the case when

DA: 5･103 cm3 see-1 and VA =300 cm see-1 in Fig･ 2anrd Fig･ 3･ Fig･ 2(a)

shows the resu一ts with the use of the standard data ( the dielectronic

recombination rate coefficients in the form of Bugess ) while Fig. 2(b) shows

the ones in which only the dielectronic recombination rate.coefficients are

rep一aced by the ones given b3･ Shull and Van Steenberg. In Fig. 3(a) and Fig.

3(b) we illustrate the differences of the FeXVI and FeXVII distributions for

the two cases respectively. From these results we can deduce remar-kable

dependence of the radia一 impurity distributions on the difference between the

two dielectronic recombination rate coefficient forTnulas.

In Fig. 4 we plot the full width at half maximum of the radial ion

distributions for the k-th ionization state} dk, Versus different DA Values

( VA I 0 is assumed ) to clar咋y the difference between the two cases･ These

results show the fact that the change of dk in the wide range of DA Values is

buried under the change due to the different dielectronic recombination rate

formulas｡ The peak spaclng between the radial distributions of different
●

charge states, lkk-Should be related to convection velocity･ In Fig･ 5 we
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i11ustrateてthe. relation･ between -the spa虎n菅IIX如va-nd
YA tDh

: 01'fs assumed)

in the above two cases with the different, die]ectron⊂ic recomb1'nat1'on; ra-te -

P
●■

coefficient formulas･ This shわws thlat the discrepancy of the spaclng lIX,
XIV

due to the different dielectronic recombinatj10n formulas becomes 一arger for

一arge VA VatueS･

Our analysIS Shows that consjderably accurate atomic data are nee~ded ink

●

o'rder to draw out reliable values of. the anomalous lmPu'rity transport

coefficients from the plasnla mOdell･ing researches.

5. Discussion

As de･scribed in Section 3, there is､still today no accurate rate

coefficient formula for the atomic processes taking p一ace in the broad･ ranges

of plasma density and temperature of fusion plasmas. Evident effect of the

difference between the two atomic data s-ets o'n our plasma modelling has been

exemp一ified
･through

the lmPUFjty t.YlanSP抑七aln'alysIS.
.From

these, the
●

fol一owing statements may be in,fer･red i.n conne~ction w代h theL atomic data:

(1) We need theニdata with the accuracy･ of the order for all the proce.sses that

are supposed to take pl_ace- in a p一asma concerned.

(2) For such processes▲ as are. ･order-esti･mated to influence the p†dSma

structure* we need三the da_ta･with th■eaccuracy of about 50
･J%･at

lealst､ for a

reliabl･e modelling.

(3) The atomi:c data requLi.-red'･in mode.11てngs should be conAstructed iAn
･the.

form

of r訂ヒe coefficient formul-as for
-fuel and impurity TeTemen七s l'-n帥e -ranges Of▲

plasma density 1011 - 1014
･cm-3 and of temperaturぎ1 e･V

- 10 keV･.

(4) For developing fusion machine's, knowledge o打,atomic processesl's so-,

indispensable that the studLies in this fielld s･houlld alsop be promoted･wiJth the

same order of weight as that glVen tO the work on plasma devices.
●

-
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Figure Captions

I

Fig･ 1 Dielectronic recombination rates αd
for Fe+13 versus e-ectron

temperature Te･
αd(S

& V･S) stands for the rate calculated with the

use of the rate coefficient formu一a by Shull and Van Steenberg13).

αd(B-M)
is the rate derived from the formula by Post el a-･3)･

Fig. 2 a) The radia一 distributions of Fe k (k声X～xVIⅠⅠ)with the use of

the standa,d data3) in which the dielectronic recombjnation rate

coefficients are given in the form of Burgess. (case A)

b) The same resu一ts using the data in which on一y the dielectronic

･recombination rate coefficients are replaced by the one's glVen
●

by Shun and Van Steenberg13). (ca･se B)A

Fig. 3 The compariFSOn Of the FeXVI distributions fort cases A and B shown in

Fig. 2 (a) and the same result for FeXVII (b).

Fl'g. 4 The fu一l width at half maxi7num Of the radia一 djstn'butions for FeXV

versus 4nOmalous diffusion constant DÅ(VA -

a)･Ostands for case A

and△for case a as defined 1;n Fig. 2.

Fig. 5 The radia一 spacing between the peaks oずthe d7'stributioflS fo'( FeIX

and FeXIV versus anomalous convection velocity constant VA (DA ; 0)･

Ocorresponds to case A and A to c員Se B･
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Effects of electr.ic fields on dielectroni9 reCOmbination

一unch

H. Gr

Co

iem (Un
llision

iv. Maryland) (30 min.)
a l rate coefficients for high一y charged ions

from transient

T. Kawamura (IPP) 冒
1asmas
30

minJ
Evaluation a.nd assessment of atomic data and surface

interaction data for boundary plasma modelling

Discussion on futur●e U.S.- Japan collaboration

P一ease note that 5-10 min. discussion time is reserved after each ta一k.
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